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COLLEGE CALENDAR
First Semester 1966-67
Sunday, September 4.
Monday, September 5.
Monday, Tuesday,
September 5-6.
Tuesday, September 6.
Wednesday through
Friday, September 7-9.
Monday, September 12.
Wednesday, September 21.
Friday, October 14.
Wednesday, November 23.
Monday, November 28.
Friday, December 16.

Tuesday, January 3.
Friday through Thursday,
January 13-19.
Thursday, January 19.

Dormitories open for occupancy at 10:00
A.M.*
First general faculty meeting at 7:00 P.M.,
Roundhouse.
Testing and orientation fo r beginning
freshmen commencing at 7 :30 A.M.,
Monday.
English Competence Examination 10:00
A.M. Registration beginning at 1:15 P.M.
Registration continues.
Classes commencing at 7 :30 A.M. Late
registration fee charged.
Last day for registration and addition of
courses to schedule.
Last day fo r dropping courses without
penalty.
Thanksgiving Holidays commencing at
12:30 P.M.*
Resumption o f classes at 7 :30 A.M.
Christmas Holidays commencing at 12:30
P.M.*
1967
Resumption of classes at 7:30 A.M.
Semester examinations.
Filing o f semester grades o f candidates for
graduation by 1:15 P.M. in Office of
Admissions and Records.
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COLLEGE CALENDAR
Friday, January 20.

Friday, January 20.

Filing o f all semester grades in Office of
Admissions and Records within twentyfour hours after the last scheduled
semester examination.
Commencement, 6:00 P.M.

Second Semester 196b-67
(During this semester the college will be recessed
two days for the A.E.A. Convention)
Sunday, January 22.
Reopening of dormitories for occupancy,
10:00 A.M.*
Monday, January 23.
Testing and orientation for beginning
freshmen at 7:30 A.M.
Monday, January 23.
English Competence Examination, '10:00
A.M.
Tuesday through
Registration.
Friday, January 24-27.
Monday, January 30.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M. Late
registration fee charged.
Wednesday, February 8.
Last day fo r registration and addition of
courses to schedule.
Friday, March 3
Last day fo r dropping courses without
penalty.
Friday through
Thursday, May 19-25.
Semester examinations.
Thursday, May 25.
Filing o f semester grades o f candidates for
graduation by 1:15 P.M. in Office of
Admissions and Records.
Friday, May 26.
Filing o f all semester grades in Office of
Admissions and Records within twentyfour hours after the last scheduled
semester examination.
Saturday, May 27.
Commencement, 6:00 P.M.

Summer Semester 1967 — Undergraduate
(Classes meet six days a week)
Reopening o f dormitories for occupancy,
Sunday, June 4.
10:00 A.M.*
Testing and orientation fo r beginning
Monday, June 5.
freshmen commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Monday, Tuesday,
Registration o f all students.
June 5-6.
Wednesday, June 17.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Saturday, June 10.
Last day fo r registration and addition of
courses.
Wednesday, June 14.
Last day fo r dropping courses without
penalty.
Tuesday, July 4.
Holiday
Tuesday through
Semester examinations commencing at
Thursday, July 25-27.
12:30 P.M., Tuesday.
Thursday, July 27.
Filing o f semester grades o f candidates for
graduation by 1:15 P.M. in Office of
Admissions and Records.
Friday, July 28.
Filing o f all semester grades in the Office of
Admissions and Records within twentyfour hours after the last scheduled ex
amination.
Friday, July 28.
Commencement, 6:00 P.M.
Summer Semester 1967— Graduate— First Term
(Classes meet Monday through Friday. Note exception June 10.)
Reopening o f dormitories fo r occupancy at
Sunday, June 4.
10:00 A.M.*
Registration fo r first term, fo r first and
Monday, Tuesday,
second term, or fo r second term.
June 5-6.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Wednesday, June 7.
Classes meet.
Saturday, June 10.
Friday, Saturday,
Semester examinations, first term.
July 14-15.
Filing o f all semester grades fo r first term
Monday, July 17.
by 10:00 A.M. in O ffice o f Admissions
and Records.
Graduate— Second Term
(Classes Meet Six Days a Week, Monday through Saturday)
Registration fo r those not yet registered.
Saturday, July 15.
Monday, July 17.
Classes commencing at 7:30 A.M.
Friday, Saturday,
August 18-19.
Semester examinations, second term.
Monday, August 21.
Filing o f all semester grades fo r second
term by 10:00 A.M. in Office o f Ad
missions and Records.
*The last meal before holidays will be served in the college dining room
at noon on the last day o f dismissal fo r holidays. The first meal after
holidays, vacations, or other recesses will be served in the dining room
follow ing the last o f the semester examinations at the end o f each
semester. The college reserves the right to close the dormitories and the
dining room between periods o f registration and during all holidays,
vacations, and other recesses.
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
(as o f the time the catalogue went to press)
Governor George C. Wallace, President, Montgomery
Congressional
Term
Name
Address
District
Expires
Dr. James D. Nettles
Arlington
First
1967
Ed Dannelly
Andalusia
Second
1971
Mrs. Carl Strang
Eufaula
Third
1967
Fred L. Merrill
Anniston
Fourth
1969
Victor P. Poole
Moundville
Fifth
1969
The Rev. Harold C. Martin Birmingham
Sixth
1967
William M. Beck
Fort Payne
Seventh
1967
W. C. Davis
Fayette
Seventh
1971
Cecil Word
Scottsboro
Eighth
1971
Superintendent Austin R. Meadows, Secretary and Executive Officer,
Montgomery
ADM IN ISTRATIVE OFFICIALS
HOUSTON COLE, B. S., M. S., LL.D. ________________________ President
THERON E. MONTGOMERY, A.B., M.A., P h .D ._____ Dean of the College
LAWRENCE R. MILES, A.B.__________ Dean of Admissions and Registrar
ERNEST STONE, B.S., M.A., L L .D .___ Director of the Laboratory Schools
REUBEN SELF, B.S., M.A., E d .D ._____ Director of the Graduate Division
SOLON H. GLOVER, B.S.
...........Business Manager
JESSE E. FAIN, B. S.
.......................Director of Auxiliary Services
BASKIN WRIGHT, A.B., M.A. _______________ Director of Financial Aid
LEON D. WILLMAN, B.S., M.S., Ed D. _________________ Dean of Students
A. D. EDWARDS, A.B., M .A .___________ Director of Housing and Security
MIRIAM C. JACKSON, B.S., M.S. _____________________ Dean of Women
**MARY GERALDINE CLEGG, A.B., M.A. ___ Counselor of Women and
Assistant Director of Housing
S T A F F
BUSINESS OFFICE
MIRIAM WOOD HAYWOOD _______________ Assistant Business Manager
GENEVA STEPHENS PYRON ___________ Director of Student Accounts
NORMAN O. STANLEY ___________________________________ Accountant
CAROLYN WEST --------- Assistant Director of Student Accounts
DORMITORY DIRECTORS
LENA A R R IN G T O N _______________________________________ Glazner Hall
KENNETH BEARD ----Abercrombie Hall
MARINEZ B R O O K E ______________________________________ Weatherly Hall
MARGARET M. BRYANT _________________________________ Pannell Hall
REBECCA FAGAN ____________________________________ Rowan Hall
LORENE G ILLESPIE__________________________________________ Crow Hall
**On Leave
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PAULINE C. GLASS ____________________________________ Patterson Hall
VIOLA INGRAM _______________________________________ Daugette Hall
GOLDIE T. JAMISON ______________________________________ Logan Hall
MYRTLE KELLEY _________________________________________ Luttrell Hall
COLE CENTER DINING ROOM
JAMES B. HAYWOOD ___________________________ Director, Food Services
EULA BELLE ARCHER _____________________________ Assistant Dietitian
KATHERINE GARRETT _______________________
Assistant Dietitian
OPLE JOHNSON _____________________________________ Assistant Dietitian
MARGARET WEEKLEY _____________________________ Dining Hall Hostess
RUBY L. W O O D A L L
__________ Assistant Dietitian
M ILITARY
MARY H. HENDERSON _________ Secretary, Military Science Department
SP/5 BOBBY J. BEARDEN __________________Military Science Department
SGT/MAJOR MARION E. HINELINE______ M i l i t a r y S c i e n c e D e p a r t m e n t
SP/5 DAVID P. MULLENS _________________
Military Science Department
S/SG T CHARLES R. PHILLIPS _______________ Military Science Department
S/SG T FREDERICK E. SCHILLING, JR. _______ Military Science Department
S/SGT. ROBERT C. SEXTON _________________ Military Science Department
S/SGT ROGER M. WALSTON _________________ Military Science Department
M/SGT. WESLEY WOOLEY _________________ Military Science Department
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
JETTA FAYE MANNERS ___________________________________ Secretary
MARY ANN MASON _________________________________________Secretary
MARY STEVENSON POLING ______________________ Assistant Registrar
LOUISE BAILEY SEWELL _____ Secretary to the Dean of Admissions and
IBM Supervisor
W ILLIAM S IN FIRM ARY
DR. JAMES WILLIAMS, Sr .
_________________________ School Doctor
GEORGIA GRIFFIN _______________________________________ School Nurse
RAM ONA WOOD LIBRARY
ELEANOR S. H A YW O O D
........ Assistant Circulation and
Reference Librarian
JEANETTE H. REMER
_______ Assistant to Cataloger
SARAH B. STAPLES _________________ Clerical Assistant to the Librarian
MARY H. VAN PELT _________________ Clerical Assistant to the Librarian
SPECIAL
MARY ALLISON ___________________________ Secretary, Dean of Students
HELEN BARTHEL ___ Bookkeeper for Director of the Laboratory Schools
MARY WILLIAMON CASS _________________ Manager of the Coffee Shop
CLIFFORD SHARPE COFFEE _______________________ Publicity Director
LOUISE T. DEASON ________________ Laboratory Assistant, Nursery
JAMES C. DOUTHIT ___________________ Assistant Manager, Coffee Shop
JOHN DUNCAN _______________________________ Building Superintendent
CURTIS ESTES _____________________________________ Campus Policeman
ELIZABETH FRANKLIN ___________________________ Hostess, Coffee Shop
DAVID W. GARRARD ______________________________Campus Policeman
CAROLYN T. H A N D _______________ Secretary to the Dean of the College
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LESTER C. JOHNSEY _________________ Machines Lab Center Supervisor
HEINRICH H. MUELLER_______ Custodian of the Leone Cole Auditorium
SYBIL DOSS REAVES _____ Certification Secretary, Division of Education
EFFIE W. SAWYER _______________ Executive Secretary to the President
NELL F. SCREVEN _________________________________ Bookstore Manager
CLARA S T O V A L L ______________ Social Director, International House
MARJORIE WALTERS _________ Secretary to Director International House
JO ANN WASHINGTON ... Secretary to the Director of Auxiliary Services
LUCILLE P. WEBB_____________________ Manager, Veterans Affairs

FACULTY

HOUSTON COLE (1942) M.S., University of Alabama; L.L.D.;
Officier d’ Academie

President

THERON E. MONTGOMERY (1950) Ph.D., Duke University
Dean of the College
ADERHOLDT, SARA L. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
ALBEA, JOY C. (1958) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Librarian, High School
ALLISON, WILLIAM B., Jr. (1960) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Mathematics*
ANDERS, JAMES MARVIN (1936) Ph.D., Peabody College for Teachers
Professor of History
ANDERSON, CARL H. C. (1963) M.M., Louisiana State University
Assistant Professor of Music
ANGELETTE, CLARENCE J. (1965)

M.A.T., Alabama College
Instructor in Science

BAAB, ESTHER S. (1957) M.A., Colorado State College
Assistant Professor of Music
BARHAM, JOHN W. (1965) M.A., University of Arkansas
Instructor in History
BARRY, HUBERT GARY (1965) M.A., Louisiana State University
Instructor in Mathematics
BATES, FLORENCE MARNETTA (1952) M.S., Indiana University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Intermediate Grades
BAYLISS, RUTH Z. (1962) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in English
*Part Time
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BEARD, KENNETH (1965) B.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Football Coach
BEASON, DONALD R. (1965) M.B.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Business
BENNETT, DORIS (1955) M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers
Associate Professor and Head Librarian
BLEVINS, JAMES ALLEN (1964) B.S., University of Alabama
Athletic Coach
BLOODWORTH, CAROL JANELL (1964) M.A.T., Emory University
Instructor in Foreign Languages
BOLTON, FERRELL (1936) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Primary Grades
**BOOZER, REUBEN BRYAN (1954) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Associate Professor of Biology
BRANNEN, RALPH N. (1965) M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of History
BRANSCOMB, LUCILLE (1943) M.A., Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity
Associate Professor of Business
BREWER, HOWARD L.

(1965) M S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Mathematics

BROWN, KATHLEEN (1958) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers; M.A.,
University of Alabama
Assistant Professor and Assistant Librarian
CALDWELL, JEANETTE R. (1950) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Primary Grades
CALDWELL, LAMAR (1964) M.S., Jacksonville State College
H. S. Coach and Supervisor of Senior High School Grades
CALLAN, FRANCES L. (1957) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of English
CALVERT, G. E. (1962) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of High School Grades
CALVERT, PALMER D. (1950) M.S., Louisiana State University
Associate Professor of Physical Education
CALVERT, WILLIAM J., Jr. (1933) Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor of English
CAMPBELL, MARY M. (1956) M.S., Tulane University
Associate Professor of Chemistry
CHANEY, ELMER LEE, JR. (1962) M.Ed., University of North Carolina
Assistant Professor of Psychology

**On Leave
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CHAPMAN, LUCILE (1962) Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Professor of History
CHIEPALICH, RIA JANE (1961) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
CHITWOOD, WILLIAM O., JR., (1965) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in English
CLARK, FLORA (1965) M.A.T., Alabama College
Instructor in Science
CLARK, LOUISE R. (1956) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Education and Supervisor of Senior High School Grades
** CLEGG, MARY GERALDINE (1958) M.A., University of North Carolina
Counselor of Women, Assistant Professor of English and Assistant
Director of Housing
CLONTS, JERRY ARDEN

(1965) M.A., George Peabody College
Instructor in Biology

COHEN, HOWARD (1965) M.A., University of Alabama
Critic Teacher in Spanish, Senior H. S. Grades
COLGIN, C. H. (1963) B.S. Ch.E., A&M College of Texas
Instructor in Physics
COLLINS, JOHN H. (1965) B.S., Jacksonville State College, C.P.A.
Instructor in Business
COLLINS, WILLODEAN S. (1961) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Business Education
CONTARDI, EDNA L. (1964) M.A., University of Wyoming
Instructor in English
COUCH, JOBE L. (1963) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
CROW, LUCILE WILLIAMS (1942) M.A., State University of Iowa
Director, Instructional Materials Center, Assistant Professor of Education
DAVIDSON, CHARLES (1965) Ph.D , Florida State University
Associate Professor of Chemistry
DeARMOND, REBECCA (1966) M.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in English
DEWULF, CHARLES W. (1965) M.A., University of Arizona
Instructor in Economics
DOBBINS, DAVID BAYNE (1963) M.M., Louisiana State University
Assistant Professor of Music
DOUTHIT, EVELYN B. (1961) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of High School Grades

**On Leave
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DUNCAN, KLAUS (1965) B.S., Jacksonville State College
Critic Teacher in German Sr. H. S. Grades
**EDGE, INEZ A. (1956) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Professor of Education
EDWARDS, A. D. (1950) M.A., University of Alabama
Director of Housing and Security and Assistant Professor of History
FELGAR, ROBERT P. (1929) Ph.D., University of Texas
Professor Emeritus of History
**FENDLASON, DONALD W. (1962) M.B.A., Louisiana State University
Assistant Professor of Business
FINLEY, JOHN T. (1951) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Associate Professor of Music
FLOYD, CONNIE S. (1962) M.S., Auburn University
Instructor in Physical Education
FOSHEE, ROBERT W., JR. (1963) M.S., University of Alabama
Instructor in Business
FOSTER, DOROTHY (1965) B.S., Jacksonville State College
Critic Teacher in French Sr. H. S. Grades
FRANKLIN, BERTRUM E.
Alabama

(1964)

M.S., in Commerce, University of
Assistant Professor of Business

FREEMAN, THOMAS JASPER (1961) M.A., Peabody College for Teachers
Assistant Professor and Assistant Librarian
FROESE, JAMES J. (1964) M.A., University o f Wichita
Instructor in Art
FULLER, BILLY JEAN (1965) M.B.A., University of Mississippi
Instructor in Accounting
FUNDERBURG, RONALD L. (1965) M.S., Auburn University
Instructor in Physics
GARBETT, ANN LEE (1965) M.A., University of Arkansas
Instructor in English
GARBETT, COY J. (1965) M.A., University of Arkansas
Instructor in English
GILBERT, WILLIAM E. (1954) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of History
GOGGANS, MARY MOSS (1945) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of English

**On Leave
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GREEN, MARGARET M. (1950) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
GRIFFIN, NELL (1965) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in English
HAMRIC, UNA (1950) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Intermediate Grades
HANSON, FRANCES K. (1961) M.Ed., Auburn University
Instructor in Physical Education
HANSON, GENE (1962) M.Ed., Auburn University
Associate Professor of Physical Education
HARPER, JOHNNILEE (1946) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Senior High
School Grades
HASKINS, GEORGE D. (1965) M. Ed., Nebraska State College
Professor of Military Science
HASTY, CAROLYN L. (1963) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Mathematics
HAYWOOD, GEORGE V. (1962) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Psychology
HEATH, COLIN P. (1965) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor in Business
HELMS, EDWARD (1965) M.A., The Pennsylvania State University
Instructor in Music
HENNES, ULA F. (1959) M.A., University of Houston; M.A., Columbia
University Instructor in Education and Supervisor of Speech Therapy*
HICKS, HAZEL DISHMAN (1948) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Business
HICKS, MARGARET RUTH (1965) M. A., Emory University
Instructor in Foreign Languages
HICKS, THOMAS LAWRENCE (1947) M.S., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Physics
HOLLEY, PAUL B. (1964) M.Agr., Auburn University
Assistant Professor and Teacher of Vocational Agriculture in High School
HORNSBY, SAMUEL G. (1965) M.A., University of Georgia
Instructor in English
HOWELL, M ARTHA D. (1963) Ed.D., University o f Alabama
Professor of Education
JACKSON, MIRIAM C. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Dean of Women
*Part Time
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JAMES, EDWARD B. (1959) M.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Economics
JOHNSON, MILDRED BAILEY

(1955) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

JONES, BEATRICE (1944) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Junior High School
Grades
JONES, R. EUGENE (1959) M.A., University of California
Assistant Professor of Education
LEFEVRE, JANET (1961) M.A., Cornell University
Instructor in English and Director of Masque and Wig Guild
LINDBLOM, AUDREY

(1957) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Supervisor Sr. H. S. Grades

LINDSEY, ELIZABETH DAVIS (1953) M.S., M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of English
LINDSEY, RALPH H. (1955) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Science
LOVETT, OPAL ADAIR (1958) M A , University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of English
LOVETT, OPAL R. (1950) B.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Audio-Visual Education
McCAA, JANICE DAWSON (1964) M.A., University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
Instructor in English
McCOOL, EARL CLAYTON (1960) M.Ed., University of Oklahoma
Instructor in Psychology
McMILLAN, MARY EVELYN (1963) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Professor of English
McSPADDEN, CLYDE J. (1961) M.A., Peabody College fo r Teachers
Assistant Professor of Science
MACIOSZEK, GEORGE (1965) M.A., Southern Illinois University
Instructor in German
MAGAW, MILO E. (1961) M.A., Tulane University
Assistant Professor of History
MAINLAND, ROSEMARY C. (1965) M.A., Texas Woman's University
Assistant Professor of Biology
MALONE, SYLVIA S. (1965) M .A , University of Alabama
Instructor in English*
MANNERS, LEE R. (1956) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Art
*Part Time
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MATTHEWS, HAZEL J. (1951) M.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
MAXWELL, WINNA FAYE (1963) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
MEDINA, MARGARITA PEREZ COBO (1962) Ph.D., University of Havana
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
MEDINA, MIGUEL A. (1962) Ph.D., University of Havana
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
MEYER, CLIFFORD (1965) B.S., University of Chattanooga
Instructor in Pre-Engineering
MILES, LAWRENCE R. (1947) A.B., Brooklyn College
Dean of Admissions and Registrar
MILLICAN, ALTA (1946) Ed. D., Auburn University
Professor of Education
MINIHAN, ROSE MARY (1965) M .M , Florida State University
Instructor in Music
MOCK, HENRY BASCOM (1934) Ph.D., University of North Carolina
Professor Emeritus of English
MOON, ROBERT J. (1965) M.A., University of Alabama
Critic Teacher, Social Studies High School
NAFTEL, WILLIAM H. (1962) A.B., Huntingdon College
Assistant Professor of Military Science
NEWELL, JESSIE W. (1952) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Home Economics
in the High School
NOBRIGA, GORDON H. (1964) B.B.A., University of Oregon
Assistant Professor of Military Science
NORTON, HILDA W. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
NUNN, CHARLES (1958) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Senior High School
Grades
O’BRIEN, PAULINE W. (1961) Ph.D., Duke University
Professor of English
OGILVIE, WALTER L. (1964) Ph.D., University of Illinois
Professor of Economics
OLSEN, LOUISE DOUGLASS (1956) M A , Columbia University
Assistant Professor of English
PARNELL, RALPH (1962) M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Senior High School
Grades
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**PEEK, CHARLES W. (1961) M.A., University of Georgia
Assistant Professor of Sociology
PIKE,

THURSTON E. (1965) B.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Military Science

POORE, RAYMOND E. (1965) M. Ed., University of Georgia
Instructor in Chemistry
PRICHARD, HOWARD (1957) M.A., Duke University
Assistant Professor of Economics
PRUITT, RUTH R. (1964) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
RAINWATER, FRANK PALMER (1961) Ph.D., Vanderbilt University
Professor of English
RAMBEAU, KATHLEEN H. (1963) A.B. in L.S., Emory University
Assistant Professor and Assistant Librarian
RANKIN, CARLTON (1964) B.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Football Coach
R AY, KATE E. (1965) M.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in English
REAVES, ETHEL (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English*
REAVES, JAMES (1966) Ed. D., University o f Alabama
Associate Professor of Education
RICHARDSON, DAVID R. (1965) M.A., Northwestern University
Instructor in English
RIDGDILL, J. R. (1965) M.B.A., Syracuse University
Instructor in Business*
RIVES, DeLEATH (1960) M.A., University of Alabama
Instructor and Supervisor of Music in the High School
ROBERSON, KATHERINE B. (1962) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
ROBERSON, THOMAS JEFFERSON (1953) M.S., Florida State University
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
ROBINSON, PETER E. (1964) Ph.D., Mississippi State University
Associate Professor of History
ROEBUCK, JULIA HENSLER (1946) BA.., Kentucky Wesleyan College
Instructor in English
ROLLINS, MARION A. (1964) M. of Teaching, Southwestern State College
Assistant Professor of Biology
*Part Time
**On Leave
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ROSE, HARRY (1965) Ed. D., University of Cincinnati
Associate Professor of Education
ROSSITER, JOSEPHINE (1965) M.A., University of Iowa
Instructor in Political Science
SALLS, DONALD J. (1946) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Physical Education
SANFORD, L . G. (1965) M.S., Auburn University
Associate Professor of Biology
SELF, JANE D. (1928) M.A., New York University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Senior High School
Grades
SELF, REUBEN (1928) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Education
SELMAN, BETTY Y. (1960) M.S., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Business
SELMAN, JACKSON W. (1958) Ph.D., University of North Carolina
Professor of Political Science
SHAW, NETTIE (1955) MA.., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Primary Grades
SHEPHERD, TOM E., JR. (1965) M.B.A., Mississippi State University
Instructor in Economics
SIMPSON, C. L. (1965) M.A., University of California
Assistant Professor of French
SINCLAIR, RUTH STEPHENSON (1960) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Art
SKINNER, ROLAND B. (1960) M.S., University of Tennessee
Assistant Professor of Geography
SLAUGHTER, HAYES (1964) M.S., New Mexico Highlands University
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
SMITH, JOHNNY L. (1965) M. of Math., University of South Carolina
Instructor in Mathematics
SMITH, JOSEPH W. (1964) M.S., University of Arkansas
Assistant Professor of Science
SMOAKE, J. ALFRED (1947) M.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of English
SOWELL, ELIZABETH SLEDGE (1965) M. S., State University of Iowa
Instructor in Home Economics
SPIELBERGER, RONALD E.

(1965)

M.A., Ohio State University
Instructor in Sociology
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STAPLES, WILLIAM D., JR. (1963) D.V.M., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Biology
STEVENSON, HORACE LEE (1934) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of History
STEWART, JOHN R. (1964) M.A., University of Alabama
Director of International House
STEWART, MARY GERTRUDE (1964) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Library Science
STOKES, D. ALLEN (1965) M.A., University of North Carolina
Associate Professor of History
STONE, ERNEST (1945) M.A., University of Alabama, L.L.D.
Professor of Education and Superintendent of City Schools
STONE, KATHARINE G. (1944) M.A., University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Education and Principal of Elementary Labora
tory School
STRICKLAND, HAROLD S. (1955) Ed.D., Peabody College for Teachers
Professor of Science
SUMMEROUR, CHARLES WILLIAM, III (1964) M.S., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Biology
TAYLOR, GREENE Y., (1956) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
TAYLOR, RAYFORD B. (1963) M.A., University of Virginia
Assistant Professor of History
TEAGUE, GEORGE R. (1963) M.A., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages
THOMPSON, HAROLD A. (1960) M.M., University of Michigan
Assistant Professor of Music
* THORNBURG, CHARLOTTE M. (1962) M.Ed., Birmingham-Southern
College
Assistant Professor of Education
* THORNBURG, ROLAND A. (1962) M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of Business
TOMES, MAJOR JAMES B. (1965) B.S., University of Omaha
Assistant Professor of Military Science
TREDAWAY, MARTHA S. (1954) M.A., Auburn University
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of High School Grades
TURNER, MAJOR JOHN C. (1965)
Assistant Professor of Military Science
VAN KEUREN, EDWIN (1956) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Political Science*
**On Leave
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VAUGHN, ANNE T. (1965) A.M., George Peabody College
Assistant Librarian
WACHT, WALTER F. (1964) M.A., Memphis State University
Instructor in Geography
WALKER, NAOMI P. (1965) M.S., Florida State University
Instructor in Sociology*
WALKER, RALPH WALDO (1963) Ed D„ Auburn University
Professor of Psychology
WALKER, TROY FRANKLIN (1965) M. of Math, University of Tennessee
Instructor in Mathematics
WALLACE, GWENDOLYN W. (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in English
WALTERS, DAVID L. (1961) M.M., Florida State University
Assistant Professor of Music
WARREN, THOMAS D. (1962) M.M., George Peabody College
Assistant Professor of Music
WASHINGTON, JOSEPH MARK (1965) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Instructor in Physical Education
WATKINS, THOMAS D., II (1964) B.S., Virginia Polytechnic
Institute
Assistant Professor of Military Science
WEAVER, WORDEN (1965) M .A , University of South Carolina
Instructor in History
WEDGEWORTH, WALTER RAYMOND (1948) B.S., Jacksonville State
College
Instructor in Physical Education
WILLIAMS, MAJOR FRED (1966) M.S., Purdue University
Assistant Professor of Military Science
WILLIAMS, GERTRUDE (1962) M.S., Jacksonville State College
Assistant Professor of Education and Supervisor of Senior High School
Grades
WILLIAMS, MARGARET P. (1963) M.S., Florence State College
Instructor in Education; Materials Center; Library
WILLIAMS, ROBERT EDWARD (1948) M A ., University of Alabama
Assistant Professor of Economics
WILLMAN, LEON D. (1958) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education and Dean of Students
WILSON, L. T. (1951) Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Physics
WRIGHT, BASKIN (1950) M A ., University of Wisconsin
Director of Financial Aid and Professor of Political Science
YOUNGBLOOD, BETTYE S. (1962) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Chemistry
*Part Time
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COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 1965-66
1. Administrative

6. Library

Dr. Cole, Chairman
Dr. Montgomery
Dr. Taylor
Dr. Anders
Dr. Calvert
Dr. Strickland (Acting)
Mr. Miles

Mrs. Campbell, Chairman
Dr. Ogilvie
Mr. Taylor
Mrs. Lovett
Mrs. Matthews
Miss Bennett, ex-officio

2.

Honor Council

7. Honors and Awards

Dr. Selman, Chairman
Dr. Self
Mr. McSpadden
Mrs. Chiepalich
Mrs. Hicks
Officers of S.G.A.

Dr. Calvert, Chairman
Mr. Miles
Mr. W. E. Gilbert
President of S.G.A.

3.

Publications Committee

Dr. Calvert, Chairman
Miss Olsen
Dr. Van Keuren

4. Athletics
Mr. Stevenson, Chairman
Dr. Staples
Mr. Fain

5. Freshman Advisement
Dr. Willman, Chairman
Mr. Wright
Mr. Edwards
Mrs. Jackson
Miss Goggans

8.

Scholarships and Loans

Mr. Wright, Chairman
Mr. Miles
Mr. Fain
Mrs. Webb, Secretary
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
This institution aims at excellence by promoting in its students a
balance between facts and thought, between work and play, and be
tween knowledge and character. It would equate life with beauty,
achievement with happiness, and civic action with freedom ’s demands.
OUR OBJECTIVES
1.

To convey facts as a basis fo r thought.

2.

To cultivate the will to work and the ability to relax.

3.

To add to the range o f knowledge within the framework o f per
sonal integrity.

4.

To view life as an avenue leading to a world o f beauty, both near
and far.

5.

To instill the principle that happiness is a product o f achievement.

6.

To develop civic intelligence and a desire to perform the duties of
citizenship in keeping with local, national, and world demands.
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GENERAL INFORM ATION
INTRODUCTION
Jacksonville State College is a multipurpose institution, located in
northeast Alabama, to serve primarily the citizens o f that area. It offers
the A.B., B.S. and B.S. in Education degrees and, in addition, basic en
gineering and pre-professional training fo r medicine, law, veterinary
medicine, pharmacy and agriculture.
In addition to its undergraduate program, the College provides the
fifth year o f training, culminating in the M.S. degree in Education. This
program is provided through its graduate division and was added in the
summer o f 1957.
A summer school is also provided which offers the same quota of
courses as does the regular session. During this session credit may be
earned toward graduation or may be used in securing, extending or re
newing teachers’ certificates. The college maintains laboratory schools
at both the secondary and elementary level in which its students are
given training in the application o f the principles learned in the theory
and subject matter classes.
The Department o f the A rm y operates a Senior Division, Branch
General, Reserve Officers Training Corps unit at Jacksonville with a
four-year course o f instruction. The first and second years deal with
subjects pertaining to the Arm y in general, while the advanced course is
especially designed to develop junior officers fo r the Officers Reserve
Corps and the Regular Army.
One o f the most valuable agencies in the academic life o f any college
is the library. A s such the library at Jacksonville receives sufficient
funds for the purchase o f books and materials to keep it adequate to
the needs o f both undergraduate and graduate students.
The campus itself is located on the northern edge o f the city and
has had considerable landscaping which has greatly accentuated its
natural beauty. The buildings are located so as to provide maximum
accessibility from all parts o f the campus.
Students may be admitted to advanced standing by presenting
credits from an accredited college or university. Such credits will be
accepted as are fair equivalents of the courses offered at this institution.
Medical examinations are required fo r every student entering the
college for the first time. These examinations must be administered at
the student’s own expense and should be made not earlier than three
months nor later than fifteen days prior to the date o f registration.
The staff o f the Dean o f Students is always available to help students
with their problems— personal, vocational, and otherwise. The Dean
of Students has available persons qualified to advise students on
such matters.
The discipline o f the college is administered by a standing discipline
committee, and the college reserves the right to suspend or expel any
student without form al charges, if, in the opinion o f the discipline
committee, such action is advisable. Discipline in the residence halls is
administered by the Housing Committee and the college reserves the
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right to expel an d/or exclude any student from the residence halls, if,
in the opinion of the Housing Committee, such action is advisable.
General regulations pertaining to conduct and general residence hall
regulations may be found in the student handbook.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
LOGAN -W ALKER LOAN SCHOLARSHIPS
The Logan-W alker Loan Scholarships at Jacksonville State College
have been created through the generosity o f the late Mrs. Nannie E.
Logan o f Tampa, Florida. In the will o f Mrs. Logan, Jacksonville State
College became the beneficiary o f approximately one-half million dollars
to be loaned to students of good moral character, who have made good
academic records in high school and who are in need o f financial
assistance to secure a college education. This fund will make it possible
for any worthy Alabama student to secure a college education at Jack
sonville State College. Full information about the Logan-W alker Loan
Scholarships may be secured by writing the Committee on Scholarships
and Loans, Jacksonville State College, Jacksonville, Alabama.
N ATION AL DEFENSE LOAN SCHOLARSHIPS
The National Defense Education A ct o f 1958 provides loan scholar
ships for students who are in need o f financial assistance. Preference
is given to students who plan to teach in the public schools or who plan
to study natural sciences, mathematics, engineering, or foreign lan
guages. Information about the National Defense Loan Scholarships may
be secured by writing to the Chairman, Committee on Scholarships and
Loans, Jacksonville State College, Jacksonville, Alabama.
UNITED STUDENT AID FUND LOANS
Jacksonville State College participates in the United Student Aid
Loan Fund Program. These loans are made by banks to upper classmen
who have satisfactorily completed one year o f college work. The Com
mittee on Scholarships and Loans will provide detailed information
about this program upon request and will advise students concerning
which banks are participating in the program.
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOAN FUNDS
Loan and Revolving Fund Scholarships available at 4% interest:
The Birmingham News Loan Fund provides fo r emergency loans
for seniors.
The Business W omen’s Sunday School Class o f the Sixth Avenue
Presbyterian Church in Birmingham offers a loan scholarship to a girl
from the city o f Birmingham who will m ajor in education.
I.

The Episcopal Loan Fund was established by the women o f St.
Luke’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville in memory o f Septima Rutledge
Forney.
The Louise Smith McCartney Scholarship is provided by the Ala
bama Federation o f Women’s Clubs. The recipient o f this scholarship is
selected by a committee o f the Federation.
II.

Loan and Revolving Fund Scholarships available without interest:
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The Leone Cole Memorial Scholarship is given by the Jacksonville
Book Club in memory o f a deceased member, the late w ife o f the
president o f the college. The Book Club determines the recipient o f the
scholarship.
The Pauline Gerstlauer Memorial Fund provides loans fo r students
who are majoring in music.
The W alter Mason Memorial Fund, available as a loan fo r music
majors, was established in March o f 1959. Mr. John Finley, head of
the music department, determines the recipient o f the loan.
III.

G ift Scholarships:

The Alabama Business and Professional W omen’s Clubs provide a
g ift scholarship to a student chosen by the donor.
The Alabama Federation o f W omen’s Clubs provides a g ift scholar
ship to a student chosen by the donor.
The Alabama W ar Chest G ift Scholarship provides three $110 gift
scholarships to veterans and/or sons and daughters of veterans o f World
W ar II who entered the service from the State o f Alabama. Applications
for these g ift scholarships must be made through the Committee on
Scholarships and Loans.
The American Legion Auxiliary G ift Scholarship was established by
the Alabama Division o f the American Legion. Aid from the fund is
restricted to descendants o f members o f the Legion.
The Sallie A. and Stanton B. Thomas Gift Scholarship is available
to students selected on the basis o f merit.
The Clarence W . Daugette Memorial Fund, the Annie Forney
Daugette Scholarship Fund, the John H. Forney Memorial Fund, and
the Annie Forney Daugette Children o f Confederacy are U.D.C. Division
Scholarships. These funds were founded by Mrs. C. W . Daugette and by
the Alabama Division o f the United Daughters o f the Confederacy.
The Linly Heflin Gift Scholarship is awarded to a student selected
by the Committee on Scholarships and Loans.
The Alpha Gamma Chapter o f Alpha Delta Kappa G ift Scholarship
is awarded to a senior girl who has proved herself worthy and who has
majored in the field o f education and who plans to teach.
The Kappa Phi Kappa Educational Fraternity Scholarship is awarded
to a student who demonstrates outstanding ability in the field o f educa
tion.
The Thomas D. Russell G ift Scholarships are available to students
selected by the donor.
The Paul Snow Memorial Scholarship is given to a student major
ing in the field o f education and planning to teach in the State
o f Alabama.
The Winn-Dixie Foods Foundation Scholarship is a g ift scholarship
given to the student selected by the foundation committee.
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ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
ROTC scholarships are available. Write directly to the Professor
of Military Science, in care of the College, fo r further information.
THE

IN TERN ATIONAL HOUSE PROGRAM
John R. Stewart, Director
The International House Program accepts for membership foreign
as well as native born American students. A limited number o f Ameri
can students from all college curricula are accepted each year. Normally
there are about fifteen students from foreign countries accepted into
the program. An interest in international affairs, a desire for increased
language knowledge and capability, and a willingness to contribute to
the overall International House Program are necessary prerequisites
for admission.
The program places special emphasis on
a. language instruction and proficiency.
b. cultural understanding among various peoples o f the world.
c. coordinating the activities o f the foreign students into the
total life o f the college and the community.
d. providing opportunities fo r research and experimentation
in the teaching o f languages.
Persons interested in being admitted should write to the Director
of the International House Program.
APPOINTM ENTS BUREAU
The College has an appointments bureau which serves its students
and graduates without charge. The office is in the Student Union
Building. Employing officials will be given confidential information
upon request. For information, write to the Dean o f Students.
SUGGESTIONS FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS
1. Students wishing to matriculate must send in advance o f their
arrival an official transcript o f their credits in order to facilitate
registration and classification.
2. Rooms should be engaged as early as possible. This should be
done through the Director o f Housing. For rooms in the dormitories,
reservations will be made on the deposit o f $10.00 per student. Send
check or money order, not currency. This deposit may be refunded,
provided the student’s account is clear, upon graduation, upon final
withdrawal from the residence halls, or upon notification o f cancella
tion within fifteen days prior to the beginning o f the semester for
which the reservation was made.
3. Rooms in the dormitories are provided with bedroom furniture,
mirrors, tables and chairs, but students must furnish bed linen, towels,
pillows, curtains, etc.
4. Enough money to cover entrance fees, board, and books should
be brought for immediate use. In addition it is suggested that the
student have enough money to cover the cost o f his yearbook, which
usually averages $7.00 a copy.
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5.
should
In the
always

Mail addressed to a student in care o f Jacksonville State College
specifically indicate the dormitory in which the student resides.
case o f students living o ff the campus, the local address should
be used.

6. Prospective students should study this entire bulletin carefully,
and if they fail to find in it all the information desired or if they do
not understand its statements, they should write the president fo r more
information.
ROOM AND BOARD
Room and board, payable in advance, is available fo r students
attending Jacksonville State College. All students residing in dormitories
are required to have their meals in the cafeteria. Rates for rooms
vary according to the dormitory as follow s:
Dormitory
Abercrombie Hall
Crow Hall
Daugette Hall
Glazner Hall
Logan Hall
Luttrell Hall**
Pannell Hall
Patterson Hall
Rowan Hall**
Weatherly Hall**
New Halls**
International House**

Room
per semester
$78.75
101.25
78.75
78.75
78.75
101.25
78.75
78.75
101.25
101.25
101.25
112.50

Board
per semester*

Total

$182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00
182.00

$260.75
283.25
260.75
260.75
260.75
283.25
260.75
260.75
283.25
283.25
283.25
294.50

*Includes sales tax
**Designates air-conditioned dormitories
Rates for room and board are subject to change without notice.
Rates for Summer Session are announced in the Summer Bulletin.
No reduction from the semester rate will be allowed fo r room and
board unless a student enters more than two scholastic weeks late.
A VERAG E COST PER STUDENT PER SEMESTER
The estimated costs listed below are intended only to aid the student
in approximating his needs fo r one semester. This schedule does not
include laboratory fees charged fo r credits in English, music and home
economics courses as outlined; nor fo r deposits, special services or ma
terials that the student may require.
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Total basic fees (7 or more hours)*
$130.00
Books and supplies (estimated)
40.00
Room and board per semester ..................... 260.75
(non-air conditioned)
Total

.............................................................$430.75

*Students registering initially fo r less than 7 hours will be charged
at the rate of $15.00 per hour.
ACTUAL FEES AND DEPOSITS
Required o f students only when applicable
Initial Application fo r Ad
mission Fee (non-refundable)

$10.00 per student

Certificate Fee

$ 2.00 per student

Cap and Gown Rental

$ 1.50 per student ($7.00 — graduate
students)

Degree Fee (undergraduate
and graduate)

$11.00 per student per diploma

Late Registration Fee

$ 3.00 per student

Out o f State Fee

$75.00 per student per semester or
summer session

Transcript o f Records

$ 1.00 each after the first one has
been issued

Audit Fee
Deferred Exam or Test Fee
ROTC Uniform Deposit

$55.00 one or more courses
$ 1.00 per exam or test
$10.00 per student (refunded on re
turn o f uniform)

SPECIAL FEES
Home Economics
131-271-352-431-472
232
122-221-322-341-371
422-442

$ 3.00
$ 6.00
$ 7.50
$10.00

per
per
per
per

student
student
student
student

per
per
per
per

semester
semester
semester
semester

English 000 Laboratory Fee

$24.00 when student has registered
fo r less than 7 hours

*Applied Music, Individual
Instruction

$22.50 per student per semester
fo r music majors and minors
$45.00 per student per semester
fo r non-music majors

*Applied Music,
Class Instruction

$ 3.75 per student per semester

*Band or Orchestra Instrument Rental (when student does not have his
own instrument)
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$ 9.00 per student per semester for
Private Lessons
$ 4.50 per student per semester for
Class Lessons

*Practice Room Rental
For Voice, Piano or Organ
Practice Space

$ 4.50 per student per semester for
use 1 hour a day

*For Band or Orchestra
Instrument Practice Space

$ 2.25 per student per semester for
use 1 hour a day

$ 9.00 per student per semester for
use 2 hours a day

$ 4.50 per student per semester for
use 2 hours a day
*See numbers under Music Department.
FINES
A fine o f $1.00 will be charged in the event a student presents a
check which is not honored by the drawee’s bank.
FEES
Undergraduate
7 or more hours
$130.00*
Less than 7 hours per hour
15.00*
Graduate
Per hour
15.00*
*Lab fees in music and home economics, out-of-state fee o f $75.00, and
ROTC uniform deposit o f $10.00 charged when applicable. All fees
and at least one-third of room and board are payable at time of
registration.
OUT-OF-STATE FEE
A student’s residence is determined by the residence o f his parents,
and the place o f residence o f the student's parents will determine the
liability for the out-of-state fee. For the student to be considered an
Alabama resident, his parents must have maintained residence within the
state for twelve consecutive months prior to the student’s first enroll
ment at this college.
The fact that a student is 21 years of age or over and is financially
independent does not excuse him from the out-of-state fee unless he has
maintained residence in Alabama for twelve consecutive months prior
to his first enrollment in an Alabama institution o f higher learning.
Married students are considered in the same category as single
students unless they have established residence in Alabama for at
least one year prior to entering Jacksonville State College. If an outof-state woman marries an Alabama resident student, she will be con
sidered as an out-of-state student for one year after marriage.
Military personnel on active duty who entered the armed ser
vices as residents of Alabama or who are stationed at one of the
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federal installations in the state will be regarded as Alabama residents
and they or their single children will not be required to pay the out-ofstate fee.
NURSERY SCHOOL
The Nursery School furnishes college students and parents o f
nursery school age children opportunities fo r observing the interests
and responses o f little children in the various activities as well as for
assisting in the Nursery School Program. Charges per scholastic se
mester may be obtained from the Business Manager.
REFUNDS
Applications processing fees and charges fo r room rentals are not
refundable. In the event o f official withdrawal from college, the stu
dent will be refunded charges fo r board on a pro rata basis from the
Monday follow ing the official date of withdrawal, and other fees will
be refunded as follow s:
Eighty per cent if withdrawal occurs prior to the close o f the
registration period.
F ifty per cent if withdrawal occurs within two weeks after the
close of the registration period.
No refunds if withdrawal occurs thereafter.
When withdrawing, a student must furnish the Business Manager
through the Office o f the Dean o f the College his activity card (ID ),
ROTC uniform release slip, release from dormitory, unused meal ticket,
and official withdrawal notice from the Office of the Dean.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
A. ADMINISTRATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Students are admitted at the beginning o f each semester and summer
session. Applications fo r admission along with the necessary nonrefundable application fo r admission fee o f $10.00 (check or money
order) should be submitted to the Dean o f Admissions and Registrar.
Applications may be made a year in advance o f the expected date of
enrollment. A minimum o f three months before the beginning o f the
term is strongly recommended. It is the student’s responsibility to see
that his high school or college credits are submitted in advance o f
registration.
Students under academic probation at other accredited institutions
may petition for admission to this college, provided they are eligible
to return to the institution at which they are on probation.
Students under academic suspension at other institutions may not,
under any circumstances, be admitted to this college.
Students under disciplinary probation or suspension at other in
stitutions are not eligible to enroll at this institution.
In addition to the specific requirements set forth below, the Com
mittee on Admissions, acting under the requirements and policies o f the
State Board o f Education, shall consider applicants fo r admission to the
College on the basis o f academic preparation, scholastic aptitude, moral
character and mental and emotional stability and on the basis o f the
availability o f space, instructional personnel, and appropriate curricula.
The institution, in the name o f the State Board o f Education, reserves
the right to reject by action o f its Committee on Admissions the applica
tion o f any individual whose characteristics or actions are considered
detrimental to existing academic standards and programs, or to estab
lished social and personal relationships among students and faculty, or
to the preservation o f peace and order in the college and the college
community.
NONDISCRIMINATION
Jacksonville State College has filed with the Federal Government
an Assurance of Compliance with all requirements imposed by or
pursuant to Title VI o f the Civil Rights A ct o f 1964 and the Regulation
issued thereunder, to the end that no person in the United States
shall, on the ground o f race, color or national origin, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity o f this
institution receiving Federal financial assistance. Under this Assurance,
this institution is committed not to discriminate against any person on
the ground o f race, color or national origin in its admission policies
and practices or any other policies and practices o f the institution
relating to the treatment o f students and other individuals, including
the provision o f services, financial aid and other benefits, and including
the use o f any building, structure, room, space, materials, equipment,
facility or other property. Any person who believes himself, or any
specific class o f individuals, to be subjected to discrimination prohibited
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by Title VI of the A ct and Regulation issued thereunder may, by
himself or a representative, file with the United States Commissioner
of Education or with this institution, or both, a written complaint.
I.

Selective Admission to the Freshman Class
Students entering Jacksonville State College as first time freshmen
must present the follow ing credentials which are used as criteria in
determining the applicant’s eligibility fo r admission.
1. A minimum composite score o f 12 (see Item 2 immediately
below) on the American College Test (A C T ). The SAT
may not be used in lieu o f this test.
2.

Those presenting composite scores o f 12 through 15 in
clusive must also present a C average on academic units
taken in high school (grades 9 through 12) Those without
a C average must present a minimum composite score o f 16.

3.

Graduation from an accredited high school with a satis
factory record. The high school transcript must show a
minimum o f fifteen acceptable units from a four-year high
school or a minimum o f eleven acceptable units from a
three-year secondary school which required fo r admission
the completion o f a three-year junior high school program.
The units offered fo r admission must include at least three
in English and not more than fou r o f the fifteen from the
four-year school, nor more than three o f the eleven from a
three-year school may be in vocational subjects. Students
applying fo r admission are advised to emphasize in their
high school programs the follow ing subjects: English, social
studies, mathematics, foreign languages, and the natural
sciences.

4.

Graduates o f accredited high schools who lack the necessary
academic units other than English but who meet all other
criteria as set forth fo r admission and who are recommended
by their principal may be admitted conditionally. This con
dition may be removed after one year in residence in which
a C average is maintained on all hours attempted.

5.

Students failing to qualify fo r admission in September or
January may enter during any summer semester. High
school graduation and the presentation o f the ACT scores
are required, but no minimum criterion is established for
this information.
Every prospective student must present the follow ing in
support o f his application fo r admission:
(a) Non-refundable $10.00 fee, which must accompany the
application fo r admission.
(b ) ACT scores.
(c ) Health record on a form supplied by the college.
(d) Complete high school transcript.
Students should not request a transcript from the principal
until their grades for the first semester o f the senior year

6.

7.
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have been recorded. Should the principal send a transcript
covering that phase o f the work, then he need only send a
supplemental transcript showing the final semester’s grades,
units earned, and date o f graduation.

II.

8.

Veterans o f the armed forces and others who are not high
school graduates but meet certain qualifications o f the Com
mittee on Admissions may apply fo r admission to the
freshman class if they can pass the high school level General
Education Development Test (G.E.D.) with a score o f not
less than 50 on each section o f the test and if they
present a certificate o f high school equivalency.

9.

High school students planning to apply fo r admission to
Jacksonville State College should, at the beginning o f their
senior year, get in touch with the high school principal or
counselor fo r information and test applications. The ACT
program test is usually given at regional testing centers
in November, February, April, and June o f the school year
or at such other times as may be announced. Applicants liv
ing in states or areas where the ACT test information is not
available should request instructions from the Dean of
Admissions and Registrar, Jacksonville State College.

Advanced Standing— Transfer Students.

A student may be admitted to advanced standing by presenting
credits from an approved institution o f college or university rank.
Credits on which a “ C” grade or better has been earned at other
recognized higher institutions will be accepted fo r such courses as are
fair equivalents of the courses offered at this institution. A ny student
wishing to transfer credits from another college must ask the Registrar
or Dean o f that college to send a full official statement o f his credits
several weeks in advance o f his arrival at this college. Failure to do
this may cause the student to register fo r and take a course fo r which
equivalence would have been allowed.
Students transferring from university branch centers will be granted
credit according to state policy but in no case to exceed sixty-four
semester hours.
Approved extension or correspondence credits on which a “ C” grade
or better has been earned at other recognized institutions may be used
toward graduation if they are on file in the Office o f Admissions and
Records at least four weeks in advance of graduation and if they meet
specific requirements set forth under academic requirements fo r gradua
tion.
Advanced standing in accordance with that which is recommended
by the American Council on Education and in accordance with good
policy will be given to veterans who apply fo r it. Veterans desiring such
credit must make application in the O ffice o f Admissions and Records by
presenting a copy o f their discharge or an official statement o f educa
tional experiences and training.
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Health Record and Inspection Report.

Applicants for admission must present this form properly com
pleted by a qualified physician. The report form may be obtained in the
Office o f Admissions and Records and is to be given by the student to
his doctor.
All applicants will be notified concerning admission as soon as all
their records have been processed. A student who wishes to live in a
college residence hall must note, however, that a letter o f acceptance does
not in itself entitle the applicant to a room. An applicant desiring a
room in a residence hall must submit a room reservation request form
along with the customary reservation fee to the Director o f Housing.
REGISTRATION
All students must register and pay entrance fees before being ad
mitted to classes. The procedure o f registering and classifying will be
explained to the student at the time o f registration. Members o f the
classification committee and other members o f the faculty advise
the students in regard to their program o f studies. It is urgent that a
student register and be classified during the days set apart fo r that
purpose.
Late Entrance. Students enrolling after class work begins are charged
an extra fee of $3.00 and will incur absences for classes missed.
CHANGES IN REGISTRATION
No changes in a student’s program o f studies will be permitted, nor
may courses be dropped, later than the sixth week. All changes must
be made through the Admissions and Records Office. No student will be
dropped from the class roll until the instructor is officially notified by
the Dean o f Admissions and Registrar. A student who drops a course
without the permission o f the Dean o f Admissions and Registrar will
receive an “ F ” on the course at the end o f the semester. The Dean of
Admissions and Registrar may approve a “ drop” after the six-week
period without penalty to the student, provided the student has a “ B”
or better average or provided there are extenuating circumstances.
CLASS SIZE
The institution reserves the privilege o f withdrawing any course in
which fewer than ten students have enrolled and o f closing or dividing
sections whenever it is deemed that the interests of the students will be
better served.
W ITHDRAW ALS
A student wishing to withdraw from college within any semester
must procure permission from the Dean o f the College. Such permission
will entitle the student, provided he is passing his work, to have his
permanent record show the notation “ withdrew, passing,” which indicates
good standing and the privilege o f readmission. Permission fo r with
drawal granted a student who is failing will not relieve the student of
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the penalties ordinarily incurred (scholastic probation or suspension)
had he completed the semester.
Students who withdraw during a semester may not petition for
reinstatement during the semester in which the withdrawal occurred.
CORRESPONDENCE AND EXTENSION
Credit obtained through correspondence or extension courses (taught
by regular, full-time faculty members) from other accredited colleges
or universities, and extension credit for courses from Jacksonville may
be counted towards graduation, provided that the total work done through
correspondence or extension, or through a combination o f both, does
not exceed 10 per cent o f the work done at this institution. A student
may not finish his degree requirements by correspondence but may com
plete as many as his last seven hours in residence at any accredited
4-year college. Only hours on which a “ C” grade or better has been
earned will be accepted.
No credit is granted for courses in English Composition and
Grammar (English 101, 102, 321) done through correspondence or ex
tension.
Credit is not allowed for
through correspondence.

professional education courses taken

ATTENDANCE A T CLASSES
A student is held responsible fo r attendance at all classes fo r which
he registers. A student is permitted one absence without penalty for
each semester hour o f credit per class. A student may not receive credit
for any class in which he has failed to be present 70% o f the time,
regardless o f the reason.
Students enrolled in ROTC must attend class regularly unless
otherwise excused. Failure to attend regularly will subject the student
to automatic expulsion from the college.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Students, including transfers, will be classified as sophomores,
juniors or seniors when they are within four semester hours o f the
normal requirements o f the curriculum they are follow ing and have
earned in residence as many quality points as hours attempted at that
level. Before a student may enter the junior level, he must have obtained
as many quality points as hours attempted in order to be eligible to
take 300 or above courses.
COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH
Students who are reported fo r incompetence in English are: 1. not
eligible to enter professional education courses or the advanced ROTC
program until they have removed their incompetence and 2 . will not be
certified for graduation until they have satisfied the minimum require
ments o f standard English at the college level, regardless o f whether
they have passed the required courses.
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DUPLICATION OF COURSES
Credit toward graduation fo r any course, or part o f a course, will
not be granted twice. This rule applies to all credit, whether the work
is pursued at Jacksonville or at other colleges or universities.
SEQUENCE OF COURSES
Prerequisites listed in this catalogue must be observed; students
should complete all work on the freshman and sophomore levels before
entering advanced courses.
No senior can graduate until he has completed at least one full
semester’s work beyond any freshman and sophomore requirements. E x
ception may be made in the case o f a senior who transferred to this
college as a junior and has since been unable to schedule a freshman or
sophomore requirement because it has not been offered.
STUDENT’S RESPONSIBILITIES
All students are held responsible fo r meeting the requirements for
graduation as set forth in the catalogue. These requirements are clear
ly stated in proper places under proper headings. If the student is un
certain as to the program he is following, he should consult the catalogue,
using the index, if necessary, to locate needed information. I f he has
lost count o f credits earned or those still to be earned, he should con
sult or write the Dean o f Admissions and Registrar.
TESTS AND EXAM INATIONS
Any student who misses the final examination or a regularly
announced test because o f official school business, business which will
be cleared by roster in advance with the Dean o f the College, will be per
mitted to make up these tests and examinations without penalty or
charge. Any other student with a legitimate reason for missing such a
test or final examination may have the privilege o f making up the test by
paying a fee o f $1.00. No such student may exercise this privilege more
than twice in a given course in a semester. A receipt from the Business
Office for the payment o f this fee must be presented to the instructor
before the deferred test or examination is given.
No one will be permitted to take final examinations if he or she has
a library fine, overdue book, or an unsettled account in the business
office. The account must be cleared prior to examination time.
No regularly announced examination or final examination may be
administered fo r the second time to the same student.
POSTING GRADES
Course grades for each class may be posted by professors not later
than 8:00 a.m. on the first day of registration fo r the next semester.
No grade except Incomplete (I) may be changed after the posting
of grades except in the case o f error in posting or in communication of
student’s grade to the Office o f Admissions and Records. A teacher de
siring to change a grade other than an incomplete must make written
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application to the Dean of the College stating the reason for the error
and the need to change within two weeks after the turning in o f the
grades.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Application for admittance to candidacy fo r a degree may be sub
mitted to the Dean o f Admissions and Registrar during the first half
of the first semester o f the student’s senior year. Before the student
is admitted to candidacy, he must have satisfied the faculty as to his
knowledge and use o f the English language and as to his general in
tellectual and moral fitness fo r a degree from this college.
HONORS
High scholastic attainment in the college will be recognized in the
following ways:
1. Dean’s List— The names o f students carrying 12 or more hours
who obtain an average o f 3.0 quality points will be published under
the caption “ Dean’s List, Group A .”
The names of students carrying 12 or more hours who obtain an
average o f 2.5 quality points will be published under the caption
“ Dean’s List, Group B.”
2. Honors at Graduation
(a) The phrase “ With Distinction” will be engrossed upon the
diplomas o f graduating students who obtain an average over
four academic years o f 2.75 quality points on hours attempt
ed.
(b) “ With special honors in ..................... ” will be engrossed upon
the diplomas o f graduating students who maintain an aver
age of 2.5 quality points in the m ajor field and a 2.0 over-all
average on hours attempted.
(c) For purposes o f determining eligibility fo r “ distinction” and
“ special honors,” the work o f the student during the entire
four years at this college except the last semester in residence
will be averaged to determine the quality points.
(d) Because o f the difficulty o f equalizing grading systems in
different institutions, transferred or correspondence credit
makes a student ineligible fo r honors under Item 2.
STUDENT LOAD
1.
The normal student load fo r those in attendance during the
regular session is defined as sixteen hours. Students are cautioned that
an overload militates against quality o f work, and schedules calling for
hours in excess o f the normal load will not be approved except fo r:
a.

Those who receive a 2-point average in the immediately pre
ceding semester and who have the approval o f the Dean
o f Admissions and Registrar.

b.

Students taking pre-professional work, in which cases the
prescribed courses or requirements are to be followed.
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2. No student taking practice teaching in any area, or Home
Management, or both, may take more than seventeen hours during that
semester.
3. Students in good standing in the summer school are permitted a
load of up to ten hours.
4. Students enrolling one week after class work begins in the
regular session will have their loads reduced three hours fo r that semester
unless during the last semester in college they made a 2 -point average.
Those entering later than one week after class work begins will have
credits reduced in proportion to time lost.
5. The minimum load for any student is considered to be ten
hours for the regular semester and six hours in the summer session
except by special permission o f the President or Dean.
6 . Students failing to pass 60 per cent of their work in any
semester will have their course load reduced to a maximum o f thirteen
semester hours in the regular session and six in the summer session
and will be placed on academic probation. If they fail to pass 60 per
cent o f the reduced load, their names are automatically dropped from
the college roll for any two consecutive semesters. Students so dropped
may reapply for admission at the end o f the dropped status period and
may be readmitted on probation. Credit may not be earned at any college
or university while the student has been in a dropped status. Those
students who return must pass 60 percent o f their reduced load their
first semester in residence, or their names will automatically and
permanently be dropped from the college rolls.

7. Students can find their point average by dividing the number o f
hours attempted (all hours for which registered) into the quality points
earned.
ELIGIBILITY
In order for a student to represent the College, or any organization
of the College, he must have a satisfactory conduct record and be in
good academic standing.
For the point system governing extra-curricular activities see the
Student Handbook.
B.

ACADEMIC

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
To be considered a candidate for graduation the student must:
1. Fulfill the specific requirements fo r a particular degree as set
forth in the follow ing pages.
2. Spend at least two semesters (36) weeks and earn a minimum of
32 semester hours residence work at Jacksonville even though he
has been admitted to advanced standing or has transferred credits.
3. Pursue the last semester o f work in residence at Jacksonville.
4. Have no more than 10 per cent o f the hours required fo r the
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degree or o f the work done in residence at Jacksonville for the
degree in extension or correspondence work or in a combination
o f these.
5. Carry successfully fo r at least fou r semesters a one-hour course
in military training if a male and physically fit and not yet 25
years o f age. Veterans will apply to the PMS fo r partial or full
waiver o f this requirement. Students presenting certification of
six months’ active duty may be exempt from one semester of
basic military science.
Those students who must schedule military science must attend
the appropriate class until the R.O.T.C. requirement has been met
successfully. Those failing to comply are subject to automatic
expulsion from the College.
6 . Pass the English Competence Examination.

7. Earn as many quality points as hours o f credit attempted and
attain other standards approved by the faculty.
8 . Be expected to complete the general subject requirements for

graduation during the freshman and sophomore years, in
so far as this is possible. In case o f deficiencies students must
register fo r courses which will remove such deficiencies before
they will be permitted to elect other courses.
9. Schedule Freshman English until it is satisfactorily completed.
GRADING SYSTEM
The follow ing represents the grading system used by the College
and the basis upon which quality points are earned:
A — three quality points per hour.
B— two quality points per hour.
C— one quality point per hour.
D— no quality points per hour.
F— no quality points— failing grades may not be removed other
than by work in residence on this campus.
I— Incomplete— no quality points.*
W /P — withdrawn passing.
W /F — withdrawn failing.
The passing grade is D.**
*A teacher may give an incomplete to a student who is otherwise passing
and who fo r legitimate reasons (such as missing a final examination
because o f illness) is unable to complete the prescribed work. An in
complete must be removed within the next semester in residence and in
all cases within 12 months, or the incomplete becomes a failure.
**A student may upgrade a final course grade only by repeating the
course on the campus.
I.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

In order to qualify fo r the degree o f Bachelor o f Arts, a student
must satisfy the follow ing requirements:
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He must complete 128 semester hours o f college work and must earn
as many quality points as hours attempted.
(a) Those entering with advanced standing must earn as many
quality points as hours attempted at this institution.
(b) A candidate fo r graduation lacking as many as seven hours may
complete requirements by taking the work in residence at a
four-year accredited college or university. Only credits on
which a “ C” grade or better has been earned will be accepted.

2.

(c)

A student must earn as many quality points as hours attempted
in his m ajor and minor subjects and in the m ajor and minor
subjects taken in residence here.

(d)

A t least forty per cent o f the credits presented fo r a degree must
be in courses numbered 300 and above.

(e)

No matter to what advanced standing the candidate may have
been admitted, or what credits he may have transferred, he must
receive credit at Jacksonville fo r at least twelve hours o f ad
vanced work in his m ajor subject and six hours in his minor
subject.

(f )

R.O.T.C. 301, 302, 401, and 402 may be counted as an elective of
twelve hours. Completion o f R.O.T.C. 302, 401, 402 and one
summer camp is required o f those students who enroll in
R.O.T.C. 301.

The 128 hours required fo r the A.B. degree must include the
following:
a.

b.

14 hours in English
English 101, 102, 141
English 201, 202
or
English 301, 302

6 hours

12 hours in social sciences (2 areas suggested)

History 201, 202 required
Political Science, Sociology,
Economics, Geography*
c.

8 hours

6 hours
6 hours

14 hours in science (2 areas required)
(A lgebra and trigonometry may be used fo r one year in
a combination with any science other than general
science. It is recommended that the student consult his
adviser fo r a possible combination.)

d.

3 hours o f Psychology 201

e.

12 hours in a foreign language** (French, Spanish or German)

*A student may take six hours in any one o f these or in any combination
of these.
**A student with two years o f high school credit will be required to
complete one year o f intermediate language. Others must complete
two years.
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3.

f.

4 hours in health and physical education or 4 hours in military
science (men)

g.

1 hour o f Education 101

Major and Minor Requirements
a.

Majors and minors fo r the A.B. degree may be selected from any
fields in which majors or minors are offered.

b.

A student must select his m ajor and minor subjects before the
end o f his sophomore year or, if a junior or senior transferring
from another college, before he registers fo r any work leading
to a degree from this institution. The choice o f the m ajor and
minor fields must be made only after consultation with the
professors in these fields and must have the approval o f both
the m ajor and the minor professors. The program o f study
should be entered on blanks furnished in the Office of Admissions
and Records. These blanks should be returned to the same office
for final approval during the semester in which the student
elects his fields o f concentration.

c. The student must, before each registration, confer with his
m ajor and his minor professors, or their representatives, and
secure their approval o f the choice o f courses fo r the major
and minor (or m inors), o f electives, and o f the sequences of
such courses.
d. A t least twelve hours o f the m ajor and six hours o f the minor
must be done at Jacksonville in courses numbered 300 or above.
e. Students who major in non-academic subjects such as music,
secretarial science, physical education, etc., must choose at least
one academic minor to be eligible fo r a degree from this
institution.
II. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
The requirements fo r the Bachelor o f Science degree are the same
as those for the Bachelor o f Arts degree, with the following exceptions:
1.

Where the major is chemistry and the minor is biology, a foreign
language is required. However, the taking o f a foreign language,
although not required except as indicated in the preceding sentence,
is encouraged in all programs.

2.

Majors fo r the B. S. degree may be selected from the following
fields: biology, general business, accounting, secretarial science,
chemistry, or mathematics.
With the exception o f a student majoring in mathematics, general
business, or accounting, a student may select a minor from any field
in which a minor is offered.
Students majoring in mathematics must select a minor from the
follow ing: biology, general business, accounting, secretarial science,
chemistry, or physics.
Students majoring in general business or accounting must take a
minor in economics.
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Students majoring in general business, accounting, or secretarial
science take, in lieu o f the 14 hours o f science and/or mathematics,
6 hours o f general science (or a full year o f another science such
as biology, chemistry or physics) plus Algebra 101, 3 hours, and
Mathematics o f Finance 221, 3 hours.
II.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

The requirements fo r the Bachelor o f Science in Education degree
are the same as those fo r the Bachelor o f Arts, with the follow ing ex
ceptions:
1.

Students must meet the requirements of admission to and retention
in the teacher education program.

2.

No foreign language is required but is encouraged.

3.

Elementary Education:
a.

Elementary education is the major.

b.

A concentration (m inor) is required. See requirements fo r minors
under individual departments.

c.

One year o f a biological science (B iology 101, 102 or Biology
241, 242, and Biology 251, 252) and one year o f a physical science
are required.

d.

A minimum o f three hours must be chosen from each o f three
fields in the Division o f Social Sciences.

See first page o f Summary o f Requirements fo r full details.
4.

Secondary Education:
a.

Majors may be chosen from the follow ing departments:
chemistry, biology, mathematics, history, physical education,
secretarial science, music, English, French, Spanish, home
economics.

b.

With the exception o f general business and accounting, a minor
may be selected from any field in which a minor is offered.

c.

A minimum o f three hours must be chosen from each o f two
fields in the Division o f Social Sciences.

d.

One year o f a biological science (B iology 101, 102 or Biology 241,
242 and Biology 251, 252) and one year o f a physical science are
required.
e. Not more than sixty semester hours may be earned in any
division.

REQUIREM ENTS FOR ADMISSION TO AND
RETENTION IN TEACH ER EDUCATION
Jacksonville State College in its desire to produce a professional
person has devised a program o f admission to and retention in teacher
education. The program, as outlined, embraces requirements fo r
certification in Alabama and fo r accreditation by the National Council
for Accreditation o f Teacher Education (N C A TE ) as well as the philoso
phy of the institution.
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GENERAL INFORM ATION
Except in extenuating circumstances, regularly enrolled students
will not be permitted to take directed teaching during a summer
semester.
Transient students will not be permitted to do directed teaching
during a summer semester, and although permitted to do directed
teaching during a regular semester in the Laboratory Schools, they
can be accommodated only as vacancies exist.
Courses in professional education including Psychology 331, 332,
and 431 may not be taken by correspondence.
FORM AL APPLICATION
Although students may indicate in the freshman year an interest in
teacher education and are advised and counseled accordingly, they do
not make form al application before the upper semester o f the sophomore
year. Admission to the college does not presuppose admission to the
teacher education program.
I.

When to make form al application.
Students will make form al application fo r courses in professional
education by the sixth week o f the upper semester o f the
sophomore year and no later than the sixth week o f the lower
semester o f the junior year.

II.

Where to make form al application.
Students may obtain from the Office o f the Division o f Educa
tion the necessary application form fo r courses in professional
education. This form is to be completed and returned to the
same office at least twelve weeks before courses in professional
education are to be scheduled.

I.

Requirements for admission.
A . The student must present a minimum o f sixty-four (64)
semester hours including the follow ing:
Education 101
— 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 or 301, 302
— 14
History 201, 202
— 6
Social Science Electives
— 6
B iology 101, 102, Science 221, 222
— 14*
Mathematics 233
— 3**
Psychology 201
— 3
Physical Education Electives
— 4
Approved Electives
— 13
*Or their equivalent; see adviser.

ADMISSION

*‘ Except fo r majors and minors requiring Mathematics 101;
and majors in music, home economics, and secretarial science.
B. On the listed hours, the applicant must have earned an
over-all grade-point average o f 1.25 on all hours attempted
and a grade-point average o f 1.25 on hours attempted in
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the m ajor and minor subjects. The student must also have
maintained a 1.25 average in all areas aforementioned in his
work at Jacksonville.
C.

Applicants must have passed requirements concerning the
English Competence Examination.

Applications meeting these minimum requirements are forwarded
to the Committee on Admissions o f the Teacher Education Council. This
committee— bearing in mind the applicant’s character, physical fitness,
emotional stability, vocational aptitude, and interest in teacher educa
tion— will process the applications. The Committee may itself, or through
the use o f subcommittees, hold interviews or consult such appropriate
records as it feels necessary to give a complete picture o f the individual
under consideration.
Those cases which the Committee on Admissions feels it cannot ad
mit to professional education will be brought to the attention o f the
full Teacher Education Council fo r further and final action.
RETENTION
I.

Requirements for retention in the teacher education program.
A.

Upon admission to the teacher education curriculum, the student
is assigned to an adviser in the appropriate area o f professional
education. In cooperation with the student’s subject matter ad
viser, the adviser in professional education assists in planning
the student’s program.

B.

The student to be eligible fo r directed teaching must have con
tinued to maintain the average and conditions o f I-B above
(Admission) and, in addition to the areas enumerated, the field
o f professional education.

C.

Recommendation fo r directed teaching must also be made by the
chairman o f the appropriate department o f professional educa
tion and by the chairman o f each subject matter area designated
as m ajor and minor.

D.

The professional semester (the semester during which directed
teaching is done) may be completed during either semester o f
the senior year with the approval o f the Director of Student
Teaching. The half o f the professional semester in which the
student teaching is done, as well as the location o f the assign
ment either on or o ff the campus will be made on the basis of
availability o f student teaching positions.
GRADUATION

I.

Requirements for recommendation for a degree in education and
certification.
A.

The student must have met all requirements o f the curriculum
as outlined in the catalogue.

B.

In addition, the student must have met the foregoing require
ments in professional education as well as maintaining a 1.25
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grade-point average on all courses attempted in professional
education.
CONCLUSION

The Teacher Education Council reserves the right, upon the recom
mendation o f the Director o f Student Teaching, to review and, if
necessary, stipulate additional requirements to be met by the applicant for
certification o f his professional education preparation.
BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RECOMMENDATION,
RENEW AL

AND

REINSTATEM ENT

OF

CERTIFICATES

FOR A LA B A M A TEACHERS
The policies and regulations governing the issuance o f teacher cer
tificates are contained in the Certification o f Alabama Teachers Bulletin
published by the State Department o f Education.
Holders o f regular Alabama teachers’ certificates which have ex
pired may reinstate these certificates by successfully completing nine
semester hours o f residence work at this college. A ll credits to be used
for reinstatement must be earned within three years o f the date the
new certificate is to bear.
A Class B Elementary Professional Certificate, a conditional perma
nent certificate which is valid in periods o f eight years, is the authority
of the holder to teach in grades one through six. This certificate may be
issued to a person who has been graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
the curriculum approved fo r the training o f elementary teachers as out
lined elsewhere in this catalogue.
A Class B Secondary Professional Certificate, a conditional perma
nent certificate which is valid in periods of eight years, is the authority
of the holder to teach the subjects named on the face of the certificate
and other high school subjects as conditions may require. This certificate
may be issued to a person who has been graduated with a bachelor’s de
gree in the curriculum approved fo r the training o f secondary teachers
as outlined elsewhere in this catalogue.
A Class B Elementary-Secondary Professional Certificate may be
issued to graduates who receive a B.S. in Education degree with a major
in health and physical education or in music. This certificate permits
the graduate to teach in the elementary or in the high school grades.
It, too, is valid in periods of eight years.
A Class B Vocational Professional Certificate, a conditional perma
nent certificate which is valid in periods o f eight years, may be issued
to a person who has been graduated with a bachelor’s degree in a
curriculum approved fo r the training o f teachers o f vocational home
economics. Such a curriculum is outlined elsewhere in this catalogue.
Professional certificates are no longer issued on less than the
bachelor’s degree, except as present holders may renew, reinstate, or up
grade certificates o f lower rank through approved courses o f study and
residence work as provided for in the certification Bulletin.
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APPLICATION S FOR CERTIFICATES
Individuals desiring certificates (or renewals and reinstatements o f
certificates) should file application with the Certification Secretary in
the Office o f the Division of Education. A $2.00 certificate fee (money
order made payable to the State Superintendent o f Education), which is
forwarded with the credits to the State Department o f Education, should
accompany the application.
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SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS DEGREES
B. S. IN ELEM EN TARY EDUCATION
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202, 321 .................................... 16
History 201, 202, 444 ............................................................. 9
Geography 101, 102 ................................................................. 6
Social Science Elective other than History or Geography 3
Biology 101, 102 ....................................................................... 8
General Science 221, 222 .................................................... 6
*Physical Education Electives ................................................ 6
Physical Education 361 ............................................................. 3
**Mathematics 233 ....................................................................... 3
**A rt 233 .......................................................................................... 3
** Music 233 ..................................................................................... 3
Psychology 201, 331 ............................................................... 6
***Psychology 332 ......................................................................... 3
Education 341, 342, 343 ............................................................. 9
Education 361, 362 ..................................................................... 6
Education 461 ............................................................................. 3
***Education 431, 462, 471, 472 ................................................ 12
Approved Electives and/or Concentration
22
Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a ) O f the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Of these 6 hours, 4 may be in military science.
** Other credits may be earned in these departments with the
approval o f the department head.
*** Professional Semester.
B. S. IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 (or 301, 302) ............... 14
*Social Science Electives ........................................................... 6
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
Biology 101, 102 ....................................................................... 8
**Physical Science Elective ........................................................
6-8
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Mathematics 233 ..................................................................... 3
Psychology 201, 431 ................................................................. 6
***Psychology 332 ......................................................................... 3
Education 302, 382 ..................................................................... 6
***Education 431, 481, 482 ............................................................. 12
Approved Electives or Major and Minor ............................51-53
Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a) O f the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* A t least 3 o f the 6 hours must be in a social science other than
history.
** May be General Science 221,2 or Chemistry 101,2 or Physics 201,2.
*** Professional Semester.
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B. S. DEGREE*
Education 101 ........................................................................... 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ............... 14
History 201, 202 ..................................................................... 6
Social Science Electives ........................................................ 6
** Laboratory Science ................................................................... 16
Psychology 201 ........................................................................... 3
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Approved Elective or Major and M in o r ................................ 78
Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a) O f the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Majors may be chosen from biology, chemistry, mathematics,
general business, secretarial science, or accounting. If mathe
matics is chosen, then the minor must be in a science, general
business, accounting, or secretarial science. See curriculum
breakdown fo r business administration elsewhere in this cata
logue.
** General Science 221, 222 may not be taken in this curriculum;
however, General Science 221, 222 may be taken in the Business
Administration Curriculum, but in no other B.S. curriculum
except education. Algebra 102 and Trigonometry 103 (6 hours)
may be taken in lieu o f one year of a laboratory science.
A . B. DEGREE
Education 101 .............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ...................
History 201, 202 .........................................................................
Social Science Electives ..........................................................
*Laboratory Science .................................................................
Psychology 201 .........................................................................
Physical Education or ROTC ..............................................
Modern Language .....................................................................
Approved Electives or M ajor and Minor ............................

1

14
6
6

16
3
4
12
66

Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Algebra 102 and Trigonometry 103 (6 hours) may be used for
one year o f a laboratory science. If mathematics is chosen,
general science may not be taken fo r the other year o f science.
If chemistry or physics is chosen for one o f the sciences, general
science may not be used fo r the other year.
PRE-AGRICULTURE
Students interested in pursuing one o f the various pre-agricultural
curricula should confer with the Dean o f Admissions and Registrar
and should consult the catalogue o f the school which they plan to attend.
In general, however, such students should schedule General Zoology
(Biology 241, 242) and General Botany (B iology 251, 252); and in
certain phases o f agriculture, Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (B i
ology 320).
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BASIC ENGINEERING

Students entering basic engineering will consult their engineering
adviser and the program outlined under the Department o f Engineering
in the Division o f Science and Mathematics.
PRE-M EDICAL, PRE-D ENTAL, PRE -V ETER IN AR Y, AND
PRE-PH ARM ACY CURRICULA*
In general, these three pre-professional programs have the same re
quirements. However, students expecting to enter one o f these pro
fessional colleges should secure a copy o f the curriculum from the
college o f their choice in order to select courses meeting the specific
requirements.
Requirements o f these professional colleges are met amply, in almost
all cases, by the suggested Bachelor o f Science degree with a major in
chemistry and a minor in biology.
Entering freshmen in pharmacy will enroll in the Chemistry-Biology
Curriculum. Those who expect to finish their two-year requirements at
Jacksonville should enroll in the summer session after finishing their
freshman year and take Chemistry 242, unless they complete Chemistry
104 in the freshman year and the required economics and accounting
courses. Then in the first and second semesters o f the sophomore year
they should take the follow ing:
Chemistry 301-302
Chemistry 401-402
Physics 201 and 271,
202 and 272
Electives

8
10

8
6
32

For those who cannot enroll in the summer, the Chairman o f the
Division o f Mathematics and Science will work out an abbreviated pro
gram which Will meet most o f the two-year requirements.
*Students follow ing these programs should consult the Chairman of the
Division o f Science and Mathematics.
B. S. DEGREE
MAJOR IN CHEMISTRY AN D A MINOR IN BIOLOGY
(Suggested Program )
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ............... 14
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
Social Science Electives ......................................................... 6
Psychology 201 ........................................................................... 3
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Mathematics 102, 103 ............................................................... 6
Physics 201, 271, 202, 272 ........................................................ 8
Modern Language ..................................................................... 12
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*Biology 101, 102 ......................................................................... 8
Biology 320 or 321 ................................................................... 4
Biology Electives ....................................................................... 8
Chemistry 101, 111 (o r 103), 102, 112 (o r 104) ........... 8
Chemistry 242 ............................................................................. 3
Chemistry 301, 302 ................................................................... 8
Chemistry 401, 402 ................................................................... 10
Chemistry 483, 481 or 484 .................................................... 8
Approved Electives ................................................................. 11
Total ......................................................................................128 (a)
(a) O f the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
*M an y professional schools prefer General Zoology (241, 242)
and General Botany (251, 252) instead of General Biology 101 and 102.

M EDICAL TECHNOLOGY*
The College, in cooperation with Dr. J. D. Bush o f the Holy Name o f
Jesus Hospital, Gadsden, and certain other approved hospitals, now
grants a B.S. degree in Medical Technology.
Students entering this program will complete three years o f pre
scribed work at Jacksonville, in which time they will earn at least 100
semester hours o f credit and fu lfill all requirements fo r a B.S. degree
with a m ajor in chemistry and a minor in biology, except requirements
in Biology 421, 422 and Chemistry 421, 422 and 483. The fourth year’s
work will be done in the approved hospital laboratory. A fter a student
passes the examination given by the National Medical Technology
Board, he will be given 16 hours o f credit in Biology 421, 422 and 12
semester hours o f credit in Chemistry 421, 422 and awarded the B.S.
degree in Medical Technology. Foreign languages are not required
for this degree.
Those persons already holding a registered technician’s license will
not be admitted to this program.
*Students seeking admission to this program should consult the chairman
of the Division o f Science and Mathematics.
B. S. DEGREE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 ............................................. 14
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
*Social Science Electives ........................................................ 6
Psychology 201 ......................................................................... 3
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Mathematics 102, 103 ............................................................... 6
Physics 201, 271, 202, 272 .................................................... 8
Biology 101, 102, 321 ................................................................. 12
Biology 472 or 323 ................................................................... 4
Biology Elective ......................................................................... 4
***Biology 421, 422 ....................................................................... 16
Chemistry 101, 111 (or 103), 102, 112 (or 104) ............... 8
** Chemistry 301 ............................................................................. 4
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Chemistry
Chemistry
**‘ Chemistry
Approved
(a)
*
**
***

302 ............................................................................. 4
401, 402, 481 ......................................................... 14
421, 422 ..................................................................... 12
Electives ................................................................... 2

Total ...................................................................................... 128 (a)
Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
Geography, economics, or sociology.
Students not eligible fo r 104 must take 242 in summer or fall.
Senior work to be done in an approved hospital, followed by an
examination by National Board o f Medical Technology.
PRE-LEG AL COURSES

Adviser— Chairman o f Division o f Social Science
Many accredited schools o f law accept one o f three plans o f study
for entrance to law school: (a ) the two-year pre-law plan, (b ) the
three-year pre-law plan, and (c ) the four-year pre-law plan. Under
plans (b) and (c ) a student normally earns an undergraduate degree;
no such degree is earned under plan (a ).
Plan (c) is the one most strongly recommended by law schools and
leaders in the legal profession. This plan consists o f securing a Bachelor
of A rts degree with a m ajor in some field o f social science. Majors in
political science and economics are especially recommended as they
provide the lawyer with an excellent background fo r relations with
government and business. This degree will admit the student to any
member school o f the Association o f American Law Schools.
Under plan (b ) the student takes a three-year pre-law course
which after successful completion o f the first year o f law school may
enable him to earn a Bachelor o f Arts degree. Such a degree is being
offered by this college. This degree, with a m ajor in political science
and a minor in economics, may be conferred by this institution at the
end o f the student’s first year in law school provided local requirements
have been satisfied. Under this program a student may substitute
with the approval o f his adviser a minor in English fo r the minor in
economics.
For the pre-law student who can take only two years o f prelegal training, it is recommended that the first two years o f the
program for plan (b ) be follow ed except that six additional hours of
English be substituted during the second year fo r beginning courses
in a foreign language. The student who plans to take only two years
o f pre-legal training should ascertain from the law school he expects
to attend if he can do so with only two years o f college work.
A. B. DEGREE
Major in Political Science and a Minor in Economics
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141; 201, 202 or 301, 302 ................... 14
History 201, 202 ....................................................................... 6
Psychology 201 ....................................................................... 3
Mathematics 102, 221 ............................................................. 6
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* Biology or Physical Science .................................................. 8
Foreign Language ..................................................................... 12
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Political Science 201, 202 ........................................................ 6
Political Science 341, 343, 385 or 485 ................................ 9
Political Science Electives .................................................... 15
Economics 121, 122, 301 ........................................................ 9
Economics Electives ................................................................. 9
Senior year at an approved law school ............................ 30
Total ......................................................................................132 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 53 must be numbered 300 or above.
* General Science is not allowed in this program.
DIVISION OF EDUCATION
Greene Y. Taylor, Chairman
Department o f Business Administration, Department o f Elementary
Education, Department o f Secondary Education, Department o f Health
and Physical Education, Department o f Home Economics, Department of
Psychology and Philosophy.
DEPARTM ENT

OF

BUSINESS

ADM IN ISTRATION

(B A )

Branscomb, Beason, Collins, J., Collins, W., Fendlason, Foshee,
Franklin, Fuller, Heath, Hicks, Selman, B., Thornburg
This department offers secretarial science in a teaching degree to
those who are planning to teach business subjects in high school; in
secretarial science in a non-teaching degree to prospective secretaries
and other office workers; in general business and in accounting in a
non-teaching degree to students who wish to prepare fo r entrance into
the management, sales, or accounting field. Others may take business
subjects as elective courses.
Business majors may choose from the follow ing curricula:
1. B. S. degree in Secondary Education, with a major in secretarial
science and a minor in English.
2. B. S. degree, non-teaching, with a m ajor in secretarial science
and an approved academic minor.
3. B. S. degree, non-teaching, with a m ajor in general business or
in accounting with a minor in economics.
Minors are also offered in accounting, general business, and secre
tarial science. Students may major and minor within a division provided
the total subjects taken in the division do not exceed 60 hours.
B. S. DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Major in Secretarial Science— Minor in English
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202 ........................................ 11
English 302, 321 ......................................................................... 5
English Electives above 300 ................................................ 8
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Biology 101, 102 ......................................................................... 8
General Science 221, 222 ......................................................... 6
Mathematics 101, 221 ............................................................. 6
History 201, 202 ....................................................................... 6
Economics 121 ........................................................................... 3
Geography 241 ........................................................................... 3
Sociology 221 ............................................................................. 3
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Psychology 201 ......................................................................... 3
Psychology 431 ........................................................................... 3
(a ) Psychology 332
3
Education 302, 382 ................................................................... 6
(a ) Education 431, 481, 482 ............................................................. 12
Business 241 ............................................................................... 3
Business 280, 281 ..................................................................... *
**Business 380, 381 ..................................................................... 6
***Business 382 ............................................................................. 3
Business 372 ............................................................................... 2
Business 391, 392 ....................................................................... 6
Business 480, 482, 483 ............................................................. 9
****Business 485, 486 ..................................................................... 6
Approved Electives ................................................................. 2

Total ..................................................................................... 128 (b)
(a ) Professional Semester
(b) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Restricted to students without any previous training. Credit
may not be applied to the secretarial science major.
** Restricted to students who have had no more than two semesters
o f previous training and can demonstrate proficiency based on
placement test.
*** Restricted to students who have had 3-4 semesters o f short
hand and typewriting, each, and can demonstrate proficiency
based on placement test.
**** Three hours o f practical experience daily in a business office,
arranged and supervised by college coordinator.
Note: I f 380 and 381 are waived, business electives must be chosen
in lieu o f these courses.
B. S. DEGREE
MAJOR IN SECRETARIAL SCIENCE (N ON -TEACH IN G)
WITH AN ACADEMIC MINOR
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
Psychology 201 ......................................................................... 3
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, 302, 321 ........................ 16
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
Political Science 201 ............................................................... 3
Political Science Elective ......................................................... 3
Sociology 221 ............................................................................... 3
Economics 121, 122 ................................................................... 6
Geography 241 ........................................................................... 3
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General Science 221, 222 ........................................................ 6
Mathematics 101, 221 ..............................................................
6
Physical Education or ROTC .............................................. 4
Business 241 ............................................................................... 3
*Business 280, 281
................................................................ 6
**Business 380, 381
................................................................ 6
***Business 382 ............................................................................... 3
Business 372 ............................................................................. 2
Business 391, 392
................................................................ 6
Business 480, 482, 483 ........................................................... 9
* * * Business 485, 486
................................................................ 6
Approved Minor and General Electives ............................ 27
Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a )
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Restricted to students without any previous training. Credit
may not be applied to the secretarial science major.
* * Restricted to students who have had no more than two semesters
o f previous training and can demonstrate proficiency, based
on placement test.
* * * Restricted to students who have had 3-4 semesters of short
hand and typewriting, each, and can demonstrate proficiency,
based on placement test.
**** Three hours o f practical experience daily in a business office, ar
ranged and supervised by college coordinator.
Note: If 380 and 381 are waived, business electives will be taken in
lieu o f these courses.
B. S. DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION
MAJOR IN GENERAL BUSINESS AND MINOR IN ECONOMICS
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
Psychology 201 ......................................................................
3
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, 302 ............................ 14
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
Political Science 201 .............................................................. 3
Political Science Elective ....................................................... 3
Sociology 221 ............................................................................. 3
Economics 121, 122, 301, 491 ................................................ 12
Economics Electives ................................................................. 6
Geography 241
3
General Science 221, 222 ........................................................ 6
Physical Education or ROTC
4
Mathematics 101, 221
6
Business 241
3
*Business 280
3
Business 391, 392 and Accounting Elective .......................
9
Business 376
3
Business 482, 483,484, 492, 497
15
Business Elective
................................................................. 2
**Electives ..................................................................................... 23
Total ...................................................................................... 128 (a)
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(a) O f the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Not required if a student can demonstrate satisfactory ability,
based on placement test. A business elective must be taken in
lieu o f this subject.
** General electives may be taken in any field, non-business or
business, provided the total subjects taken in any one division
do not exceed 60 hours.
B. S. DEGREE

IN

BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION

MAJOR IN ACCOUNTING AND MINOR IN ECONOMICS
Education 101 .............................................................................
Psychology 201 ...........................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 202, 302 ..........................
History 201, 202 .......................................................................
Political Science 201 .................................................................
Political Science Elective .........................................................
Sociology 221 .............................................................................
Economics 121, 122 ..................................................................
Economics 491, 493 .................................................................
Economics Electives .................................................................
Geography 241
General Science 221, 222
Mathematics 101, 221
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................
General Business Courses:
*280 .........................................................................................
241 .........................................................................................
482, 483, 484, 492
Accounting Courses:
391, 392 393
471, 472, 473, 477
Accounting Electives
** Electives .....................................................................................
Total

1
3
14
6
3
3
3
6
6
6
3
6
6
4
3
3
12
9
12
9
10
128 (a)

(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Not required if a student can demonstrate satisfactory ability,
based on a placement test. An elective must be taken in
lieu of this subject.
** General electives may be in any field, non-business or business,
provided the total subjects taken in any one division do not
exceed 60 hours.
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BUSINESS AND OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
I.

Two-Year Terminal Program
First Year

First Semester

Second Semester

English Composition 101
American History 201
College Algebra 101
Prin. of Economics 121
Beginning Typing 280*
Education 101

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3
1

English Composition 102
American History 202
Math o f Finance 221
Beginning Shorthand 281*
Advanced Typing 380**
Speech 141

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3
2

16

17

Second Year
Accounting 391
Intro, to Business 241
Dictation & Transcript 381**
Secretarial Machines 370
Filing & Records Mgmt 372
Psychology 201

3
3
3
2
2
3

Accounting 392
Business Law 483
Advanced Dictation &
Transcript 382***
Secretarial Office
Procedures 480
Business Correspondence 482

16

II.

3
3
3
3
3
15

Two-Year Terminal Program
(Cooperative W ork-Training)
First Year

First Semester

Second Semester

Hrs.
English Composition 101
3
College Algebra 101
3
Accounting 391
3
Beginning Typing 280*
3
Beginning Shorthand 281*
3

Hrs.
English Composition 102
3
Math o f Finance 221
3
Accounting 392
3
Advanced Typing 380**
3
Dictation & Transcript 381** 3
Filing & Records Mgmt. 372
2

15

17
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Second 1 ear

Advanced Dictation &
Transcript 382*****
Secretarial Machines 370
Business Correspondence 482
Intro to Business 241
O ffice Apprenticeship 485****
Approved Elective

3
2
3
3
3
3
17

Secretarial Office
Procedures 480
3
Office Apprenticeship 486**** 3
Approved Electives
9

15

* Restricted to students without any previous training. Credit may
not be applied to any business major.
** Restricted to students who have had no more than two semesters of
previous training and can demonstrate proficiency, based on place
ment test.
***Restricted to students who have had 3-4 semesters o f shorthand
and typewriting, each, and can demonstrate proficiency based on
placement test.
****Three hours o f practical experience daily in a business office,
arranged and supervised by college coordinator.
Note: I f 280, 281, 380, 381 are waived, then business electives
will be taken instead o f these courses.
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MINORS: GENERAL BUSINESS, ACCOUNTING,
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
1.

A minor in general business may be secured by taking at least
twenty-four hours o f business subjects, including the follow ing re
quired: Introduction to Business 241, three hours; Accounting 391,
392, six hours; Business Law 483, three hours. Economics 121 and
Mathematics o f Finance 221 also are required with this minor.

2.

A minor in accounting consists o f at least eighteen hours o f account
ing courses, including Accounting 391, 392, and 393. Mathematics of
Finance 221, three hours, and Economics 121 , three hours, also are
required.

3.

A minor in secretarial science consists o f at least twenty-four hours
of business subjects, including the follow ing required: typewriting
and shorthand, nine hours; Accounting 391 and 392, six hours;
Business Correspondence 482, three hours. Mathematics of Finance
221 also is required.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES*

241. Introduction to Business (3 ). Business in its areas o f
management, production, personnel, marketing, finance, and govern
mental relations.
280. Elementary Typewriting (3 .) Four class periods and one
practice period a week. Fundamentals o f touch typewriting, with em
phasis on technique, accuracy, speed, arrangement o f letters and other
business forms. Restricted to students without any previous training.
Credit may not be applied to any business major.
281. Elementary Shorthand (3 ). Four class periods and one prac
tice period a week. Prerequisite: Typewriting 280 or equivalent. Prin
ciples of shorthand; development o f skill in reading and writing from
printed and written shorthand; business letter dictation and transcrip
tion. Restricted to students without any previous training. Credit may
not be applied to any business major.
370. Secretarial Machines (2 ). Three periods a week. Prerequisite:
typewriting. Practical working knowledge o f stencil, carbon and offset
duplicating machines, electric typewriters, voicescription machines, add
ing and calculating machines.
371. Business Machines (3 ). Five periods a week. The operation
of adding, calculating, and accounting machines and the application to
business and statistical problems.
372. Filing and Records Management (2 ). Three periods a week.
Indexing and filin g; the various filing systems and practice in their
application.
373. Advertising (3 ). Advertising as a part o f the firm ’s com
municative efforts. Case analysis is stressed.
*The numbers in parentheses follow ing course titles refer to semester
hours credit assigned the course.
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376. Principles o f Marketing (3.) Prerequisite: Economics 121.
A social and managerial approach to the analysis o f marketing problems,
market cultivation and marketing strategies.
380. Advanced Typewriting (3 ). Three class periods and two
practice periods a week. Prerequisite: 280 or equivalent. Speed, business
letters, tabulation, billing, stencil cutting, and other secretarial type
writing. Restricted to students who have had no more than two semesters
o f previous training and can demonstrate proficiency, based on a place
ment test.
381. Dictation and Transcription (3 ). Three class periods and two
practice periods a week. Prerequisite: 281 and 380 or equivalent. Re
stricted to students who have had no more than two semesters of
previous training and can demonstrate proficiency, based on placement
test.
382. Advanced Dictation and Transcription (3 ).
Three class
periods and two practice periods a week. Prerequisite: 380 and 381 or
equivalent. Restricted to students who have had 3-4 semesters o f short
hand and typewriting, each, and can demonstrate proficiency, based
on a placement test.
391, 392. Elementary Accounting (I ) (II ) (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters.
Five periods a week. Prerequisite: Mathematics 221. Bookkeeping and
accounting, including theory o f accounts, debit and credit, accounting
cycle; classification o f accounts; procedure o f recording transactions;
work sheet, adjusting and closing o f the ledger; balance sheet and
income statement; tangible and intangible assets; business reports;
voucher system, partnerships and corporations.
393. Intermediate Accounting (I ) (3 ). Five periods a week. Pre
requisites: Accounting 391, 392. Covers the various accounting methods
adapted to different types o f business concerns, and introduces the
student to specialized accounting.
394. Intermediate Accounting (II ) (3 ). Five periods a week. Pre
requisite: Accounting 393. Detailed study o f the accounting processes
and analysis o f balance sheet accounts with the application o f accounting
theory through intensive problem solutions.
395. Social Security and Payroll
Business 391, 392. Our Federal Social
payroll imposed and benefits available,
May be used as a business elective by
Business 391, 392.

Accounting (2 ). Prerequisite:
Security System including the
and accounting fo r the payroll.
any student who has completed

396. Managerial Accounting (3 ).
Five periods a week. Prerequi
site: Accounting 392. The interaction between accounting and manage
ment; accounting data and its use by management in reaching decisions
and evaluating performance.
460. Introduction to Data Processing (2 ).
The punched card; key
punching; record keeping; the basic IBM machines; use o f a data pro
cessing system; card design and use o f the card guage; types o f data;
card form at; card reading; machine decision making.
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461. Salesmanship (2 ).
Prerequisite: Psychology 201. Principles
every salesman should know, such as personality development, psy
chological fundamentals, preparation for interview, presentation, can
vasses, arresting attention, desire stimulation, objection breakdown,
closing, and building goodwill.
462. Personnel Management (3 ). Prerequisite: Psychology 201.
Principles and problems o f human relations in business organizations.
463. Purchasing (2 ). Principles and practices involved in the
organization and conduct o f the purchasing function in industry.
464. Insurance (3 ). A survey course o f all types o f insurance for
personal or business uses. Basic principles o f risk management.
465. Life, Accident, and Health Insurance (3 ). Comprehensive
study of life, accident and sickness, and hospitalization insurance, de
signed to fit the needs o f insurance buyers and those contemplating a
career in these fields. An aid in preparing fo r the examination for
Chartered Life Underwriter designation.
466. Multiple Line Insurance (3 ). A study o f property and
liability insurance designed to fit the needs o f insurance buyers and those
contemplating careers in these fields. An aid in preparing fo r examina
tion for Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriter designation.
471. Cost Accounting (3 ). Five periods a week. Prerequisites:
Accounting 391, 392. An introduction to cost accounting through a
study of the principles o f job-order cost accounting.
472. Income Tax Accounting (3 ). Five class periods a week. Pre
requisites: Accounting 391, 392. Federal and state income tax laws as
they apply to individuals. Training in the interpretation o f regulations
and in the preparation o f various income tax returns.
473. Advanced Accounting (I ) (3 ). Five class periods a week. Pre
requisites: Accounting 391, 392 and 393. Specialized accounting pro
cedures, including partnership accounting, installment sales, consign
ments, and branch accounting.
474. Advanced Accounting (II ) (3 ). Five class periods a week.
Prerequisites: Accounting 391, 392, 393, and 473. Accounting procedures
of consolidated business units, estates, trusts, and governmental units.
475. Advanced Cost Accounting (3 ). Five periods a week. Pre
requisites: Accounting 391, 392 and 471. Cost accounting with emphasis
on process and standard cost systems.
476. Advanced Income Tax Accounting (3 ). Five periods a week.
Prerequisites: Accounting 391, 392, and 472. The federal and state in
come tax laws as applied to partnerships, fiduciaries, estates, trusts, and
corporations.
477. Auditing (3 ). Five periods a week. Prerequisite. Account
ing 391, 392, 393, and one advanced accounting course other than
472. Basic auditing principles and procedures as applied to trading and
manufacturing concerns and application o f the procedures through an
audit practice case.
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480. Secretarial O ffice Procedures (3 ). Five periods a week. Pre
requisites: 370, 372, 382, 391. A comprehensive coverage with adequate
practice fo r proficiency in secretarial procedures used in an office.
481. O ffice Management (3 ). Principles and methods o f office
management; the qualifications and responsibilities o f the office
manager in directing the various functions o f business which he controls.
482. Business Correspondence (3 ). Prerequisites: English 101, 102;
Typewriting 280; Psychology 201. Business procedures and principles
underlying effective correspondence; liberal practice in composing letters
and reports and in solving business problems.
483. Business Law I (3 ). Introduction to and objectives o f the
law; principles related to contracts, agency and employment, negotiable
instruments, personal property and bailments, and sales o f goods.
484. Business Law II (3 ). Legal principles related to partner
ships, corporations, real property and leases, insurance, security devices,
bankruptcy, trusts and estates; and government regulations o f business
and labor, civil and criminal liability, and business security.
485. 486. O ffice Apprenticeship (3 ) (3 ). Two or three hours
o f actual office experience during the senior year.
492. Business Statistics (3 ). Prerequisite: Algebra 101. Theoretical
and practical study o f business and economic statistics. Basic elements
through fundamental sampling and probability theory.
494. Retail Store Management (3 ). Store layout, location, account
ing, personnel, purchasing, sales credit policies, and general systems of
internal control and audit.
497. Business and Industrial Management (3 ). Prerequisites:
Economics 121 and Business 241. Principles o f sound organization and
management applied to business and industrial enterprises.
498. Bank Administration (3 ).
Prerequisites: Economics 121 and
491. Practical bank administration, including analysis o f its functions
and internal operations, responsibilities o f officers and directors, rela
tionship with correspondents, lending and investment policies.
VOCATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION
(Open only to seniors in Business Teacher Education)
400. History and Principles o f Vocational Education (3 ). Histori
cal development o f federally-aided vocational education; includes eco
nomic, social and educational conditions giving rise to the movement.
401. Administration and Supervision o f Vocational Education (3).
Administration o f vocational education on the national, state, and local
levels, with particular emphasis on business and office occupations
education.
402. Analysis o f Business and O ffice Occupations (3 ).
Identifying
and analyzing the various business and office occupations and selecting
and organizing learning units for instructional purposes.
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403. Problems o f Coordination in Business and O ffice Occupations
(3). Problems involved in carrying out the functions o f the coordinator
of business and office occupations education.
DEPARTM ENT OF ELEM EN TARY EDUCATION (E D )
Taylor, Stone, Howell, Bates, Bolton, Caldwell, Edge, Hamric,
Hennes, Shaw, Thornburg
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Elementary education majors are required to select a concentration
(minor) in an area from the follow ing: art, biology, chemistry, economics,
English, French, geography, German, history, home economics, mathe
matics, music, physical education, political science, secretarial science,
sociology, Spanish. See requirements fo r minors listed under the various
departments.
101. Use o f Books and Library Materials (1 ). Required o f all
freshmen. A preliminary course in the intelligent use o f the library
tools and the use o f books and all library materials.
341. Teaching of Arithmetic (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 233.
Materials and methods in the teaching o f arithmetic.
342. Teaching of Reading and Language Arts (3 ). Materials and
methods in the teaching o f reading, spelling, writing, listening and
speaking.
343. Teaching o f Social Studies (3 ). Materials and methods o f
teaching social studies in the elementary grades.
361. Children’s Literature (3 ). Selection and teaching o f literature
for children in the elementary grades.
362. Science Education for the Elementary Teacher (3 ). Materials,
laboratory demonstrations, and organization o f science topics taught in
the elementary grades.
431. School and Society (3 ). The historical and philosophical back
ground of education and its effects on present educational issues. An
analysis of concepts and theories which gives meaning to the place of
schools in society.
461. A rt Education for the Elementary Teacher (3 ). One lecture
and four studio periods a week. Prerequisite: A rt 233 or equivalent.
Giving the teacher a working knowledge of an art and an appreciation
of its importance in the education o f children.
462. Music Education for the Elementary Teacher (3 ). Prerequisite:
Music 233 or its equivalent. A survey o f materials in a well-rounded
elementary music program. A review o f activities in singing, listening,
and in rythmic, instrumental and creative areas on the elementary level.
471, 472. Directed Teaching in Elementary Schools ( 6 ) . Required
of seniors in elementary education. Blocked: thirty periods a week for
nine weeks. Supervised classroom observation and student teaching in
the elementary grades, with no less than one-third o f the hours done in
active student teaching.
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DEPARTM ENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (E D )

Self, Stone, Jones, Millican, Reaves, Rose, Albea, Arnold, Caldwell,
Calvert, Clark, Cohen, Douthit, Duncan, Foster, Harper, Holley, Jones
Lindblom, Lovett, Malone, Moon, Newell, Nunn, Rives
Self, J., Stewart, J., Tredaway, Williams, G., Williams, M.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101. Use o f Books and Library Materials (1 ). Required o f all
freshmen. A preliminary course in the intelligent use o f the library
tools, and the use o f books and all library materials.
302. Principles of Education (3 ). Nature and scope o f public
education in American society. Considers the selection o f teaching as a
profession.
371. Directed Teaching PE Elementary School (3 ). Five periods a
week. Required o f physical education majors only. Methods and theories
o f teaching physical education in the elementary school.
382. Methods o f Teaching in Secondary Schools (3 ). Prerequisite:
Education 302. Materials and methods o f teaching at the secondary level.
382E. Methods o f Teaching English in Secondary Schools (3 ). Pre
requisite: Education 302. Materials and methods o f teaching English
at the secondary level.
431. School and Society (3 ). The historical and philosophical
background o f education and its effects on present educational issues. An
analysis o f concepts and theories which gives meaning to the place of
schools in society.
451. Audio-Visual Education (3 ). Three class meetings and one
laboratory period each week. The principles o f learning and their
application through the various media o f audio and visual aids.
481. Directed Teaching: Secondary School ( 6 ). Prerequisites:
Education 302 and 382. Open to seniors only. Blocked: thirty periods
a week for nine weeks. A one-hour conference twice a month with the
college supervisor is to be scheduled at registration time. In addition,
conferences with the supervising teacher are to be scheduled fo r times
convenient to the teacher and student.
482. The Teacher and School Organizations and Management (3).
Prerequisite: Education 302 and 382. Open to seniors only. The various
aspects o f school organization and administration o f particular concern
to teachers.
DEPARTM ENT OF HEALTH & PH YSICAL EDUCATION (P E )
Calvert, Floyd, Hanson, F., Hanson, G.,
Roberson, Salls, Washington, Wedgeworth
Requirements fo r a major in physical education: a minimum of
thirty-six hours, which must include Physical Education: 212, 331, 352,
361, 382, 391 (men) or 371 (w om en), 451, 462, three hours in another
theory course, and nine hours in activity courses. A t least three hours of
directed teaching in Education 481 must be of physical education.
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Biology 321 is also required in the physical education curriculum.
Requirements for a minor in physical education: a minimum of
twenty-four hours, which must include Physical Education 212, 331, 352,
361, six hours in other theory courses, and six hours in activity courses.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
100. Health Education and Physical Fitness (4 ). Two theory and
three activity periods a week. Not open to majors and minors in
physical education, ROTC students, and elementary education majors.
Safety, first aid, sanitation, communicable diseases, essentials o f good
health and physical fitness.
111. Soccer and Elementary Softball for Men and Women (3 ).
Four class periods a week.
121. Elementary Football and Baseball for Men (3.)
periods a week.

Four class

141. Tennis (3.) Four class periods a week. Fundamentals in
singles and doubles play. The game will be taught through demonstra
tion and active participation.
147. Elementary and Advanced Trampoline for Men and Women
(3).
Four class periods a week. Instructions for students who have
had basic experience in stunts and tumbling. Basic orientation o f body
movement in space will be taught.
151. Volleyball and Basketball (3 ). Four class periods a week.
Fundamentals o f the game.
161. Badminton and Archery (3.) Four class periods a week.
Fundamental techniques o f the sport, and care and upkeep o f equipment.
162. Track and Field Activities for Men and Women (3 ). Four
class periods a week. Track and field events and some emphasis on the
coaching and officiating o f these events.
171. Stunts, Tumbling, and Apparatus Gymnastics (3 ). Four class
periods a week. Techniques and fundamentals. Elementary and advanced.
172. Rhythmic Gymnastics (3 ). Four class periods a week. Free
exercises, movements, including the floor standing, and aerial skills; such
hand apparatus as ball, ropes, wands, and hoops done rhythmically and
to music.
212. Personal and Community Health (3 ). The development of
habits, attitudes, and knowledge concerning health, and the professional
preparation o f teachers for teaching health in the schools and community.
251. Folk Dancing (3 ). Four class periods a week. Fundamental
movements, basic folk dance steps, folk dances suitable for elementary
and secondary grades, some square dances.
261. Ballroom Dancing (3 ).
and skills o f ballroom dancing.

Four class periods a week. Techniques

271. Recreational Games for Men and Women (3 ). Four class
periods a week. Techniques and skills in the following activities: deck
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tennis, aerial tennis, shuffleboard, table tennis, horseshoes, croquet,
sacket and cosom ball.
331. Safety and First Aid (3 ). The prevention and treatment of
athletic injuries, as well as general first-aid treatment. The preparation
o f the individual to prevent or meet the emergencies in the schoolroom
and on the playground.
352. History and Principles of Health and Physical Education (3).
The historical and philosophical phases o f physical education, as well
as the organic, interpretative, neuromuscular, and emotional development.
361. Introduction to Health Instruction and the Grades Physical
Education Program (3 ). Introduction to state-adopted health books;
classified and graded activities fo r children, ages 6 - 12 , including art and
science o f teaching.
371. Methods and Principles of, and Materials for, the Teaching
o f Individual and Team Sports for Women (3 ). Theory and techniques.
Not offered in summer semester.
382. School Health and Physical Education (3 ). School health
program ; classified and graded activities fo r children, ages 12-18, in
cluding art and science o f teaching.
391. Methods and Principles o f
Theory and techniques.

Athletic

421. Intramural Sports Program (3 ).
the intramural program.

Coaching

(M en)

(3).

Theory and techniques of

422. Intramural Sports Program Laboratory (3 ). Four class
periods a week. Prerequisite: Physical Education 421. Restricted to
selected senior physical education majors. An application o f the lessons
learned in Physical Education 421 to an actual intramural program.
Students are required to plan such a program, to organize it, to super
vise its activities, and to officiate in whatever capacities are requisite.
441. Camp Leadership (3 ). Elective fo r majors and minors but
may not be used toward meeting m ajor or minor requirements.
451. Measurements and Evaluation in Physical Education
Analysis, interpretation, and tests in physical education.

(3).

462. Organization and Administration o f Health and Physical Edu
cation (3 ). The organization and administration o f facilities and supplies,
and o f the school program o f health and physical education. Management
o f athletic, intramural, and recreational programs. Practice in outlining
and setting up administrative plans fo r practical situations.
B. S. DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Major in Physical Education and an Academic Minor*
Summary o f Requirements
Education 101 ............................................................................... 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201, 202 ................................................ 14
Biology 101, 102, 321 ................................................................. 12
General Science 221, 222 ......................................................... 6 **
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Mathematics 233 ......................................................................... 3
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
Social Science other than History ........................................ 3
Social Science Elective ............................................................ 3
Approved Minor (Courses numbered 300 or above) ......6-9
Physical Education 212 ............................................................ 3
Physical Education 331, 352, 361, 382 .................................... 12
Physical Education 391 (or 371) ............................................ 3
Physical Education 451, 462
................................................. 6
Physical Education Theory Course Elective ...................... 3
Physical Education Activity Courses
(ROTC not allowed) ........................................................ 9
Education 371-—Directed Teaching of Physical
Education, Elementary Level ............................................ 3***
Education 382, 302 .................................................................... 6
Education 431 ............................................................................... 3***
Education 481— Directed Teaching o f Physical
Education, Secondary Level ................................................ 3***
Education 481— Directed Teaching in Area o f Minor,
Secondary Level ................................................................... 3***
Education 482 ............................................................................... 3***
Psychology 201, 331, 332, 431 ................................................ 12
Approved Electives .................................................................2-5
Total ......................................................................................128****
* Students should check specific requirements fo r minor.
**Or a year o f chemistry or o f physics.
***To be taken in the Professional Semester.
****A total o f 52 hours o f the 128 must be in courses numbered 300
or above.
DEPARTM ENT OF LIBRARY SCIENCE (LSC)
Millican, Stewart, M .G .
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
300. Library Organization and Administration (3 ). Designed to
give the student a knowledge o f the functions, purposes, and organiza
tion of the library in the school and to enable him to formulate a philoso
phy o f librarianship.
301. Book Selection (3 ). Principles o f selection; criteria fo r books
in different fields; practice in the use o f aids in the choice o f books.
400. Reference and Bibliography (3 ). Consideration o f total
library resources approached through the card catalog, indexes, bibli
ographies; and practice in locating materials by various methods.
401. Organizing a Book Collection (3 ). Essential principles o f the
Decimal classification and form s o f dictionary cataloging and their
adaptation to library work.
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DEPARTM ENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Chaney, Haywood, McCool, Walker

(P SY )

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201. Introduction to Psychology (3 ). Required o f all students.
To acquaint the student with the subject matter o f psychology and its
development as a science; to interpret to the student the fundamental
laws o f psychology and the terminology used; and to develop in the
student the ability to criticize his own methods o f study and his general
personal development.
202. Principles o f Logic (3 ). Major topics in the philosophy of
language, and the principles o f inductive and deductive logic. Designed
fo r the general student and fo r those who expect to do advanced work
in law, medicine, science, theology and philosophy.
241. Applied Psychology (3 ). Prerequisite: Psychology 201. The
psychology o f understanding and dealing with people.
242. Educational and Psychological Statistics (3 ). Designed for
students in education and psychology. The principal statistical methods
used in the handling o f educational psychological data.
243.
havior.

Physiological Psychology (3 ).

The physiological basis of be

301. General Experimental Psychology (3 ). Development and ap
plication o f scientific methods and techniques used in the solution of
psychological problems.
302. Mental Hygiene (3 ). Problems o f normal mental health, with
emphasis upon the factors which influence such development from child
hood through the adult stage. The training o f children to meet and solve
their problems realistically rather than emotionally will be emphasized.
303. Abnormal Psychology (3 ).
o f dealing with abnormal behavior.

Theories, problems, and methods

311. Advanced Educational Psychology (3 ). Evaluation of the
m ajor trends in current educational theory and practice based upon
sound psychological criteria.
312. Clinical Psychology (3 ). Development and application o f the
principal techniques used in the diagnosis and treatment o f behavior
problems.
313. Comparative Psychology (3 ). Behavior of organisms from the
lower through the higher form s. Emphasis placed upon the relationship
between the development o f structures and the elaboration o f behavior.
321. Introduction to Philosophy (3 ). The meaning, scope, prob
lems, and methods o f philosophy. Some use made o f original materials.
322. History o f Philosophy (3 ). Prerequisite: approval o f in
structor. Development o f philosophy from ancient times to the present.
323. Modern Philosophy (3 ). Prerequisite: approval o f instructor.
An examination o f the outstanding systems o f modern philosophy for the
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purpose o f indicating their influence upon modern social, economic, and
political problems.
331, 332. Development o f Children and Youth in the Community and
Region (3) (3 ). Two semesters. Prerequisite: approval o f Teacher
Education Council. A n intensive study is made o f the behavior o f children
and youth. Particular emphasis is given to the needs o f children in
various situations. Techniques fo r the study o f the behavior o f children
and youth are developed, together with the means and methods o f
measuring the effect o f various types o f behavior. The work o f the
courses is closely related to the student teaching and will endeavor
to cover the psychological problem most vital to the teacher. (Human
Growth and Development, three hours; Educational Psychology, three
hours.)
401. Tests and Measurements (3 ). Topics covered include accurate
measurements in education, the best standardized tests o f intelligence
and achievements and their use in the school room, the elementary prin
ciples of statistical techniques, the construction o f classroom tests.
The theory and practice o f testing from the elementary level through
higher education.
402. Psychometrics (3 ).
psychological tests.

Origin, development, and application o f

403. Psychology Tests and Measurements (3 ). The administration,
scoring, and interpretation o f individual and group intelligence tests.
431. Adolescent Psychology (3 ). Prerequisite: approval o f Teacher
Education Council. Required o f seniors who are candidates fo r B.S. de
gree in Secondary Education.
441. Psychology o f the Exceptional Child (3 ). Development o f a
scientific attitude, a technique o f approach, and methods o f dealing with
the problems o f the children who deviate far from the average.
442. Advanced Social Psychology (3 ). Development o f a thorough
understanding o f the individual as a social being. Emphasis is upon the
factors that motivate group activity as a result o f the group’s interaction
with the individual.
443. Schools o f Psychology (3 ). Development and interpretation
of psychological data from the points o f view o f the various schools o f
psychology.
451. History o f Psychology (3 ). A chronological survey o f the
origin and development o f psychology.
DEPARTM ENT OF HOME ECONOMICS (H EC)
Green, Matthews, Maxwell, Sowell
The home economics curriculum is planned to help young women
to improve personally, to prepare fo r home and fam ily, and to train
professionally in the field of home economics.
A Bachelor o f Science degree with a major in vocational home
economics education is offered. This m ajor provides training fo r the
teaching of vocational and general home economics. Students who meet
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the requirements will be qualified to receive a Class B Vocational Pro
fessional Certificate. This certificate is acceptable fo r the teaching of
home economics, both vocational and non-vocational, in the secondary
schools o f Alabama. Majors in vocational home economics education
will be qualified to enter the field o f teaching and will be prepared for
positions in Home Economics Extension Service, Farmers’ Home Ad
ministration, home economics in business and in special areas o f social
service. Majors in this field will be prepared to pursue graduate study
in the various fields o f home economics.
The prescribed course fo r the majors trains professionally far
teaching and other related fields and prepares young women for the
responsibilities o f homemaking.
Home economics courses may be elected by non-majors.
To qualify for the Class B Vocational Certificate, a student must
satisfactorily complete the vocational home economics education cur
riculum and complete home projects under the direction o f a faculty
member o f the Department o f Home Economics or have had actual
homemaking experience equivalent to the home projects as judged by
the State Supervisor o f Home Economics.
VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION CURRICULUM
Summary o f Requirements
A rt 201, 202 .................................................................................
Education 101 .............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301 ..........................................
English (Literature) Elective ................................................
History 201, 202 .........................................................................
Political Science 201 .................................................................
Sociology 221, 223 .....................................................................
Economics 354 .............................................................................
Chemistry 101, 111, 102, 112, 352 ..........................................
Biology 101, 323 .........................................................................
Physics 252 .................................................................................
Physical Education .....................................................................
Home Economics 122, 131, 221, 232, 271
Home Economics 322, 341, 352, 371 ....................................
Home Economics 422, 431, 472, 473 .....................................
*Home Economics 442 .................................................................
Psychology 201, 332 ...................................................................
Education (Home Economics) 362, 302 ................................
*Education (Home Economics) 461, 431, 481 ........................

4
1
11
2
6
3
6
3
12
8
3
4
15
13
12
4
6
6
12

Total ..................................................................................... 131 (a)
(a ) Of the total hours, 53 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Professional Semester.
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A minor in home economics may be earned by completing nineteen
hours in the follow ing areas. O f these hours, six must be in courses
numbered 300 or above:
Clothing
Foods
Child Development and Nur
sery School Participation
House

6
6
4
3
19

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
122. Food Preparation (3 ). One class period and four laboratory
hours a week. Introductory course in planning, preparing and serving
family meals. Laboratory fe e : $7.50.
131. Clothing (3 ). One class period and four laboratory hours a
week. To help the student meet her clothing problems. Emphasis placed
on grooming, clothing selection, care and construction. Laboratory
fee: $3.00.
221. Food for the Family (3 ). One class period and four labora
tory hours a week. Prerequisite: Home Economics 122. The day-by-day
problems o f the homemaker in providing nutritious meals fo r the
family, stressing food selection, organization o f work, purchases, cost o f
foods, and table service. Labratory fee: $7.50.
232. Textiles and Clothing (3 ). One class period and four labo
ratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Home Economics 131. Composition,
construction, weaves and care o f materials made o f natural and synthetic
fibers. The study o f textiles is correlated with the construction o f
garments o f wool and rayon to develop skills in construction o f clothing.
Laboratory fee: $6.00.
271. Health in the Home and Community (3 ).
Basic facts and
practical application o f health care within the fam ily group, with special
emphasis on what can be done through community action fo r health
protection. Laboratory fee: $3.00.
322. Food and Nutrition (3 ). Four laboratory periods and one
lecture period. The relationship o f food to health and the application o f
the principles o f good nutrition to the problems o f food selection for
family groups as well as fo r the individual. Laboratory fe e : $7.50.
341. Home Management and Household Equipment (3 ). Four
laboratory periods and one lecture period. Correlates the study o f the
best use o f fam ily resources o f time, money and energy with the study
of materials, construction, operation, installation, cost and use o f house
hold equipment. Laboratory fe e : $7.50.
352. Child Growth and Development and Nursery School Participa
tion (4 ). Two class periods and four laboratory periods a week. De
velopment and behavior o f young children from infancy through the
pre-school years. Emphasis on the basic needs o f the young child for
his normal growth and development. Laboratory fee: $3.00.
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362. Home Economics Education (3 ). The basic philosophy and
objectives o f home economics in general and vocational education fo r the
high school students. A study o f homemaking experiences that contribute
to the total growth and development o f high-school students by applica
tion o f the principles o f psychology and education. Special emphasis on
meeting the needs for personal and home living, and on homemaking
responsibilities of high school girls. It includes the selection, organization
and use o f teaching materials; the identification and solution o f teaching
problems.
371. Home Problems (3 ). One class period and fou r hours of
laboratory a week. Problems growing out o f home management. Labora
tory fee: $7.50.
422. Quantity Food Preparation (3 ). One class period and labora
tory periods arranged during the week. Practical experience in the service
o f food in quantity is provided in serving school lunch, banquets, teas,
receptions. Emphasis given to menu planning, meal service and efficiency.
Laboratory fee: $10.00.
431. Advanced Clothing Construction and Design (3 ). One class
period and fou r laboratory periods a week. Principles o f tailoring applied
to the construction o f a tailored suit or coat. Opportunity given for
creative experience in wardrobe selection and design. Laboratory fee:
$3.00.
442. House Residence (4 ). Prerequisite: Home
junior level professional education, and consent o f the
partment. Experience in the care and management
planning, buying, preparing and serving meals, and
guests. Laboratory fe e : $10.00.

Economics 371,
head o f the de
o f a home, in
in entertaining

461. Home Economics Education (3 ). Prerequisite: Senior stand
ing, Home Economics 362. Organization o f the home economics curricu
lum in high schools, methods o f evaluating achievement, and the relation
o f home economics to the total high-school program. Closely integrated
with Education 481 and dealing with problems experienced in supervised
teaching.
472. Home Planning and Furnishings (3 ). One class period and
four laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Home Economics 371.
Problems o f location, plans, house construction, lighting and heating;
selection, arrangement and care o f furnishings. Laboratory fee: $3.00.
473. Family Life and Relationships (3 ). The fam ily as a changing
institution, emphasizing the factors that play an important part in suc
cessful fam ily life.
Education 481. Directed Observation and Teaching (6 ). Super
vised teaching and observation in vocational home economics in high
school. Each student will be assigned to a class and will have guided
experience with all the responsibilities o f the home economics teacher.
Closely integrated with Home Economics Education 461 and concerned
with the same objectives.
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DIVISION OF LANGUAGES, LITERATURE AND FINE ARTS
William J, Calvert, Jr., Chairman
Department of A rt, Department o f English
Department o f Foreign Languages, Department o f Journalism
Department o f Music
DEPARTM ENT OF A R T (A R T )
Manners, Froese, Sinclair
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
134. Drawing I (3 ). One lecture and four studio periods a week.
Practice in different basic drawing techniques and media.
201. Home Economics A rt I (2 ). Four studio periods a week.
An introduction to art, with emphasis on basic art principles.
202. Home Economics A rt II (2 ). Four studio periods a week.
Prerequisite: A rt 201. Related art problems.
233. Introduction to A rt (3 ). One lecture and four studio periods
a week. Principles and theories underlying art.
234. Drawing II (3 ). One lecture and four studio periods a week.
Prerequisite: A rt 134. Further work at more advanced level with various
drawing techniques and media.
240. Design (3 ). One lecture and four studio periods a week.
Prerequisite: 233. Advanced problems in design and deeper exploration
of art theory.
303, 304. Painting I (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Three two-hour
studio periods a week. Prerequisites: A rt 134 and 233. Creative expres
sion in various painting media.
309, 310. Ceramics I (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Three two-hour
studio periods a week. Problems in designing, glazing and firing ceramic
objects.

362, 363. Printmaking I (3 ) (3 ). Three two-hour studio periods
a week. Prerequisites: A rt
134
and
A rt 233. Fundamentals o f p
making.
371.

A rt History I (3 ).

Ancient and medieval art.

372.

Art History II (3 ). Renaissance, Baroque, and modern art.

373. Theories o f Art (3 ). An analysis o f creative thought and a
study of our cultural heritage in the plastic arts.
403, 404. Painting II (3 ) (3 ).
Two semesters. Three two-hour
studio periods a week. Prerequisites: A rt 303-304. Advanced work in
painting.
409, 410. Ceramics II (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Three two-hour
studio periods a week. Prerequisites: A rt 309-310. Advanced work in
pottery and ceramic sculpture.
462-463.

Printmaking II (3 ) (3 ).

Two semesters. Three two-hour
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studio periods a week. Prerequisites: A rt 362 and 363. Advanced work
in printmaking.
491. Advanced Problems (3 ). Prerequisite: permission o f the head
o f the art department. Advanced individual work in a studio area.
ART MINOR
134
233
234
240

Drawing I
Introduction to A rt
Drawing II
Design

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
6 hours

A ny 2

303
309
362

Painting I
Ceramics I
Printmaking I

Choose 1

371
372

A rt History I
A rt History II

3 hours
Total

21 hours

DEPARTM ENT OF MUSIC (M U )
Finley, Anderson, Baab, Dobbins, Helms, Minihan,
Rives, Thompson, Walters, Warren
The Department of Music offers a Bachelor o f Arts degree with
a m ajor in applied music or music theory and the Bachelor o f Science
degree in Music Education. The B.S. degree in Music Education fulfills
the requirements fo r the special professional certificate to teach music in
the public schools in Alabama on both the elementary and secondary
level.
Entrance requirements: The regular entrance requirements apply to
the candidate for either the A.B. or B.S. degree, plus special placement
examinations in applied music and music theory, given at the time of
matriculation.
Music Major
See curriculum outlines on follow ing pages fo r A.B. and B.S. in
Education degrees with a m ajor in music.
Music Minor
Requirements for a minor in music for students not majoring in
music consist o f a minimum o f eighteen semester hours to be selected
from the follow ing distribution:
Music Theory
Applied Music
Music History
Music Ensemble

3— 9
4— 8
2— 4
4— 8

(or 233 and 390 may be substituted fo r any o f the above on advice of
the minor professor)
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Music Electives
Introduction to Music 233 and all ensembles are available without
prerequisite to any student in the College and are designed to meet the
needs of the general student who wishes to increase his appreciation
and understanding o f music.
SUMMARY FOR B. S. DEGREE IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Music Major Area*
Music Theory 101, 102; 201, 202; 301, 302
Individual Applied Music (8 consecutive semesters)
Senior Seminar

18
14
0
32

Music Minor Area**
Conducting 390
Music History and Literature 411, 412
Class Applied Music
Music Ensemble

2
4
4
8
18

General Education
English (101, 102, 141 and either 201, 202 or 301, 302)
***Social Science (including History 201 and 202)
Science: B iology 101, 102; General Science 221, 222
Physical Education or ROTC
Education 101, Psychology 201

14
12
14
4
4
48

Professional Education
Psychology 331, 332, 431
Music Education 371, 382
Education 302
Education 431, 482****
Music Education and Directed Teaching 471, 481****

9
6
3
6
6
30

TOTAL

128

*Individual applied music must be studied each semester fo r eight
consecutive semesters. In the eighth and final semester the work
consists o f either (a ) presenting a public recital or (b ) taking a
comprehensive examination before a music faculty committee, such
examination to include both performance and oral work. The decision
between these alternatives is made by the music faculty on the basis
of an examination given at the end o f the seventh semester. To aid
the student in preparing fo r this final project, the Music Department
offers a special senior seminar, involving both individual and class
lessons, under the guidance o f the major instructor.
Normally all eight semesters should be taken in the same subject
(voice, piano, clarinet, etc.). In exceptional cases a change from one
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subject to another may be permitted in the m ajor area with the
approval of the instructors involved and the department head, but in
such cases the student will be expected to declare clearly what sub
ject his m ajor is and to pass the senior seminar work in that subject.
These eight semesters, together with six semesters o f theory, are
designed to develop the highest possible sense of basic musical values.

**Class applied music, ensembles, and conducting are included in the
eight-semester sequence o f courses constituting the minor area. This
area introduces the student to the many other skills and materials
outside his major field, which he needs to know in order to fulfill the
duties o f a public school music teacher. Every music student is encour
aged to participate in as many ensembles as possible, each for one
hour’s credit, since practical experience of this kind will prove inval
uable to him in his future teaching career. Each student is required
to participate in the ensemble stressing his major applied area. This
selection includes chorus, a capella choir, marching band, concert
bands, orchestra, and piano ensembles. Keyboard skill being an in
valuable asset to any teacher, all majors except piano majors are
required to take, as two o f their class applied music courses, Class
Piano 170 and 171. An exemption to this rule will be granted to any
student who demonstrates on his placement examinations given at
matriculation that he already has enough skill to pass the final
examination in Class Piano 171. The minor area takes into account
the versatility required o f today’s specialized skills and materials.
***Must include at least one course o f three semester hours in each
o f two fields. History 201 and 202 are required.
****To be taken in professional semester along with 2 hours of in
dividual applied music.
SUM M ARY FOR A. B. DEGREE WITH MAJOR IN MUSIC
MUSIC
Music Theory 101, 102, 201, 202, 301, 302 ............................ 18
Individual Applied Music .................................
14
Senior Seminar ............................................................................... 0
Music History and Literature 411,412 ...................................... 4
Music Ensembles (Band, Orchestra or Chorus) ..................... 8
44
ACADEMIC
English ....................................................................
Social Sciences (including History 201 and 202 required)
Science ...............................................................................
Modern Language ...........................................................................
Psychology 201 ...............................................................................
Education 101 .................................................................................
Physical Education or ROTC

Academic Minor and Electives ................................................

14
12
14
12
3
1
4
60
24

TOTAL ......................................................................................... 128
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
APPLIED MUSIC
Courses in applied music include individual and class instruction in
voice, piano, organ, or band and orchestral instruments. The student may
elect that area o f individual instruction best adapted to his own individual
needs. Class instruction is designed to cover all phases and activities of
vocal and instrumental music in order that the student may receive a
practical and broad musical experience.
Each student must take a placement examination fo r the the first
course attempted in any applied music area, and performance examina
tions are given at the end o f each semester.
Students majoring in music (both the B.S. or A.B. degree) will pre
pare and present a creditable recital or its equivalent at the completion
of study in applied music in the area o f specialization.
Any course in applied music may be used as an elective in any
other curriculum. The m ajor professor reserves the right to advise in
dividual students to suit individual needs.
IN DIVIDU AL INSTRUCTION
Courses For Majors And Minors
A student who is not a major or minor may take these courses if
qualified. Entrance to these courses is determined by placement test
prior to the student’s registration.
Majors must take at least eight semesters of instruction in courses
in individual instruction. The final two semesters o f this work must be
at the 400 level and must culminate in a public recital or its equivalent.
In these courses students are required to meet uniform and objective
standards o f achievement. A brief summary o f these standards is given
below for each course; more detailed outlines may be obtained from the
individual instructors.
113, 114, 213, 214, 313, 314, 413, 414. Individual Voice (2 each semester).
The objectives o f voice instruction are tw o-fold: to teach a vocal
technique according to the principles o f the Italian masters o f
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and to acquaint the
student with repertoire of all periods. Materials used include
Sieber, Concone, Fox, and Panofka studies. Repertoire includes
music o f Purcell, Monteverdi, Bach, Mozart, Schumann, Schu
bert, W olf, Brahms, Debussy, and Barber.
115, 116, 215, 216, 315, 316, 415, 416. Individual Piano (2 each sem ester).
Piano repertoire and studies from all historical periods, as well
as materials and methods of elementary and intermediate levels.
Students are urged to perform as often as they are prepared.
Senior year is an intensive preparation fo r public recital or its
equivalent. Repertoire class activities include student per
formances, guest performances, recordings o f artist performers.
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120, 121, 220, 221, 320, 321, 420, 421. Individual Violin (2 each semester).
Standard etudes, studies, and exercises such as those by Kreut
zer, Mazas, Dont, Rode, and others. Repertoire o f all periods
such as sonatas by Handel, Beethoven, Mozart, Hindemith, and
Prokofief. Concertos by Bach, Brunch, and others. Excerpts
from standard orchestral literature.
122, 123, 222, 223, 322, 323, 422, 423. Individual Viola (2 each semester).
Studies and repertoire comparable to that fo r violin.
124, 125, 224, 225, 324, 325, 424, 425. Individual Violoncello (2 each
semester). Standard etudes, studies, and exercises such as
those by Dotzauer, Kummer, Lee, Popper, Grutzmacher, and
others. Repertoire o f all periods including sonatas by Vivaldi,
Beethoven, Barber; concertos by Haydn, Saint-Saens, Bloch,
and others. Excerpts from standard orchestral literature.
126, 127, 226, 227, 326, 327, 426, 427. Individual String Bass (2 each
semester). Studies and repertoire similar to those fo r violon
cello.
140, 141, 240, 241, 340, 341, 440, 441. Individual Flute (2 each semester).
Studies by Andersen, Kohler, Karg-Elert, Andraud, and others.
Repertoire of all historical periods including Bach and Handel
Sonatas, Mozart Concertos, Beethoven Serenade, Debussy Syrinx,
Hindemith Sonata, Messiaen The Blackbird, and others. Excerpts
from orchestral and band repertoire.
142, 143, 242, 243, 342, 343, 442, 443. Individual Oboe (2 each semester).
Studies by Ferling, Barret, Andraud, and others. Repertoire of all
historical periods including Handel Sonatas and Concerti Grossi
nos. 8, 9, and 10; Schumann Romances, Op. 94; Marcello Concerto
in C Minor; Hindemith Sonata; Nielsen Fantasy Pieces, Op. 2;
and others. Excerpts from orchestral and band repertoire.
144, 145, 244, 215, 344, 345, 444, 445. Individual Clarinet (2 each semes
ter). A graded selection o f materials will be used to build
technique and musical understanding. Scale and arpeggio studies
in various form s, transposition, and etudes by Klose, Rose,
Jeanjean, and others. Clarinet repertoire from all periods will
begin in the freshman year and continue through senior recital
preparation.
146, 147, 246, 247, 346, 347, 446, 447. Individual Alto Saxophone (2 each
semester). Studies by Rascher, Caillet, Pares, and others. Rep
ertoire from all historical periods including Mule transcriptions
of Handel and Bach Sonatas, Debussy Rapsodie, Milhaud Scaramouche, Creston Sonata, and others. Excerpts from standard band
and orchestral literature.
148, 149, 248, 249, 348, 349, 448, 449. Individual Bassoon (2 each semes
ter). S t u d i e s by Weissenborn, Jancourt, Oubradous, and
others. Repertoire from all periods including Mozart Concerto;
transcriptions of Bach Cello Suites; Weber Concerto in F, Op. 75;
Hindemith Sonata; Saint-Saens Sonata, Op. 168; Dunhill Lyric
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Suite, Op. 196; and others. Excerpts from standard orchestral and
band literature.
150, 151, 250, 251, 350, 351, 450, 451. Individual Trumpet or Cornet (2
each semester). Standard studies such as Arban, St. Jacome,
and Schlossberg. Excerpts from standard band and orchestral
literature, such as Berlioz, Wagner, Strauss, and others. Solo
and ensemble literature such as transcriptions o f Purcell and
Monteverdi canons and madrigals, Bach fugues, Fitzgerald Con
certo in A Flat, Sowerby Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Bozza
Badinage, Ibert Impromptu, Haydn Concerto, Hindemith Sonata.
152, 153, 252, 253, 352, 353, 452, 453. Individual French Horn (2 each
semester). Tone and technic study such as Pares Daily Ex
ercises, Pottag Selected Studies, Alphonse studies, etc. Solos
representative of the repertoire, such as those by Mozart, Cohen,
Busser, etc. Muting and transposition techniques.
154, 155, 254, 255, 354, 355, 454, 455. Individual Baritone (2 each semes
ter). Studies and literature similar to those fo r trombone.
156, 157, 256, 257, 356, 357, 456, 457. Individual Trombone (2 each se
m ester). Thorough mastery o f Arban studies, Rochut etudes,
special exercises devised by instructor for tone production,
articulation, intonation, etc. Excerpts from standard band and
orchestral literature, such as Berlioz, Wagner, Strauss, and
others. Solo and ensemble literature such as transcriptions of
Purcell and Monteverdi canons and madrigals; Bach fugues; Grafe
Grand Concerto; von Weber Romanza; Alary Morceau de Con
cours, Op. 57; Hindemith Sonata; Sanders Sonata; McKay Sonata,
and others.
158, 159, 258, 259, 358, 359, 458, 459. Individual Tuba (2 each semester).
Studies and literature similar to those for baritone. Excerpts
from standard band and orchestral repertoire. Characteristic
solos, such as Bernstein Waltz for Mippy, Bach-Bell Air and
Bourree, Beethoven-Bell Variations on Judas Maccabeus Theme,
Sowerby Chaconne, Vaughn-Williams Concerto, and others.
168, 169, 268, 269, 368, 369, 468, 469. Individual Percussion (2 each se
m ester). Thorough mastery o f Gardner studies; also studies
by Buggert, Harr, and Stone. Excerpts from standard band and
orchestra literature. Special attention to chamber music involving
percussion such as Bartok Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion,
Stravinsky Tale of a Soldier, Milhaud Concerto, Varese Ionization,
Kohs Night Watch, and others. A ll percussion majors will be ex 
pected to develop considerable keyboard skill. The rudimental
drumming approach is not emphasized as an ultimate goal.
Class Instruction
(Ability to read simple music is prerequisite fo r all class applied courses.)
160. Class Voice (1 ).
170, 171. Class Piano (1 ) (1 ).
280. Class Woodwind (1 ).
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281.
290.
291.

Class Brass (1 ).
Class Strings (1 ).
Class Percussion (1 ).
BASIC MUSIC

101. Music Theory (3 ). Five class periods a week. A composite
course combining (1) musical skills (calligraphy, singing, dictation, key
board, written exercises) with (2) literature and materials o f music.
102. Music Theory
of Music 101.

(3 ).

Five periods a week. A

continuation

201. Music Theory (3 ). Prerequisite: Music 101, 102. Five class
periods a week. A continuation o f 101 and 102 with special emphasis
upon eighteenth century and sixteenth century styles.
202.
o f 201.

Music Theory (3 ).

Five class periods a week. A continuation

233. Introduction to Music. (3 ).
and appreciation.

Music fundamentals, literature,

301. Music Theory (3 ). Prerequisite: Music 201, 202. Twentieth
century harmony, score reading, form and analysis, creative work in
volving orchestration.
302.

Music Theory (3 ).

A continuation o f 301.

390. Elementary Conducting (2 ). Experience in the routine and
technique o f choral and instrumental conducting, and the interpretation
of simple scores.
391. Advanced Conducting (2 ).
interpretation o f scores.

A study o f larger form s and the

411. Music History and Literature (2 ). A survey course correlat
ing the development o f musical literature with the historical development
of world culture from the early beginnings o f music to the Baroque
Period.
412. Music History and Literature (2 ). Prerequisite: Music 411.
A continuation o f Music 411 from the Baroque Period to the present.
MUSIC

EDUCATION

371. Music Materials and Methods Elementary (3 ). Prerequisite to
Music Education 471. Methods, materials and problems o f teaching vocal
and instrumental music from the first grade through the sixth grade.
382. Music Materials and Methods Secondary (3 ). Methods, ma
terials and problems o f teaching vocal and instrumental music from the
seventh grade through the twelfth grade. Spring only.
471. Music Education and Directed Teaching Elementary (3 ). Pre
requisite: Music Education 371. Hours arranged in the Elementary
Laboratory School, plus a conference period. Directed teaching in music
on the elementary level. Fall and spring only.
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481. Music Education and Directed Teaching Secondary (3 ). Pre
requisite: Music Education 382. Hours arranged in the Secondary Labora
tory School, plus a conference period. Directed teaching in vocal and
instrumental music on the secondary level. Fall and spring only.
ENSEMBLE
196,
296,
396,
496,

197
297
397
497

117,
217,
317,
417,

118
218
318
418

Chorus (1 ). Two rehearsals a week minimum
r uirement. Open to all students. The chorus usually
eq
erform s one concert each semester.
p
A Cappella Choir (1 ). Three rehearsals per week and
all performances. The prim ary objective o f the a
p
ca ella choir is artistic performance o f fine choral
literature. The literature is selected from all periods and
schools o f composition. Emphasis is placed upon ex
tensive exploration o f choral literature, a valuable asset
to the student who plans to teach choral music.

192, 193
292, 293
392, 393
492, 493

Band (1 ). Two class periods a week. Playing in the
band gives the student an opportunity to become acquainted with standard band literature and offers experience in
both the concert and marching bands. Band may be used
as an elective in any curriculum.

194,
294,
394,
494,

Orchestra (1 ). Two class periods a week. Playing in
the orchestra gives the student an opportunity to become
acquainted with standard orchestral literature and offers
opportunity fo r expression in public performances.
rc hestra may be used as an elective in any curriculum.
O

195
295
395
495

198, 199, 298, 299, 398, 399, 498, 499.

Marching Ballerinas
(1 each semester)

162, 163, 262, 263, 362, 363, 462, 463.

W omen’s Chorale
(1 each semester)

164,165, 264, 265, 364, 365, 464, 465.

Men’s Glee Club (1 each semester)

166, 167, 266, 267, 366, 367, 466, 467.

String Orchestra (1 each semester)

172, 173, 272, 273, 372, 373, 472, 473.

Brass Choir

174, 175, 274, 275, 374, 375, 474, 475.

Woodwind Quintet
(1 each semester)

176, 177, 276, 277, 376, 377, 476, 477.

Woodwind Choir (1 each semester)

178, 179, 278, 279, 378, 379, 478, 479.

Percussion Ensemble
(1 each semester)

182,183, 282, 283, 382, 383, 482, 483.

Duo: Any Instrument
(1 each semester)

(1 each semester)
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184, 185, 284, 285, 384, 385, 484, 485.

T rio: Any Instrument
(1 each semester)

186, 187, 286, 287, 386, 387, 486, 487.

Quartet: Any Instrument
(1 each semester)

188, 189, 288, 289, 388, 389, 488, 489.

Miscellaneous Ensemble o f Five or
More
(1 each semester)

DEPARTM ENT OF ENGLISH (E H )
Calvert, Aderholdt, Bayliss, Callan, Chitwood, Clegg, Contardi, DeArmond
Garbett A., Garbett C., Goggans, Griffin, Hornsby, LeFevre, Lindsey,
Lovett, McCaa, McMillan, Malone, Norton, O’Brien, Olsen, Pruitt, Rain
water, Ray, Reaves, Richardson, Roberson, Roebuck, Smoake, Wallace
Requirements for a m ajor in English: a minimum o f 36 hours, which
must include English 101, 102, 141; 201, 202; 301, 302; 441; and 403.
For those taking a B.S. in Secondary Education, English 321 and Edu
cation 382-E, which is not credited toward the 36 hours in English, are
also required.
Requirements fo r a minor in English: a minimum o f 24 hours, which
must include English 101, 102, 141; 321 (fo r those taking a B.S. in
Secondary E ducation); all o f English Literature, 301, 302, and at least
one semester of American Literature, 201, 202; or all o f American
Literature and at least two courses in the field o f English Literature
chosen from the follow ing: 301, 302, 311, 312, 343, 372, 401, 402, 403, 451.
To elect English as a m ajor or minor a student must have an average
grade o f at least a C on hours attempted in English 101, 102.
A maximum o f sixty semester hours may be taken in the division
of languages.
All English majors and minors must do at least a portion o f their
student teaching in the field o f English, unless permitted otherwise by
the Education and English departments jointly.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
000. English Laboratory (0 ). Required until satisfactorily com
pleted o f all persons failing to pass the English Competence Examina
tion. See special laboratory fees.
101, 102. English Composition (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prerequi
site to all other English courses except 141, which may be taken upon
completion o f English 101. Spelling, grammar, punctuation, vocabulary
and the mechanics o f effective writing. Introduction to literature. In
102 a research paper.
141. Speech Principles and Problems (2 ). Conversational Eng
lish, with emphasis upon voice and diction, articulation and pronuncia
tion, correctness and effectiveness of language. Also speaking, intro
ductions, after-dinner speeches, informal talks, formal addresses.
201, 202. American Literature (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. The Ameri
can tradition as presented in literature. 201: Franklin, Irving, Emerson,
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Thoreau, Hawthorne, Poe. 202: Whitman, Melville, James, Twain, and
twentieth-century American authors.
241. Argumentation and Debate (3 ). Prerequisites: English 101,
102, 141. Basic principles and practices o f argumentation and debate,
together with instruction in parliamentary procedure.
242. Play Production (2 ). Production o f plays in school and com
munity. Instruction in the several phases o f dramatic production.
243. Advanced Composition (2 ). Improving the skills and the
knowledge o f composition acquired in English 101, 102, deepening the
student’s understanding o f grammar, diction, and usage, and introducing
to him through active production the larger form s, particularly o f an
expository or argumentative nature.
281. 381. 481. Dramatics Laboratory (1 ). Limit o f one hour’s
credit per semester and a total o f three hours fo r active participation in
any phase o f play production. Credit assigned at the discretion o f the
faculty adviser to the dramatic society.
301, 302. Survey o f English Literature (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters.
Representative English writers in the m ajor periods o f their nation’s
cultural development from the beginnings to modern times, to James
Thompson in 301, to the present day in 302.
Successful completion o f either English 201, 202 or
English 301, 302 will be a prerequisite for all advanced
English courses except English 241, 242, 243, 351.
311. Romantic Poetry (3 ).
Keats, and some lesser figures.

W ordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley,

312. Victorian Poetry (3 ). Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Swin
burne, and ten other poets o f the Victorian era.
313. Twentieth Century Poetry (3 ). British and American poets
of the 1900’s. Hardy and Robinson through Robert Lowell and Dylan
Thomas.
321. Advanced Grammar (2 ). Required o f majors and minors
in English as preliminary to all practice teaching. A thorough study of
the parts o f speech and syntax.
331, 332. World Literature (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. The literature
of Greece and Rome, the medieval period, the Renaissance, the Romantic
Age, and of our own times.
342. The Contemporary Essay (2 ). The reading and analyzing of
current essays and articles, with emphasis upon structure, content, style,
ideas.
343. Bible as Literature (2 ). The artistic ideas, form s, and tech
niques found in the Hebrew and early Christian books, and an analysis
of the artistic merits o f the King James translation.
351. Creative W riting (3 ). Admission by consultation with instruc
tor. For those students who are interested in writing creatively, whether
in prose or verse.
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371. Contemporary Fiction (3 ). The reading and analysis of
twentieth century short stories, novelettes, and novels. American fiction
since James, Irish fiction since the 1920’s, continental fiction since Gide.
372. English Drama Exclusive o f Shakespeare (3 ). The history of
the drama to Sheridan with the reading o f representative medieval and
Elizabethan plays.
373. Contemporary Drama (3 ). Ibsen to Beckett. The social, moral
and psychological interests o f recent and contemporary continental,
English, and American dramatists.
401.
Ages.
402.

Chaucer (3 ).
Milton (3 ).

The poet against the background o f the Middle
The major poetry and- selected prose.

403. Shakespeare (3 ). An intensive study o f several o f Shakes
peare’s tragedies and of the Elizabethan stage.
441. The English Language (3 ). The language considered phoneti
cally, historically, contemporaneously, semantically, and culturally. Con
siders structural linguistics, but is not confined to this approach.
451. Victorian Prose (3 ). Carlyle, Macaulay, Newman, Huxley,
Arnold, and others considered against the background o f *mid-nineteenth
century society and ideology.
452. Literary Criticism (3 ). Prominent themes and theories,
various critical approaches, and outstanding examples o f literary
criticism from Plato to the present day.
453. The English Novel (3 ). A history o f the British novel, with
readings and reports on novelists o f the eighteenth, nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

66-67

DEPARTM ENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES (F L )
Teague, Bloodworth, Hicks, Macioszek, Simpson
Students claiming a waiver fo r the first year o f a foreign language
requirement because o f having had at least two units o f the language
in high school will have to complete successfully a standardized place
ment test in the language before a waiver will be allowed and before
they can enter the intermediate (201) course.
Foreign born students may receive credit fo r courses in their mother
tongue and its literature only (1) fo r courses taken in native institutions
o f college level or (2 ) fo r upper division courses (300 and above) taken
at Jacksonville State College or in another English-speaking institution
o f approved standing.
FRENCH (F H )
Requirements fo r a m ajor in French: a minimum o f 30 semester
hours o f college courses in French not including 101-102 and irrespective
o f any credit allowed fo r high school work.
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Requirements for a minor in French: a minimum o f 24 semester
hours of college courses in French including 101-102 but respective of
any credit allowed for high school work. Those receiving a waiver for
101 and 102 need only take 18 semester hours fo r a minor.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101, 102. Beginner’s French (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Beginning
French grammar, translation o f French into English and English into
French; pronunciation; simple conversation. 101 is prerequisite to 102.
201, 202. Intermediate French (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prereq
uisite: French 102 or two years o f high-school French. First semester
(201): grammar review; composition; conversation. Second semester
(202): prerequisite 201: culture, history and geography o f France. Con
ducted in French.
301. Phonetics (3 ). Prerequisite: French 202. Sounds, letters, and
signs; syllabic division; stress intonation. Phonetic readings and inten
sive oral practice.
302. Introduction to French Poetry (3 ). Prerequisite 202. V ersifi
cation, rhyme, rhythm, harmony, language o f poetry. Appreciation o f
the best of French poetry irrespective o f date or period. Conducted in
French.
401, 402. Survey o f Literature (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prerequi
site: French 202. The literature o f France from the Medieval Period,
Rabelais, Montaigne, the Classical Period, the A ge o f Reason, the Ro
mantic Period, and others to the present. Written and oral reports. Con
ducted in French.
403. Advanced Grammar and Composition (3 ).
Prerequisite:
French 202. Required o f majors and minors in French as preliminary
to all directed teaching. A thorough study o f syntax and structure and
principles that the advanced student should know.
404. Classical Drama (3 ). Prerequisite: French 202. Reading and
analysis of representative plays of Corneille, Racine, and Moliere.
Written and oral reports. Conducted in French.
405. French Poetry of the Nineteenth Century (3 ). Prerequisite:
French 302. Inclusive view o f nineteenth century French poetry: Roman
tic Poets; romanticism to “ Le Parnasse” ; symbolism. Written and oral
reports. Conducted in French.
406. Survey o f Contemporary French Literature (3 ). Prerequisite:
French 202. Inclusive view o f French literature, 1910-1960, in fiction,
drama, and poetry. Written and oral reports. Conducted in French.
407. Seventeenth Century Prose (3 ). Prerequisite: French 202.
Pascal, Descartes, Fenelon, Bossuet, Mme de la Fayette, Fontenelle,
Rouchefoucauld. Written and oral reports. Conducted in French.
408. Eighteenth Century French Literature (3 ). Prerequisite: 202.
Literary trends with emphasis on outstanding works. Written and oral
reports. Conducted in French.
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409. Nineteenth Century Novel (3 ). Prerequisite: French 202.
M ajor developments and trends in the novel o f the 19th Century as
reflected in the works o f Stendhal, Hugo, Sand, Balzac, Maupassant,
and Zola. Written and oral reports. Conducted in French.
SPANISH (S H )
Spanish M ajor: The requirements fo r a m ajor in Spanish are 30
semester hours o f college courses in Spanish not including 101-102 and
irrespective o f any credit allowed fo r high school work.
Spanish Minor: The requirements fo r a minor in Spanish are 24
semester hours o f college courses in Spanish including 101-102 but
respective o f any credit allowed fo r high school work. Those receiving a
waiver for 101 and 102 need take only 18 semester hours.
101, 102. Beginner’s Spanish (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Beginning
Spanish grammar, with emphasis on reading, writing, speaking, and
understanding the language.
201, 202. Intermediate Spanish (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Pre
requisite: Spanish 102 or two years o f high-school Spanish. First semes
ter (201): grammar review; composition; conversation. Second semester
(202), prerequisite 201: culture, history and geography o f Spain.
301. Phonetics (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 202. Sounds, letters,
signs, syllabic division, stress, intonation, phonetic readings and inten
sive oral practice.
302. Introduction to Spanish Poetry (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 202.
Versification, rhyme, rhythm, harmony, language o f poetry. Appreciation
o f the best Spanish poetry irrespective o f date or period. Conducted in
Spanish.
401, 402. Survey o f Literature (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prerequi
site: Spanish 202. Representative Spanish writers in the m ajor periods of
their nation’s cultural development from the beginnings to modern times.
Written and oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
403. Advanced Grammar and Composition (3 ). Prerequisite: Span
ish 202. Required o f majors and minors in Spanish as preliminary to all
directed teaching. Syntax and structure and principles the advanced stu
dent should know.
404. Golden A ge Poetry (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 302. Spanish
poetry o f the Golden A ge with emphasis on Garcilaso de la Vega, Fray
Luis de Leon, San Juan de la Cruz, Gongora, and Quevedo. Written and
oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
405. Golden A ge Drama (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 202. Reading
and analysis o f representative plays o f the Golden A ge with emphasis
on Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Alarcon, and Calderon. Written and
oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
406. Don Quijote (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 202. A reading analy
sis o f the work o f Cervantes with attention given to the author in rela
tion to his time. Written and oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
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407. Nineteenth Century Spanish Literature (3 ). Prerequisite:
Spanish 202. Outstanding poets, novelists, and dramatists with emphasis
on Becquer, Jose de Espronceda, Duque de Rivas, Juan Valera, Zorilla,
Galdos, and Pardo Bazan. W ritten and oral reports. Conducted in
Spanish.
408. The Generation o f 1898 (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 202. The
major works o f Azorin, Unamuno, Ortega y Gassett, Valle-Inclan, Anto
nio Machado, and Pio Baroja. Written and oral reports. Conducted in
Spanish.
409. Contemporary Spanish Literature (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish
202. Spanish writers since the Civil W ar with special attention paid to
Camilo Jose Cela, Miquel Delibes, and Carmen Laforet. Written and oral
reports. Conducted in Spanish.
410. Latin American Literature (3 ). Prerequisite: Spanish 202.
The literature o f Latin America from its beginning until the present
with emphasis on Modernism and the South American Novel. Written
and oral reports. Conducted in Spanish.
GERM AN (G N )
German Minor:
24 semester hours o f
of any credit allowed
for 101 and 102 need

The requirements fo r a minor in German are
college work including 101 and 102 but respective
fo r high school German. Those receiving a waiver
take only 18 semester hours.

101, 102. Beginner’s German (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Beginning
German grammar. Translation o f German into English and English into
German; pronunciation; simple conversation. German 101 prerequisite
to 102.
201, 202. Intermediate German (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prereq
uisite: German 102 or two years o f high-school German. Grammar review,
composition, selected reading, conversation.
301, 302. Advanced German (3 ) (3 ). Prerequisite: German 202 or
its equivalent. German pronunciation; geography and cultural history of
Germany; survey o f contemporary literature. Wide outside reading.
401, 402. Survey o f Literature (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prerequi
site: 202. The literature o f Germany from the Medieval, Classical, Ro
mantic, and other periods to the present time. Outside reading.
403. Drama o f the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (3 ). Pre
requisite: 202. Reading and analysis o f representative plays o f Goethe,
Schiller, and others o f the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
404. Romanticism (3 ). Prerequisite: 202. The works o f Tieck,
Kleist, Schlegel, Novalis, and others o f the German Romantic Period.
405. Advanced Grammar and Composition (3 ). Required o f all
minors in German as preliminary to directed teaching. A thorough study
of syntax, structure, and principles that the advanced student should
know.
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DEPARTM ENT OF JOURNALISM (JM )
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

201. Introduction to Journalism (3 ). The general fields o f mass
communication, especially the rise and growth o f journalism in America,
with special emphasis on the newspaper.
301. Beginning Reporting (3 ). Fundamentals o f newsgathering
and newswriting including the more common types o f news beats and
news stories.
302. Beginning Feature W riting (3 ). Theories, techniques, and
practice in writing newspaper and magazine feature articles, including
biographical and profile stories, travel articles, and personal experience
stories.
DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND MATHEM ATICS
Harold S. Strickland, A cting Chairman
Department o f Biology, Department o f Chemistry, Department of
General Science, Department o f Mathematics, Department of
Physics and Basic Engineering
DEPARTM ENT OF BIOLOGY (B Y )
Boozer, Clonts, Lindsey, Mainland, Rollins,
Sanford, Staples, Summerour
A m ajor in biology consists o f from 28 to 32 hours o f approved
courses in biology which shall include Biology 241, 242, 251, 252 (or 101,
102); 320 (or 321); and 16 additional hours o f 300 and 400 courses.
Biology majors are also required to earn credit fo r a year o f chemistry.
In addition organic chemistry and biochemistry are recommended
electives.
A minor in biology consists o f 18 to 22 hours o f biology which shall
include B iology 101, 102 (o r 241, 242, 251, 252); 321 (o r 320); and 6
additional hours o f courses numbered 300 or 400.
Students in pre-veterinary, pre-agricultural, and pre-forestry pro
grams, as well as majors in biology, should schedule General Zoology
241, 242, and General Botany 251, 252 instead of General Biology 101,
102; and where applicable Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy 320 instead
o f Human Anatomy and Physiology 321.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101, 102. General Biology (4 ) (4 ). Two semesters. Three class
periods and one laboratory period a week. The physiological processes
such as food synthesis, digestion, respiration, circulation, excretion, move
ment, irritability and reproduction are studied, particularly as they relate
to the human body; a survey o f the plant and animal kingdoms.
241, 242. General Zoology (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Two class
periods and one laboratory period a week. An elementary study o f the
anatomy, physiology, ecology, taxonomy, and economic importance of
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representative animals in the more generally known phyla.
251, 252. General Botany (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Two class
periods and one laboratory period a week. The morphology, physiology,
taxonomy, and economic importance o f representative plants.
The prerequisite for all 300 and 400 courses, except 303,
is either Biology 241, 242, 251, 252 or Biology 101, 102,
or their equivalents.
301. Field Zoology (2 ). One class period and one laboratory
period a week, plus field trips. Prerequisite: general biology or general
zoology. A biological study o f the common-animal habits fo r the purpose
of collecting and identifying animals and noting ecological conditions.
302. Field Botany (2 ). One class period and one laboratory period
a week, plus field trips. Prerequisite: general biology or general botany.
4. biological study o f the common plant life o f Alabama. The laboratory
work includes field trips to typical plant habitats fo r the purpose of
collecting and identifying plants and noting ecological conditions.
303. W ildlife Conservation (2 ). Two class periods a week and field
trips. Prerequisite: B iology 101 or 241, or consent o f the instructor. The
distribution, habits and conservation o f the wild life o f America with
particular emphasis on Alabama.
320. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy (4 ). One class period and
three three-hour laboratory periods a week. The comparative study of
vertebrate organ systems supplemented in laboratory with the dissection
of selected vertebrates.
321. Human Anatomy and Physiology (4 ). Three class periods
and one laboratory period a week. The anatomy and physiology o f the
human body.
322. Genetics (4 ). Three class periods and one laboratory period
a week. Important facts, laws, theories and methods used in the study of
genetics.
323. Bacteriology (4 ). Two class periods and two laboratory
periods a week. General bacteriology including methods o f culture and
identification o f some o f the most common types o f micro-organisms.
332. Ecology (4 ). Three class periods and one laboratory period a
week. Also field trips. The association and distribution o f plants and
animals in relation to the m ajor environmental factors.
342. General Entomology (4 ). Three class periods and one labora
tory period a week. Orders and families o f insects with emphasis on
collection, identification, morphology, and ecology.
Courses for advanced students. Prerequisite: 12 hours
o f biology, junior standing, and/or consent o f adviser.
415. Scientific Terminology (2 ).
fic terms and nomenclature.

Origin and composition o f scienti

421, 422. Biology for Medical Technologists (8 ) (8 ). Two semes
ters. Topics included are bacteriology, parasitology and serology, blood
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431, 432. Vertebrate Anatomy (4 ) (4 ). Two semesters. One class
period and three laboratory periods a week. The first semester consists
o f a study o f the cold-blooded vertebrates. Laboratory study will center
around the dogfish and the turtle. The second semester is devoted to the
comparative study o f warm-blooded animals with special emphasis on
the mammals. Laboratory will be intensive study o f the anatomy of
the cat.
433. Em bryology (4 ). Prerequisite: 320 or 321. Two class periods
and two laboratory periods a week. The principles o f vertebrate em
bryology.
442. Economic Entomology (4 ). Three class periods and one lab
oratory period a week. The principal insects affecting man, animals, and
agricultural crops. Emphasis on biological aspects, life histories, and
control of detrimental species.
471. Parasitology (4 ). Prerequisite 320 or 321. Two class periods
and two laboratory periods a week. A n introduction to the parasites of
man and domestic animals.
472. Histology (4 ). Prerequisite: 320 or 321. One class period and
three laboratory periods a week. The origin, recognition and functions
o f the fundamental and special tissues o f the vertebrates.
473. Cytology (4 ). Two class periods and two laboratory periods a
week. Cytological theories, structures, and functions.
DEPARTM ENT OF CHEM ISTRY (C Y )
Campbell, Davidson, Poore, Youngblood
A m ajor in chemistry (excluding medical technology) consists o f a
minimum o f thirty-four to thirty-seven hours in chemistry including
101, 111-102, 112 or 103, 104 or 242, 301, 302, 401, 402 and eight hours of
courses numbered above 400. Mathematics 102 an d/or 241; physics, eight
hours.
A minor in chemistry consists o f 101, 111-102, 112 or 103-104 and
eleven or twelve additional hours in chemistry including at least six
hours in courses numbered above 300.
Those who have had high school chemistry will be required to take
a placement test in chemistry. Those whose scores are satisfactory will
be placed in Chemistry 103; all others will take Chemistry 101.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101,
102. General Chemistry (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Three class
periods. Systematic development o f fundamental chemical principles with
emphasis on the periodic classification o f the elements. Chemistry 111
and 112 must be scheduled concurrently.
111, 112. General Chemistry Laboratory (1 ) (1 ). Two semesters.
Corequisite: Chemistry 101, 102. One two-hour laboratory each week.
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103, 104. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis (4 ) (4 ). Two
semesters. Prerequisite: satisfactory score on chemistry placement test.
Chemistry 103 requires three hours o f lecture and one two-hour labora
tory period a week; Chemistry 104, two hours o f lecture and four hours
of laboratory a week. The fundamental laws o f chemistry and the basic
principles o f qualitative analysis. Chemistry 104 meets the require
ment of qualitative analysis fo r pre-medical students and the prerequi
site requirement o f Chemistry 242.
242. Qualitative Analysis (3 ). One class period and six hours of
laboratory work a week. Required o f all chemistry majors who have
not had Chemistry 104. Prerequisite: Chemistry 101 and 102. Not open
to students completing 104. The chemistry o f metallic elements is studied
in connection with methods o f separating and detecting the elements
present in simple ores, alloys and various industrial products.
301. Quantitative Analysis— Volumetric (4 ). Two class periods
and six hours o f laboratory a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 104 or
242. The fundamental principles o f volumetric analysis and their rela
tionship to laboratory procedure.
302. Quantitative Analysis— Gravimetric (4 ). Two class periods
and six hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 301.
Additional analytical experience in the analysis o f ores, alloys, and
commercial products.
352. Biochemistry for Home Economics and Nursing Students (4 ).
Prerequisite: one year o f general chemistry. Three hours o f lecture and
two hours o f laboratory a week. Not open to students fo r credit toward
a major or minor in chemistry. Elementary phases o f fats, carbohydrates
and proteins with their metabolic routes.
401, 402. Organic Chemistry (5 ) (5 ). Two semesters. Four class
periods and three hours o f laboratory a week. Prerequisite: Chemistry
104 or 242. The principles o f organic chemistry emphasizing reaction
mechanisms. Compounds representing principal organic classes are syn
thesized and systematically identified.
421, 422. Chemistry for Medical Technologists (6 ) (6 ). Two semes
ters. Prerequisite: consent o f instructor. Clinical chemistry, electrocardio
graph, basal metabolism, and urinalysis and clinical microscopy. Given
at an approved hospital.
481. Biochemistry (4 ). Prerequisite: Chemistry 401 and consent
of instructor. Three hours o f lecture and three hours of laboratory a
week. Fats, carbohydrates, proteins, and nucleic acids with their meta
bolic routes. Enzymes and the kinetics o f enzymatic action. In the labora
tory, concentration on the quantitative aspects o f experiments.
483, 484. Physical Chemistry (4 ) (4 ). Two semesters. Three
lecture periods and three hours o f laboratory. Prerequisites: Chemistry
301, Physics 202 and 272; corequisite: Mathematics 241. The nature of
gases, liquids, solids, and solutions, and important theories and laws
governing their behavior.
485. Qualitative Organic Analysis (3 ). Prerequisite: Chemistry
402, one lecture and two three-hour laboratory periods. Qualitative
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486.
Instrumental Methods o f Analysis (3 ). Prerequisite: Chemis
try 301, 302. Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory period. The
operating principles and techniques involving the use o f analytical
instruments.
B. S. DEGREE
Major in Biology and Minor in Chemistry
(Suggested Program )
Education 101 ............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 301, 302
History 201, 202 ......................................................................
Social Science Electives .......................................................
Psychology 201
Physical Education or ROTC .................................................
*Mathematics 102, 103 .................................................................
* Foreign Language ....................................................................
* Physics 201, 271, 202, 272 ....................................................
Biology 241, 242, 251, 252 .........................................................
Biology 320 or 321
Biology Electives (3 0 0 + )
Chemistry 101, 111 (or 103), 102, 112 (or 104) .............
Chemistry 242 .............................................................................
Chemistry Electives (300 + ) .....................................................
Approved Electives ..................................................................

1
14
6
6
3
4
6
12
8
12
4
12
8
3
8-10
19-21

Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
* Recommended electives.
DEPARTM ENT OF GENERAL SCIENCE (G S )
Strickland, Angelette, Clark, McSpadden, Smith
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
221, 222. General Science (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Two lecture
periods and one laboratory period or field trip and conferences per week.
A survey course in the natural sciences which is required o f freshmen
and sophomores in certain curricula and must be scheduled within the
first two years.
453. Astronomy (3 ). Three lecture periods a week and laboratory.
Open to students who have the necessary background in mathematics.
The general fields o f astronomy with special emphasis on the relation
ship o f astronomy to high school science teaching. Not open to students
who have had Science 452.
454. Geology (3 ). Three lecture periods a week and field trips.
Open to students who have junior standing. The areas o f general
geology with special emphasis on the relationship o f geology to high
school science teaching. Not open to students who have had Science 452.
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DEPARTM ENT OF MATHEM ATICS (M S)
Allison, Barry, Brewer, Chiepalich,
Couch, Hasty, Johnson, Medina, Medina, Slaughter, Smith, Walker
A major in mathematics requires a minimum o f 30 hours not includ
ing 102 and 103. If Mathematics 102 and 103 are taken fo r credit, a
minimum of 36 hours is required fo r a major. The major includes 241,
242, 343 and five other courses with numbers above 300. Those taking
a B.S. in Secondary Education must elect 351, 352, 421 and 422 as part of
the group o f courses numbered above 300. It is recommended that
mathematics majors take one year o f physics.
A minor in mathematics requires a minimum o f 18 hours not includ
ing 102 and 103. If mathematics 102 and 103 are taken fo r credit, a
minimum o f 24 hours is required fo r a minor. The minor must include
241 and 242. Those taking a B.S. in Secondary Education must elect 351
and 421 as part o f their courses beyond 241 and 242.
Those taking a major or minor in mathematics may not take
Mathematics 233 for credit.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101. College Algebra (3 ). Prerequisite: One year o f high school
algebra. Emphasis on functions and the graphical approach. Recommend
ed for those in the Business Administration Curriculum. May not be
used to meet m ajor and minor requirements.
102. Modern College Algebra (3 ). Prerequisite: one year o f high
school algebra and a satisfactory score on ACT. An axiomatic approach
to algebra for mathematics majors and minors, science majors and
liberal arts students.
103. Plane Trigonometry (3 ). Prerequisite: Plane geometry and
either Mathematics 101 or 102 or satisfactory score on ACT.
221. Mathematics o f Finance (3 ). Prerequisite:
of 102. Simple and compound interest, trade and bank
ciation, and annuities, amortization, stocks and bonds.
mathematics majors and minors as an elective but does
the major or minor in mathematics.

Mathematics 101
discounts, depre
May be taken by
not count toward

233. Fundamentals o f Mathematics (3 ). Not open for credit to
majors or minors nor to those with credit in 102 or its equivalent. The
structure of mathematics with selected topics from number systems,
sets and equations, functions and graphical representation o f functions
and elementary coordinate geometry. Required o f those in education
curricula with exception o f home economics and music.
241. Analytic Geometry and Calculus (5 ). Prerequisite: Plane
geometry, Algebra 102 and Trigonometry 103. Introduction to analytic
geometry, functions and limits, differentiation and in teg ra tion of
algebraic functions with applications.
242. Solid Analytic Geometry and Calculus (5 ). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 241. Analytic geometry o f higher plane curves, transcen
dental functions, parametic equations, polar coordinates, vectors and
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solid analytic geometry.
343. Intermediate Calculus (5 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 242.
Infinite series, applications to physics, partial differentials, multiple
integrals, and differential equations.
344. Differential Equations (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 343
and eight hours o f physics or permission o f instructor. The methods of
solving differential equations o f the first or second order, with appli
cations.
351. Introduction to Abstract Algebra (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathe
matics 242. A lgebraic structures, rings, fields and groups. The axiomatic
approach.
352. Linear Algebra (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 242. Matrices,
linear systems, vector spaces, introduction to linear programming.
403. Vector Analysis (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 343 and one
year o f physics. The algebra and calculus o f vectors; applications to
geometry, electricity, harmonic functions, and potentials.
404. Probability and Statistics (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 242.
Introduction to probability, data in distribution functions, Poisson and
normal distribution, elementary statistical inference.
405. Introduction to Analysis o f Real Variables (3 ). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 343. Real number system, limits and continuity, derivatives.
410. Numerical Analysis (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 343. In
troduction to numerical analysis and computing with emphasis on meth
ods o f solution adaptable to electronic computing machinery.
421. College Geometry (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 242. The
properties o f the circle and triangle, indirect element construction, and
the nine point circle.
422. Foundations o f Geometry (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 242.
Relationships o f Euclidean, non-Euclidean affine, and projective geo
metries are analyzed.
451. Functions o f a Complex Variable (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathe
matics 343. Fundamental operations with complex numbers; differentia
tion and integration theorems, mapping; transform ations; series.
DEPARTM ENT OF PHYSICS (P H S)
Hicks, Colgin, Funderburg
Requirements for a minor in physics include a minimum o f twentyone hours in physics, including at least one laboratory course above the
200 level. Also required are eight hours o f chemistry.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201, 202. General Physics (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Prerequisite or
parallel: trigonometry. Mechanics, heat, and sound are treated in the
first semester; electricity, magnetism, light, and elementary modern
physics are treated in the second semester. Satisfies pre-medical, pre
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dental, and natural science requirements. For students desiring a brief
course in physics. Physics 271-272 must be scheduled concurrently.
211, 212. Technical Physics (4 ) (4 ). Two semesters. Prerequisite:
elementary calculus. The topics treated are the same as in 201-202. These
courses, together with the laboratory courses 271-272, constitute an in
tensive coverage o f introductory physics fo r engineering students and
other students desiring a more analytical treatment. The solution o f a
large number o f problems is required, and the courses include applica
tions of elementary calculus. Physics 271-272 must be scheduled con
currently.
252. Household Physics (3 ). Three lecture periods and one labora
tory period each week. A physics course for home economics students,
covering some of the principles involved in household appliances.
271, 272. Elementary Laboratory Techniques (1 ) (1 ). Two semes
ters. Co-requisite: Physics 201-202 or 211-212. Two laboratory hours each
week. To give the student proficiency in the manipulation o f apparatus
and added fam iliarity with the theories o f physics. The theory o f errors
is stressed to give the student the ability to determine the conditions
under which the greater expense o f more precision measurements would
be justified.
Prerequisite to all 300 and 400 level courses: Physics
202 or 212 and ten hours o f calculus and analytics.
331. Electronic Circuits (3 ). An introductory course in electronics.
Topics include a review o f d-c and a-c circuit theory, electron emission,
vacuum diode rectifiers, vacuum triods, voltage amplifiers, multielectrode
vacuum tubes, multistage amplifiers, power amplifiers, gaseous control
tubes and devices, photoelectric cells, oscillators, and electronic measure
ment equipment.
341. Intermediate Mechanics (3 ). Topics include kinematics; dy
namics o f particles, systems o f particles, and rigid bodies; work and
energy; statics o f rigid bodies; planetary motion, fluid mechanics; and
elasticity.
342. Intermediate Optics (3 ). Geometrical and physical optics, in
cluding reflection, refraction, diffraction, dispersion, interference and
polarization; emphasis is placed on the electromagnetic characteristics
of light and the super position of waves.
343. Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism (3 ). Topics include
electrostatic fields, magnetic fields, steady electric circuits, inductance
and capacity, alternating current circuits, and an introduction to Max
well’s field equations.
Engineering 361. Thermodynamics (3 ). (M ay be counted as a
course in Department o f Physics.) For description, see Engineering 361.
371. Intermediate Laboratory Techniques (1 ). Three hours labo
ratory work each week. Selected experiments of an intermediate nature
designed to give the student practice in the techniques o f precision mea
surement. Experiments include stroboscopic analysis o f motion and de
termination o f the mechanical and physical properties o f materials.
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372. Electronics Laboratory (1 ). Co-requisite: Physics 331. Three
hours laboratory work each week. Measurement o f d-c and a-c circuits,
use o f the cathoderay oscilloscope and vacuum tube voltmeter, measure
ments o f thermionic emission, characteristics o f vacuum tubes, power
supplies, amplifiers, and control devices.
373. Electric Measurement Laboratory (1 ). Co-requisite: Physics
343 or permission o f instructor. Three hours laboratory work each week.
Use o f galvanometers, calibration o f voltmeters and ammeters, use of
whetstone and kelvin bridges, ballistic galvanometers, d-c and a-c
voltage-current-power measurements, measurement o f magnetic fields,
and wave-form measurements.
401. Atomic Physics (3 ). Additional prerequisite: General Chem
istry. This course, together with 402, is designed as an intensive survey
of the m ajor topics o f modern physics. Topics include elementary
particles, relationships between waves and particles, electromagnetic
radiation, the hydrogen atom, optical and x-ray spectra, and the theory
o f relativity. Not open to students with credit in Physics 411.
402. Nuclear Physics (3 ). Prerequisite: Physics 401. A continuance
of 401. Topics include natural and induced radioactivity, nuclear theories,
alpha-beta-gamma radiation, nuclear processes, nuclear fission, and
particle acceleration. Not open to students with credit in Physics 411.
411. Survey of Modern Physics (3 ). Prerequisite: One year o f col
lege physics and trigonometry. Designed fo r students who intend to teach
high school physics and other students who desire a broad non-mathe
matical survey o f the important concepts in modern physics. Topics
include the electron theory, theory o f relativity, the Bohr atom, x-rays,
atomic and molecular spectra, wave mechanics, elementary particles, and
nuclear reactions. Not open to students with credit in 401 and 402.
471. Modern Physics Laboratory (1 ). Prerequisite: Physics 401 or
consent o f instructor. Three hours laboratory work each week. Experi
ments include the electrolysis o f water to determine nine constants,
determination o f the mass and size o f copper atoms, Milikan’s oil-drop
experiment, determination o f the electronic charge to mass ratio,
nuclear radiation detection, study o f the statistical nature o f radioactivity,
the spectroscopic study o f gases and the study o f polarized light.
DEPARTM ENT OF ENGINEERING (E G )
Meyer
The Department o f Engineering has two basic objectives. The first
is to offer to the prospective engineering student a basic two-year
curriculum which will prepare him to be admitted with full junior
standing to most engineering schools. The curriculum is designed to
meet the requirements o f the m ajority o f the students. A s soon as a
student makes a decision as to his preference o f m ajor field or future
engineering school, he should see the adviser fo r courses in engineering
to insure a maximum o f transferable academic credit. The second
objective is to offer a minor in basic engineering fo r prospective teachers
who plan to work in the technical, vocational or junior college fields.
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372. Electronics Laboratory (1 ). Co-requisite: Physics 331. Three
hours laboratory work each week. Measurement o f d-c and a-c circuits,
use o f the cathoderay oscilloscope and vacuum tube voltmeter, measure
ments o f thermionic emission, characteristics o f vacuum tubes, power
supplies, amplifiers, and control devices.
373. Electric Measurement Laboratory (1 ). Co-requisite: Physics
343 or permission o f instructor. Three hours laboratory work each week.
Use o f galvanometers, calibration o f voltmeters and ammeters, use of
whetstone and kelvin bridges, ballistic galvanometers, d-c and a-c
voltage-current-power measurements, measurement o f magnetic fields,
and wave-form measurements.
401. Atomic Physics (3 ). Additional prerequisite: General Chem
istry. This course, together with 402, is designed as an intensive survey
of the m ajor topics o f modern physics. Topics include elementary
particles, relationships between waves and particles, electromagnetic
radiation, the hydrogen atom, optical and x-ray spectra, and the theory
o f relativity. Not open to students with credit in Physics 411.
402. Nuclear Physics (3 ). Prerequisite: Physics 401. A continuance
of 401. Topics include natural and induced radioactivity, nuclear theories,
alpha-beta-gamma radiation, nuclear processes, nuclear fission, and
particle acceleration. Not open to students with credit in Physics 411.
411. Survey of Modern Physics (3 ). Prerequisite: One year o f col
lege physics and trigonometry. Designed fo r students who intend to teach
high school physics and other students who desire a broad non-mathe
matical survey o f the important concepts in modern physics. Topics
include the electron theory, theory o f relativity, the Bohr atom, x-rays,
atomic and molecular spectra, wave mechanics, elementary particles, and
nuclear reactions. Not open to students with credit in 401 and 402.
471. Modern Physics Laboratory (1 ). Prerequisite: Physics 401 or
consent o f instructor. Three hours laboratory work each week. Experi
ments include the electrolysis o f water to determine nine constants,
determination o f the mass and size o f copper atoms, Milikan’s oil-drop
experiment, determination o f the electronic charge to mass ratio,
nuclear radiation detection, study o f the statistical nature o f radioactivity,
the spectroscopic study o f gases and the study o f polarized light.
DEPARTM ENT OF ENGINEERING (E G )
Meyer
The Department o f Engineering has two basic objectives. The first
is to offer to the prospective engineering student a basic two-year
curriculum which will prepare him to be admitted with full junior
standing to most engineering schools. The curriculum is designed to
meet the requirements o f the majority o f the students. A s soon as a
student makes a decision as to his preference o f m ajor field or future
engineering school, he should see the adviser fo r courses in engineering
to insure a maximum o f transferable academic credit. The second
objective is to offer a minor in basic engineering fo r prospective teachers
who plan to work in the technical, vocational or junior college fields.
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trains; rolling contact. Prerequisite: Engineering 121 and elementary
calculus.
253. Engineering Materials (2 ). Prerequisite: Chemistry 201.
Metallic and non-metallic materials and their uses in engineering. Basic
metallurgy, physical and mechanical properties, stress-strain diagrams,
specific materials.
301. Applied Mechanics-Statics (3 ).
Prerequisite:
Engineering
111, Physics 211, and Co-requisite: Mathematics 342. Analysis o f the
principles o f mechanics and their engineering applications. Forces,
moments, and couples; resultants o f force systems; equilibrium; friction;
centroids; moments o f inertia.
302. Applied Mechanics-Dynamics (3 ). Prerequisite: Engineering
301 and intermediate calculus. Topics include absolute and relative
motion; force, mass, and acceleration; work and energy; impulse and
momentum; and mechanical vibrations.
311. Surveying (4 ). Two lecture and fou r laboratory periods a
week. Prerequisite: Mathematics 102 or equivalent and Engineering 121.
Measurement o f angles and distances, elevations; adjustment and use
o f surveying instruments, calculations o f positions, areas and volumes;
plotting o f contours and grades; mapping procedures; elements o f land
surveying.
343. Strength o f Materials (4 ). Prerequisite: Engineering 301 and
Mathematics 342. Stress-strain relationships; behavior o f materials in
tension, compression and shear; column form ulae; combined stress com
putations; theorem o f three moments; composite structural members.
361. Thermodynamics (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 342 and
Physics 211. The laws o f thermodynamics and related fundamentals.
373. Fluid Mechanics (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 342 and
Physics 211. Statics and dynamics o f compressible and incompressible
fluids.
PRE-ENGINEERING
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 301 ............................................................... 9
History 201 ................................................................................. 3
Economics 121 ............................................................................. 3
Chemistry 101, 111, 102, 112 .................................................. 8
*ROTC ........................................................................................... 4
*Physical Education ..................................................................... 4
Mathematics 241, 242, 343 ........................................................ 15
Physics 211, 271, 212, 272 ........................................................ 10
Engineering 121, 122, 253 ........................................................ 6
Engineering 301 ......................................................................... 3
**Approved Electives ................................................................... 11
Total ..................................................................................... 77
* Some engineering schools require both ROTC and physical educa
tion in the first two years.
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**Electives may vary according to the selected engineering curricu
lum and must be approved by the engineering adviser.
B. S. DEGREE
MAJOR MATHEM ATICS — MINOR CHEMISTRY
(Suggested Program)
Education 101 ............................................................................. 1
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ................... 14
History 201, 202 ......................................................................... 6
Social Sciences Electives ........................................................ 6
Psychology 201 ........................................................................... 3
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................ 4
Mathematics 102, 103 ................................................................. 6
Mathematics 241, 242, 343 ........................................................ 15
Mathematics Electives (3 0 0 + ) .................................................15
Chemistry 101, 111, 102, 112, 242 .......................................... 11
Chemistry Electives (300+ ) .............................................. 8-10
Physics 201, 271, 202, 272 ........................................................ 8
Approved Electives .................................................................. 29-31
Total ..................................................................................... 128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
B. S. DEGREE
MAJOR MATHEM ATICS — MINOR PHYSICS
Education 101 .............................................................................
English 101, 102, 141, 201 or 301, 202 or 302 ...................
History 201, 202 .........................................................................
Social Sciences Electives ........................................................
Psychology 201 ...........................................................................
Chemistry 101, 111, 102, 112 ..................................................
Physical Education or ROTC ................................................
Mathematics 102, 103 ................................................................
Mathematics 241, 242, 343 ........................................................
Mathematics Electives (300+ ) ..............................................
Physics 201, 271, 202, 272 ........................................................
Physics 341, 343 .........................................................................
Physics Electives (3 0 0 + ) ........................................................
Physics Laboratory Elective (300 + ) ..................................
Engineering 111 .........................................................................
Approved Electives ..................................................................

1
14
6
6
3
8
4
6
15
15
8
6
6
1
1
28

Total .....................................................................................128 (a)
(a) Of the total hours, 52 must be numbered 300 or above.
DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
James M. Anders, Chairman
Department of Economics, Department o f Geography, Department of
History, Department o f Political Science, Department o f Sociology
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The several survey courses in this division, namely, Economics 121,
122, History 101, 102, History 201, 202, and Political Science 201, 202,
should be taken in sequence, commencing with the lower number.
Not more than thirty-six hours in any one subject and not more than
sixty hours in the entire social sciences area may be earned by any
student.
DEPARTM ENT OF ECONOMICS (E C )
Williams, Dewulf, James, Ogilvie, Prichard, Shepherd
The requirements fo r a minor in economics may be met by taking
eighteen semester hours in the department, including Economics 121, 122,
301. Six semester hours must be in courses numbered 300 or above.
Economics minors should consult the adviser.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
121. Principles o f Economics (3 ). Our economic life and the funda
mental principles underlying it. An analysis is made o f proprietorships,
partnerships, corporation, competition and monopoly, supply and demand,
and wages and profits.
122. Economic Problems (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or
equivalent. Contemporary economic issues and problems and proposed
solutions o f them. Consideration is given to m ajor problems involving
such factors as labor, economic stability, foreign trade, and foreign
economic systems.
253. Public Finance (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or equiv
alent. Public expenditures, public revenues, and general fiscal policy.
While there is an evolutionary approach, special attention is given to
current trends.
254. Economics o f National Security (3 ). No prerequisite. Prob
lems o f national security. Industrial mobilizations, civilian defense,
priorities, and price fixing are among the topics examined.
301. American Economic History (3 ). No prerequisite. Agricul
tural, commercial, and financial progress o f the United States from
colonial times to the present day, including discussion o f such topics
as public-land policy, railroads and the development o f the West,
urbanization and industrialization, the labor movement, rise o f big
business, monetary and ta riff policies, and current developments.
351. Industrial Relations (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or
equivalent. Various methods which may be used by management and
labor in working out harmonious relationships.
352. Economic Thought (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or equiv
alent. The history of economic thought and analysis. Consideration is
given to recent developments.
353. International Trade (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or
equivalent. A non-technical course. A fter a brief historical study of in
ternational trade, a critical analysis o f the present foreign commerce
o f the United States and her principal competitors will be made. Special
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emphasis will be placed upon the developing o f Pan-American trade re
lations between the United States and Latin America.
354. Consumer Economics (3 ). No prerequisite. The role o f the
consumer in directing the economic system; restrictions on consumer con
trols; custom-made, fashion-made, and producer-made wants; budgets
and planning expenditures; buying insurance, home, and investments;
standards, grades, labels, and brands; governmental regulation and con
trol in the field o f consumer goods.
356. Economics o f Population (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or
junior standing. Population densities and numbers in various parts o f
the world; rates o f increase and magnitude o f population problems;
diminishing returns from land; relations between birth rates, population
density, and poverty; Malthus and the “ Malthusian principle” ; population
increase in food surplus areas and in “ over-developed” and “ under
developed” areas; prospects fo r international food shipments; aspects of
foreign aid and o f immigration; relations o f population study to biology,
geography, statistics, economics, sociology; quality o f population; leader
ship as a population problem; relations o f birth rates to quality prospects
of population.
491. Money and Banking (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or
equivalent. Theoretical economic analysis is balanced with the historical
approach. Policy, especially the role o f government, is emphasized.
Monetary standards, the commercial banking system, and the federal
reserve system are among the topics considered in some detail.
492. Investments (3 ). Prerequisite: Economics 121 or equivalent.
The role which the security markets play in American economic life.
Attention is given to the various types o f securities, their purchase and
sale, the factors which determine their market prices, and the relation o f
stock speculation to the banking system and general prosperity.
493. Corporation and Industrial Finance (3 ). Prerequisite: Econo
mics 121 or equivalent. Topics treated include principles and problems
in the financial organization of corporations, advantages and dis
advantages o f corporations, legal position, internal financial manage
ment, marketing o f securities, distribution o f earnings, expansion, re
organization, and liquidation.
DEPARTM ENT OF GEOGRAPHY (G Y )
Skinner, Wacht
A minor in geography consists o f eighteen hours, o f which six
must be in 101, 102; other courses should be taken with the advice
of the minor professor. Six o f the eighteen hours must be courses num
bered 300 or above.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101. Principles o f Geography (3 ). The basic principles o f geogra
phy, with an interpretation of man’s adjustments to his physical environ
ment.
102.

Geography o f North America (3 ).

Prerequisite: Geography
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101. The geographic features o f Anglo-Am erica, with their effects on our
economic, cultural, social, and political development.
201. Geography o f Middle America (3 ). Prerequisite: Geography
101. Physical environment, and cultural and economic aspects o f Middle
America, with some emphasis on interrelationships with the United
States.
241. Principles of Economic Geography (3 ). The geographic basis
for man’s diverse agricultural, industrial, commercial, and economic life,
with its complex interdependencies.
242. Industrial Geography (3 ). Producing regions, with their re
sources, industries, processes, products, and relationships.
301. Geography of Europe (3 ). Prerequisite: Geography 101. A
regional study o f Europe, emphasizing the geographic background for
its diverse economic, social, political development.
302. Geography of Latin America (3 ). Prerequisite: Geography
101. The geographic environment, resources, products and development
of the several countries o f South America.
303. Geography of the South (3 ). Prerequisite: Geography 101.
The geographic basis fo r the development and characteristics o f South
ern economy and culture.
321, 322. Eastern Hemisphere Geography (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters.
Prerequisite: Geography 101. Agricultural, industrial, and trade patterns
o f the Near East (G Y 321) and the Far East (GY 322), exclusive of the
major areas o f northern and western Europe, and western and southern
Africa.
331. Climate and Man (3 ). Prerequisite: Geography 101. The
climatic basis for the agricultural, economic, human use patterns of the
world.
333. M eteorology (3 ).
and practices.

Modern meteorological theories, principles,

341. Geography o f Alabama (3 ).
its utilization in Alabama.

The physical environment and

401. Historical Geography o f the United States (3 ). Prerequisites:
Geography 101, 102. The natural environments which have furnished
the bases for the diverse but unified development o f the United States.
403. Conservation o f Natural Resources (3 ). The history and
growth o f the conservation movement, including the proper utilization
of our natural resources in terms o f present and future welfare.
DEPARTM ENT OF HISTORY (H Y )
Anders, Barham, Brannen, Chapman, Gilbert,
Magaw, Parnell, Robinson, Stevenson, Stokes, Weaver, Taylor
The requirements fo r a m ajor in history may be met by taking at
least thirty hours in the department. Required are History 101, 102,
201, 202; at least three courses chosen from History 451, 452, 453, 454
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and 455, and at least two courses chosen from History 401, 402 and 403.
In addition to the required hours in history, Political Science 201 and
202 are required o f all majors.
The requirements for a minor in history may be met by taking at
least twenty-one hours in the department, including History 101, 102, 201,
202 and nine hours o f courses numbered 300 or above.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101, 102. World History (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Civilization from
earliest times to the present. Some training in the technique o f historical
research.
201, 202. American History (3 ) (3 ). Two semesters. Beginning
with the European background, this course deals with the establishment
of the thirteen English colonies, separation from the mother country,
growth and expansion, participation in world affairs.
301. History o f England to 1689 (3 ). Prerequisite: History 101,
102. The form ation o f the English people and nation, its early legal
and constitutional development, the struggle between king and parlia
ment, and the beginnings o f overseas expansion down to the Glorious
Revolution. Recommended especially fo r pre-law students.
302. History o f Great Britain, 1689 to the Present (3 ). Pre
requisite: History 101, 102. A continuation o f History 301. The consolida
tion of the constitutional evolution; the agricultural, social, industrial
and political revolutions o f the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; the
merging of Great Britain into the Commonwealth o f Nations.
331. The Far East in Modern Times (3 ). Prerequisite: History 101,
102. The Far Eastern countries, with special emphasis upon China, Japan,
Korea, and India in the modern period; political developments, social,
economic, and cultural conditions; international relations in the Far East.
333. History of Russia (1917 to the Present) (3 ). Prerequisite:
History 101, 102. Home-coming o f the revolutionists, Red October, pro
letarian dictatorship, Prussian Diktat, Red defense; Lenin, Stalin and the
Second Revolution; the shadow o f Fascism. The Soviet State, the FiveYear Plans; the search fo r security, Nazi-Soviet truce; the second
World W ar; Russia and the United Nations; Soviet international re
lations since World W ar II; Russia and the United States.
401. Europe 1450-1815 (3 ). Prerequisite: History 101, 102. The
cultural, intellectual, and political background o f modern Europe.
402. Modern European History (1815-1914) (3 ). Prerequisite: His
tory 101, 102. The background and progress o f the First World War.
403. Modern European History (1914 to Present) (3 ). Prerequi
site: History 101, 102, or consent o f the instructor. The sectional
and international problems o f Europe between two wars, and the genesis
and progress o f the Second W orld War.
Political Science 421. American Diplomacy (3 ). (May be counted
as a course in the Department o f History.) For description, see Political
Science 421.
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433. American Social and Cultural History to 1865 (3 ). Prerequi
site: History 201, 202. American society through its literature, religion,
philosophy, and arts. Emphasis upon immigration strains, European
cultural transfer, and environmental adaptations which have gone to
form the American character. Wide opportunities fo r reading offered in
religion, philosophy, literature, and the arts.
434. American Social and Cultural History since 1865 (3 ). Pre
requisite: History 201, 202 and 433 or consent o f instructor. A continua
tion o f History 433, this course will evaluate shifting immigration origins.
Concentrated study given to the changing thought patterns which have
resulted from Darwinism, the rise o f Big Business, theories o f the public
interest, Pragmatism, and the emergence o f the United States as a
world power.
441. The South Before 1860. (3 ). Prerequisite: History 201, 202.
N ot open to those who have had History 444. The colonization and
the economic, political, social, and cultural development o f the Old
South, and its part in building the nation.
442. The South Since 1860 (3 ). Prerequisite: History 201, 202, and
441 or consent of the instructor. The issues which led to secession; the
W ar Between the States; the economic, political, and social results;
recent tendencies and developments.
444. History o f Alabama (3 ). Prerequisite: History 201, 202. Not
open to those who have had History 441. Alabama from the era of
settlement to the present time. Attention given to slavery, with its
social, economic, and political implications; secession and war; the
aftermath; rise o f industry; education and literature; politics and
recent tendencies.
448. The Westward Movement in American History (3 ). Prerequi
site: History 201, 202. Significance o f the frontier in American History;
colonization o f successive geographic areas; the W est in relation to
tariff, public lands, currency and banking; and crises resulting from
expansion.
451. History o f Early America to 1787 (3 ). Prerequisite: History
201, 202. A reading, research, and discussion course fo r students par
ticularly interested in Early American History. The European back
ground, discovery, exploration and settlement, the Inter-Colonial Wars,
the development o f the clash between the colonies and the mother
country, the American Revolution, the political, social, and economic
development from the Declaration o f Independence to the inauguration
o f George Washington.
452. The Middle Period o f United States History, 1787-1850 (3).
Prerequisite: History 201, 202. The American Republic from its formative
years during and immediately follow ing the Constitutional Convention
until its temporary disruption during the Civil War. The approach is
regional, and the Northeast, the South, and the expanding West are
examined especially as they were influenced by the contemporaneous but
conflicting developments o f nationalism and sectionalism. Wide oppor
tunities will be offered fo r reading and individual study.
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453. Sectional Conflict, Civil War, and Reconstruction 1850-1877
(3). Prerequisite: History 201, 202. The rise o f opposition to slavery;
the Decade o f Crises; Civil W ar; political, social, economic, diplomatic,
and military aspects o f the conduct o f the war. An examination o f the
various interpretations, regional and national, o f the Reconstruction
Period.
454. The Beginnings o f Modern America, 1877-1914 (3 ). Pre
requisite: History 201, 202. A description and evaluation o f the shift o f
the United States from an agrarian to an industrial nation; the heritage
of Civil War and Reconstruction; the rise of the Great Moguls; mass
production and technological change; the rise o f the labor union move
ments and organized farm protests; the Spanish-American W ar; and
American involvement in World War I.
455. Recent American History Since 1913 (3 ). Prerequisite: His
tory 201, 202. The transformation of the United States into a world
power, and the underlying causes in our social, economic, intellectual, and
political life that made the transformation possible.
000. Current History (2 ). Two hours credit will be permitted for
the major in history. A maximum o f two additional hours may be taken
as a general elective.
DEPARTM ENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (PSC)
Van Keuren, Rossiter, Selman, W right
The Department o f Political Science offers a variety o f courses for
students in the liberal arts, pre-law, and professional education curricula.
A wide range o f courses is available for those preparing fo r careers in
government or in business.
A major in political science is offered in the program leading
to the Bachelor o f Arts degree. The requirements for a major in political
science are thirty semester hours, including Political Science 201, 202,
341, 433, and either 385 or 485. Requirements fo r a minor are eighteen se
mester hours, including Political Science 201, 202, and 433. A t least
twelve hours in the major and six hours in the minor must be in courses
numbered 300 or above.
Political Science 201 and 202 are prerequisite to all other courses in
political science unless otherwise indicated.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201. Government o f the United States (3 ). No prerequisite. Struc
ture and organization o f the American national government. Evolution
of the United States Constitution and the federal system; civil rights,
voting, and elections; Congress, the President, and the federal courts.
Open to freshmen with consent o f instructor.
202. Government o f the United States (3 ). Prerequisite: Political
Science 201. The functions and problems o f the national government:
federal finance, American foreign policy, national defense, and the ad
ministration o f the federal government.
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341. Political Theory (3 ). Political thought from Ancient Greece
to modern times, with emphasis upon the principal concepts o f the state
and the great issues in politics as viewed by well-known thinkers in the
western world from Plato to John Dewey.
342. Political Parties (3 ). Composition, organization, and func
tion o f American political parties on the national, state, and local levels.
343. Constitutional Law. (3 ). Fundamental principles o f the
United States Constitution and its development. Textbook and case
method.
375. Governments o f Latin America (3 ). Organization and struc
ture o f the governments o f the principal Latin-American nations, with
emphasis upon constitutional development and present day issues.
376. Governments o f A fro-A sian Countries (3 ). The governments
o f representative countries in A frica and Asia, with an examination of
present developments and the role o f these countries in world affairs.
383. Government o f Alabama (2 ). No prerequisite. Organization
and structure of Alabama government and state administration. Special
attention is given to governmental problems in Alabama and those prob
lems peculiar to a traditionally one-party state. Not open to freshmen.
385. Local Government and Administration (3 ). No prerequisite.
The development o f local government in both rural and urban areas
in the United States, with an examination o f the principal institutions and
processes o f local government. Main attention given to the organization
and administration o f county government in the rural areas and city
government in the urban areas. Not open to freshmen.
421. American Diplomacy (3 ). Chronological development
American foreign policy from the early period to the present time.

of

432. International Relations (3 ). Basic principles o f international
relations, with emphasis on the modern state system, nationalism, dip
lomatic relations, and international politics.
433. Comparative Government (3 ). A comparative study o f the
government and politics o f Great Britain, France, Germany, Soviet
Russia, and other modern nations.
441. Government and Business (3 ). Recent national policy in the
area o f business, agriculture, labor, and public welfare, and the role of
the national government in regulating these areas.
481. Public Administration (3 ). Principles o f public administra
tion, with emphasis on public finance, personnel management, and
administrative law.
485. State Government and Administration (3 ). Prerequisite:
junior standing. Structure and organization o f American state govern
ments: state courts, state legislatures, the American governor, and major
problems o f state government.
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DEPARTM ENT OF SOCIOLOGY (S Y )
Peek, Davis, Spielberger, Walker, N.
The requirements fo r a minor in sociology may be met by taking
eighteen semester hours in the department, including Sociology 221
and 425. A t least six hours must be in courses numbered 300 or above.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
221. Introduction to Sociology (3 ). Basic concepts, principles,
and methods o f sociological analysis; the significance o f culture; the
behavior o f people in groups; social classes, the personality-growth
process; the social processes in human interaction; community growth
and life in town and metropolis; fam ily, religion and other social in
stitutions; social change.
223. Social Problems (3 ). Prerequisite: Sociology 221. American
culture and society, including analytical treatment o f problems o f
crime, urban living, mass media, mental illness, education, race,
population, civil liberties, and others.
224. Introduction to Anthropology (3 ). Prerequisite: Sociology
221. The nature o f man’s society and culture: a comparative study of
economics, social and political organization, religion, art, and the in
dividual in simple societies. Also the physical origin o f man, his de
velopment and differentiation.
323. Criminology (3 ). Prerequisite: Sociology 221. Theories o f
crime and punishment, penal institutions, and modern trends in the
treatment o f criminals. A short research paper or project required.
324. The Structure o f American Society (3 ). Prerequisite:
Sociology 221. Personal and social consequences o f differential defini
tion and treatment o f human groups in the American social structure,
with special investigation o f ethnic and nationality problems in the
United States. A short research paper or project required.
423. History o f Social Thought (3 ). Prerequisite: Sociology 221.
Social thought from ancient times to the emergence o f sociology in
the 19th century; the development of sociology as a specific field
of study, including various theories o f society. A short research paper
or project required.
424. Marriage and the Family (3 ). Prerequisite: Sociology 221.
The family as a part o f our social fabric: origins, development, and
variations as an institution; problems o f organization, disorganization
and reorganization in a dynamic society, involving social factors which
affect marital relations and happiness. A short research paper or
project required.
425. Sociological Theory (3 ). Prerequisite: Sociology 221. Re
quired o f minors. M ajor trends in sociological thinking since the time
of Auguste Comte to the present. Theories o f such sociologists as
Durkheim, Weber, Simmel, Sorokin, Parsons, and Merton. A short re
search paper or project required.
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DEPARTM ENT OF M ILITARY SCIENCE (M SC)

PMS
Assistant PMS
Assistant PMS
Assistant PMS
Assistant PMS
Assistant PMS
Assistant PMS
Assistants

Colonel George D. Haskins
Lt. Col. William H. Naftel
Major James B. Tomes
Major John C. Turner
Major Fred A. Williams
Captain Thurston E. Pike
Captain Thomas D. Watkins, II
Sergeant Major Marion E. Hineline
Master Sergeant W esley W ooley
Sp/5 David P. Mullens
S /S g t. Frederick E. Schilling, Jr.
S /S gt. Charles R. Phillips
S /S g t. Roger M. Walston
S /S g t. Robert C. Sexton
Sp/5 Bobby J. Bearden

The Senior ROTC Program is offered at this institution. The instruc
tion in military science consists o f two courses o f instruction: the Basic
Course and the Advanced Course. The Military Department is main
tained under Federal Law and A cts o f Congress. Under these laws,
a unit of General Military Science has been organized under the super
vision o f the Department o f the Army.
An officer o f the Regular A rm y is detailed as professor o f military
science. By appointment o f the college authorities he is commandant of
the ROTC students. He is assisted by commissioned officers and non
commissioned officers detailed from the army.
BASIC COURSE
Instruction in military science by enrollment in Basic ROTC
is required by the president of the College of all able-bodied male students
(freshmen and sophomores not yet 25 years o f a g e). Transfer students
are required to enroll in the Basic Course and pursue the basic program
as many semesters as they are in residence at the College until they
reach junior academic status. Students entering the College at the
junior or senior academic level are exempted from the college require
ments o f enrollment in the ROTC, but successful completion o f the Basic
Course is a prerequisite fo r graduation. Those who defer or fail any part
o f their basic ROTC training will be required to complete this training
prior to graduation from the College.
101, 102. Military Science I (1st Year Basic) (1 ) (1 ).
ters. Subjects o f a basic nature.

Two semes

201, 202. Military Science II (2nd Year Basic) (1 ) (1 ).
mesters. Training as a member o f a team.

Two se

ADVANCED COURSE
Students successfully completing the Basic Course, or having
credit in lieu thereof, are eligible to apply fo r enrollment in the Advanced
Course if they meet the academic and military requirements. The profes-
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sor of military science may disapprove application fo r the Advanced
Course if in his opinion the student does not possess outstanding qualities
of leadership and command, or if the student’s academic grades indicate
he may not develop into an efficient officer, or if the student apparently
does not possess aptitude fo r the military service.
When a student contracts with the Government to pursue the Ad
vanced Course, he is required to continue that course, subject to approval
of the PMS, as long as he is a student at any institution having an
ROTC unit. A student cannot resign from the Advanced Course unless
approval is granted by the Department o f the Arm y. A student may be
discharged fo r the convenience o f the Government at any time. Upon
graduation from the Advanced Course, the student must agree to accept
an appointment, if tendered, as a second lieutenant in the O fficers’ Re
serve Corps. A student who fails to fu lfill his contract forfeits his right
to a degree.
301, 302. Military Science III (1st Year Advanced) (3 ) (3 ). Two
semesters. Six periods a week and Summer Camp o f six weeks’ dura
tion. Fundamental tactics and technique o f small units. Prerequisite:
Military Science I and II, or their equivalents.
401, 402. Military Science IV (2nd Year Advanced) (3 ) (3 ). Two
semesters. Six periods a week. A continuation o f Military Science III,
with additional instruction given on administrative duties o f junior o f
ficers, military law, sta ff and command, and combat intelligence. Pre
requisite: Military Science III.
Previous Military Service
Students who have had previous military training or service will
receive such credit toward advanced standing in the ROTC as the pro
fessor of military science and the head of the institution may jointly
determine within the follow ing limits:
1.

For previous honorable active service in the Arm y, Navy, Marine
Corps, Coast Guard, or A ir Force:
a. Twelve months or more, credit not to exceed the entire Basic
Course.
b. Six months or more, credit not to exceed the first semester of
the Basic Course.
c. Less than six months, no credit.

2.

For previous training at the United States Military Academy,
the United States Naval Academy, the A ir Force Academy, the
United States Coast Guard Academy, the Naval Reserve O f
ficers’ Training Corps, or in the Army Specialized Training Pro
gram, equivalent credit not to exceed the entire basic course o f
the Senior Division, ROTC.

3.

For previous training in the ROTC, students who
a. Have completed any portion o f the basic course o f the
Senior Division, ROTC, should apply at the military o ffice to
determine the amount o f credit due them fo r such work.
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b. Have been granted equivalent credit in the basic course
o f the Senior Division, ROTC, not to exceed one third o f the
number o f terms or semesters o f the Junior Division, ROTC,
successfully completed.
c. Fall into categories not covered above should report to the
military office to clarify their status.
QU ALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCED COURSE

To be eligible fo r entrance into the Advanced Course the student
must
1. Be a citizen o f the United States.
2.

Successfully pass the prescribed physical examination.

3.

Successfully complete such survey and general screening tests as
may be presented.
a. Application fo r admission into the Advanced Course will
be submitted in writing to the PMS at least one month prior
to registration fo r the semester in which the student wishes
to enroll.
b. Student must have an over-all quality-point average of at
least 1.25 on hours attempted in college.
c. Student must have a minimum o f 64 hours credit toward his
degree.
d. Student must have satisfactorily passed freshman and sopho
more English and the English Competence Examination.

4.

Not have reached 25 years o f age at the time o f initial enroll
ment in the advanced course.

5.

Have at least two academic years to complete fo r graduation.

6.

Be selected by the professor o f military science and the head of
the College.

7.

Execute a written agreement with the Government to complete
the two-year Advanced Course and to attend one Summer Camp
(six weeks’ duration), preferably at the end o f the first year of
the Advanced Course.

8.

Sign, prior to enrollment in the Advanced Course, an agreement
to serve, upon graduation from college, as a second lieu
tenant on active duty fo r a period o f two (2 ) years or less, if
called by the Secretary o f the Army.

9.

Have completed appropriate basic training (2 years Basic
ROTC), or have equivalent credit in lieu threof. For students
transferring from junior colleges credit fo r the basic course may
be obtained by attendance at a Basic ROTC Summer Camp, such
attendance usually occurring between a student’s sophomore and
junior years.

Formally enrolled students may be disenrolled at the discretion
o f the Board fo r failure to maintain satisfactory academic standards.
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A Board is established fo r the purpose of reviewing applications
and to accept or reject applicants fo r enrollment in Advanced Program.
This Board will consist o f at least one representative o f the college
(Dean o f Admissions and Registrar) and two members o f the Military
Department (P rofessor o f Military Science and one other office r).
Advanced Course students receive a monetary allowance o f about
$1.33 a day (approxim ately $40.00 per m onth), not to exceed 595
days for the entire two-year course.
When attending the six weeks’ summer camp, the students are paid
$147.50 per month and five cents a mile to and from camp. Uniforms,
quarters and rations are furnished by the Government during the camp
period.
Any emoluments paid the student while he is enrolled in the Ad
vanced Course are in addition to any benefits he may receive under the
G.I. Bill of Rights.
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
All students are required to deposit the sum o f ten (10) dollars with
the Bursar o f the College prior to enrollment in the ROTC. They are
then furnished uniforms in good condition and other necessary supplies
through the ROTC Supply Office. Upon completion o f the ROTC course
of instruction, or upon withdrawal of the student therefrom, the uniform
and other supplies are turned in and the deposit is returned to the stu
dent, less seventy-five (75) cents per semester withheld by the Treasurer
of the College to cover the cost o f cleaning and repairing o f uniforms and
purchase of instructional materials.
DISTINGUISHED M ILITARY STUDENTS AND DISTINGUISHED
M ILITARY GRADUATES
1.

The professor o f military science may designate as Distinguished
Military Students persons who
a. Possess outstanding qualities o f military leadership, high
moral character and definite aptitude fo r military service.
b. Have distinguished themselves either academically or by dem
onstrated leadership through their accomplishments while
participating in recognized campus activities.
c. Are scheduled to complete the advanced course, Senior Di
vision, ROTC, within one school year, and have a current
standing in military subjects which is among the upper third
o f their ROTC class.
Persons selected as Distinguished Military Students may make
application fo r a direct commission in the Regular Arm y upon
graduation from college.

2.

The Professor o f Military Science may designate as Distin
guished Military Graduates persons who

a. Are Distinguished Military Students.
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b. Have completed the advanced course, Senior Division, ROTC.
c. Have maintained the high standards necessary since designa
tion as a Distinguished Military Student.
d. Have been graduated from
degree.

college

with a

baccalaureate

SELECTIVE SERVICE EXEMPTIONS
Enrollees in the ROTC will be deferred under the provisions of the
Universal Military Training and Service A ct o f 1951 (Plan 51, 82nd Con
gress) as follow s:
1.

Basic course students who have successfully completed one se
mester o f ROTC and who maintain adequate academic and mili
tary standards.

2.

Advanced Course students who agree to accept commissions upon
completion o f the Advanced Course and who maintain adequate
academic and military standards.

3.

Priority o f deferments given individuals with the highest demon
strated aptitude.

4.

Deferment agreements outlined by the Universal Military Train
ing and Service A ct o f 1951 and signed by basic and advanced
students.

The Military Department will notify the local Selective Service Board
of this deferred status. Students who are dropped from ROTC or who
are not in good standing in the college will no longer be deferred.
BRANCH IN WHICH COMMISSIONED
Upon completion o f the four-year course and receipt o f a degree
from the college, the student is commissioned in an arm or a service as
determined by a board of college instructors and military sta ff members
who consider the follow ing factors:
1.

Desires of the student.

2.

Appropriate college training completed.

3.

Aptitude as demonstrated in ROTC subjects.

4.

Spaces made available by the Department of the Army.
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GRADUATE DIVISION
Graduate Council:
Houston Cole, e x officio; Theron E. Montgomery, Chairman; Reu
ben Self, Director o f the Division; James Anders, William J. Cal
vert, Jr., Lawrence R. Miles, Harold S. Strickland, Greene Y. Taylor.
Purpose: To provide additional training fo r members o f the pro
fession in the area served by Jacksonville State College in order to
better the instruction in the public schools o f Alabama. The program is
designed to train teachers fo r the elementary and secondary schools.
Administration: The Graduate Program is under the general super
vision o f the Graduate Council. The Graduate Council is composed
of appropriate representation o f the departments offerin g graduate work.
The Director o f the Graduate Division will coordinate the work o f
the Graduate Council and administer its directives.
GRADU ATE FACULTY
ANDERS, JAMES MARVIN (1936) Ph.D., Peabody College for Teachers
Professor of History
CALVERT, WILLIAM J., Jr. (1933) Ph.D., Harvard University
Professor of English
CHAPMAN, LUCILE (1962) PhD., University of Kentucky
Professor of History
HOWELL, M ARTHA D. (1963) Ed.D., University o f Alabama
Professor of Education
McMILLAN, MARY EVELYN (1963) Ph.D., University of Alabama
Professor of English
O’BRIEN, PAULINE W. (1961) Ph.D., Duke University
Professor of English
RAINWATER, FRANK PALMER (1961) Ph.D., Vanderbilt University
Professor of English
REAVES, JAMES (1966) Ed.D, University of Alabama
Associate Professor of Education
ROSE, HARRY (1965) Ed.D., University of Cincinnati
Associate Professor of Education
SALLS, DONALD J. (1946) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Physical Education
SELF, REUBEN (1928) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Education
SELMAN, JACKSON W. (1958) Ph.D., University of North Carolina
Professor of Political Science
STRICKLAND, HAROLD S. (1955) Ed.D., Peabody College for Teachers
Professor of Science
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TAYLOR, GREENE Y. (1956) Ed.D., University of Alabama
Professor of Education
VAN KEUREN, EDWIN (1956) Ed.D., New York University
Professor of Political Science
WILLMAN, LEON D. (1958) Ed.D„ University of Alabama
Professor of Education and Dean of Students
YOUNGBLOOD, BETTYE S. (1962) Ph.D., University o f Alabama
Professor of Chemistry
ADMISSION TO GRADU ATE STUDY
A . Applicants must file required information with the Dean
o f Admissions and Registrar by May 1 in order to be admitted
to the summer session, by August 15 in order to be admitted to the session
commencing in September, and by December 15 in order to be admitted
to the session commencing in January. All initial applications must be
accompanied by a $10.00 non-refundable application fo r admission fee.
B. 1. An applicant who possesses a Bachelor’s degree from an
accredited and recognized college regarded as standard with this institu
tion and who has professional qualifications similar to those required for
an Alabama Class “ B” Professional Certificate may be admitted un
conditionally provided the Graduate Council considers his undergraduate
work to be o f such nature as to indicate competency fo r graduate work.
2. The applicant must present appropriate scores earned on the
Graduate Record Examination.
3. The Graduate Council may approve a qualified senior to do
graduate work while completing his undergraduate degree provided he
meets all other requirements fo r admission to graduate school and his
load does not exceed a normal graduate load.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE M ASTER’S DEGREE
Alternate Plans. Two plans, Plan I and Plan II, are available for
meeting the requirements o f the Master’s degree.
1. Candidates fo r the Master’s degree under Plan I are required to
earn a minimum o f twenty-four semester hours credit in addition to the
completion o f a thesis. An additional six hours o f credit will be allowed
for the completion o f a satisfactory thesis and seminar work in connection
therewith. Plan I is open only to students designated by the graduate
council.
2. Candidates fo r the Master’s degree under Plan II are required to
earn at least thirty semester hours in approved courses.
Residence. The minimum residence requirement consists o f at least
one academic year o f thirty-six weeks or its equivalent in summer terms.
O f the minimum thirty semester hours required fo r the degree at
least twenty-four must be earned during full-time attendance.
Transfer o f Credit. A maximum o f six semester hours o f graduate
credit may be transferred from an accredited institution (after the
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student has been admitted to candidacy). Transferred credit, which must
conform with the student’s approved program, does not reduce the
residence requirement and must meet the time limits set forth below.
Time Limit. Under normal conditions, credit earned six calendar
years prior to the completion o f all requirements fo r the Master’s degree
will not be counted toward the Master’s degree.
Student Load: The course load fo r a graduate student is twelve
semester hours during a regular session semester and six semester
hours during a term o f a summer session.
Graduate Courses. A ll students who are awarded the Master’s de
gree must complete a minimum approved program o f thirty semester
hours in courses numbered 400G or 500. A t least one-half o f the
courses in each area (professional education and subject matter) must be
numbered 500. Courses numbered 500 are open only to graduate students.
Scholastic Average. A graduate student must maintain an over-all
average o f not less than “ B” in graduate courses undertaken and within
his fields o f specialization.
Grades. The follow ing represents the grading system used by the
College in the Graduate Division: A , B, C, F , I (incom plete)*
*A teacher may give an incomplete to a student who is other
wise passing and who fo r legitimate reasons (such as
missing a final examination because o f illness) is unable to
complete the prescribed work o f a course. An incomplete
must be removed within the next semester in residence and
in all cases within 12 months, or the incomplete becomes
a failure.
Research Efficiency. One paper representing independent work and
research must be approved by the student’s advisers and filed with the
Graduate Council. The approval and acceptance of a paper is a pre
requisite to admission to candidacy.
Candidacy. A student who has earned at least twelve semester hours
of graduate credit in residence at Jacksonville State College with an
average o f “ B” or better and has on file an approved paper representing
independent study and research may make application fo r admission to
candidacy. A t this time the Graduate Council will approve or disapprove
a detailed program o f study presented by the student’s advisory com
mittee. A student must be approved fo r candidacy before he will be
allowed to earn graduate credit beyond 15 accumulated hours.
Examination. A comprehensive examination, either oral, written,
or oral and written, will be required o f all candidates. Students and
members of the examination committee will be notified at least ten days
prior to the date fo r the examination. The student will be examined on
course content, grasp and knowledge of his field, and understanding o f
his independent paper or papers.
GRADUATE ADVISEM ENT
Advisers. There will be assigned to students, upon admission to the
graduate program, two graduate advisers, one from the area o f profes-
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sional education and one from a subject matter area. The duties o f ad
visers will be to assist students in the follow ing m atters: (1) in plan
ning the student’s program o f studies; (2) in becoming conversant with
the policies and requirements o f the graduate program ; (3) in planning
and preparing research papers; (4) in presenting the credentials o f the
student to the Graduate Council fo r final approval.
M ATRICULATION FEE
A fee o f $15 per course credit hour will be charged fo r enrollment in
the Graduate Division.
A non-resident fee o f $75.00 per registration will be charged to outof-state students in the Graduate Division.
PROGRAMS
A t least one-half o f courses taken in professional education must be
numbered 500 or above and at least one-half o f courses taken in the
subject matter area must be numbered 500 or above.
I.

ELEM EN TARY EDUCATION
A.

Professional Education
Semester
Hours Credit
1.

Required
Education 501
Education 531
Education 541
Education 542

Tests and Measurements
Philosophy o f Education
Improvement o f Teaching
o f Arithmetic
Improvement o f Teaching
o f Reading

3
3
3
3

12
2.

B.

Education Electives
Approved by chairman o f the Department
o f Elementary Education
Total semester hours, professional
Subject Matter Area
Approved by subject matter chairman in
conjunction with chairman o f Department
o f Elementary Education
Total semester hours, subject matter
area

6
education 18

12
12

GRAND TOTAL
II.

30

SECONDARY EDUCATION
A.

Professional Education
Semester
Hours Credit
1.

Required
Education 501 Tests and Measurements
Education 531 Philosophy o f Education

3
3
6
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2.

B.

Education Electives
Approved by Director o f the
Graduate Division
Total semester hours, professional
education

Subject Area
Chairman o f appropriate subject matter
area department will advise and
approve program
Total semester hours, subject
matter area
GRAND TOTAL
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6-9
12-15

15-18
15-18
30

GRADUATE PROGRAM
Description o f Courses
EDUCATION
500. Educational Research (3 ). Methods, materials, and techniques
of basic research. Suggested fo r all beginning graduate students.
501. Tests and Measurements (3 ). Measurement and evaluation
in education by the use o f teacher-made and standardized tests.
502. Problems in Child Development. (3 ). The more important
theories and principles o f child growth and development. An intensive
study of specific problems relating to the growth and development o f
children.
503. Guidance (3 ). The over-all concept o f guidance in modern
education and the role o f the teacher in the guidance program. Particular
areas of understanding or competency will include the follow ing: guidance
philosophy, guidance services, the organization and administration of
guidance, and the role o f the homeroom and the homeroom teacher.
504. Mental Hygiene (3 ). The psychological principles, concepts,
mechanisms which determine the adequacy or inadequacy o f the in
dividual’s adjustments to the basic needs and problems o f individual or
social living.
505. Adolescent Psychology (3 ). The critical examination o f
theories o f adolescence as a stage o f personality development. The major
problems o f adolescence are noted and analyzed in relation to body
changes, social position and the evolving self-structure o f the adolescent.
511. Curriculum Development (3 ). Principles, techniques, trends
and innovations which have emerged in the field o f curriculum con
struction and revision. The students will acquire competency in the em
ployment o f techniques and practices to improve instruction, such as
core curriculum, culture epochs, correlation o f subject matter, and unit
construction.
512. Principles o f Supervision (3 ). The nature and function o f
supervision in modern education and the development in the students
of the competencies which are essential to effective educational leader
ship. Specifically, the course will deal with such topics as (1 ) the organi-
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zation o f m odem supervision, (2) the evaluation o f the educational pro
gram, (3) the improvement o f the educational program, and (4) the
evaluation o f the supervisory program.
513. Elementary School Supervision (3 ). The duties o f the super
visor in the development o f improved programs and instruction in the
elementary school.
516. Elementary School Curriculum Construction (3 ). Prerequi
site: Education 511. A production course in the construction o f an ele
mentary curriculum from grade one through grade six.
524. Administration o f the Twelve-Grade School (3 ). F or principals
o f elementary schools, junior high schools, senior high schools, and any
combination o f these. Special emphasis is given to the role o f the princi
pal o f the twelve-grade school. The course is concerned with the acquiring
o f the understanding and competency essential to educational leadership.
Principal topics to be dealt with are (1) the role o f the principals, (2)
personal problems o f the school staff, (3) administration o f the educa
tional program, (4) problems o f pupil adjustment, and (5) problems of
administering the school plant and facilities.
531. Philosophy o f Education (3 ). The leading philosophies which
are influencing education. The study involves an examination o f their
assumptions, methodologies, conclusions and implications. Especial at
tention is given to the problem o f values— aesthetic, economic, moral,
political, religious and social. Required o f all graduate students.
541. Improvement in Teaching o f Arithmetic (3 ). An advanced
course in materials and teaching procedures fo r the improvement of
learning in arithmetic.
542. Improvement in Teaching Reading (3 ). Emphasis is given to
research in teaching reading and the diagnosis and correction o f read
ing difficulties.
543. Social Studies in the Elementary School (3 ). A n advanced
course in materials and methods o f teaching social studies emphasizing
individual research projects.
544. Science in the Elementary School (3 ). Problems in the de
velopment o f a science program in the elementary school.
545. Language Arts Program in the Elementary School (3 ). The
scope and sequence o f the total language-arts program in the elementary
school. Individual research projects emphasized.
546. Advanced Observation and Participation (3 ). An analytical
study o f teaching and learning in the elementary-school program based
upon supervised observation at the laboratory school.
552. Techniques o f Supervision (3 ). Techniques which have been
found effectual in educational diagnosis, in the improvement o f instruc
tion, and in evaluation.
553. Techniques o f Counseling (3 ). Utilization o f the most im
portant instruments and techniques o f counseling, such as cumulative
records, tests, interviews, case studies, orientation activities, follow-up
activities, and problem survey*.
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555. Supervision o f Directed Teaching (3 ). Experience in learning
how to induct student teachers into responsible and successful teaching.
ENGLISH
401G. Chaucer
Middle Ages.
402G.

(3 ).

Milton (3 ).

The poet against the background

o f the

The m ajor poetry and selected prose.

441G. The English Language (3 ). The language considered pho
netically, historically, contemporaneously, semantically, and culturally.
Considers structural linguistics, but is not confined to this approach.
451G. Victorian Prose (3 ). Carlyle, Macaulay, Newman, Huxley,
Arnold, and others considered against the background of mid-nineteenth
century society and ideology.
452G. Literary Criticism (3 ). Prominent themes and theories,
various critical approaches, and outstanding examples o f literary
criticism from Plato to the present day.
501. Eighteenth Century Literature (3 ). English prose and poetry
from the Restoration to the end of the eighteenth century. Special stress
given such m ajor figures as Dryden, Swift, Defoe, Addison, Boswell, and
Samuel Johnson.
502. Studies in Nineteenth Century American Literature (3 ).
A careful selection o f authors will be studied (to be changed whenever
the course is repeated). The student will analyze a m ajor portion o f the
work of each author from the standpoint o f his literary theory, basic
philosophy, and artistic expression. Each writer will be related to his
milieu, and comparisons between authors will be made.
503. Studies in the Essay (3 ). The great essayists who follow
in the line of Montaigne: Bacon, Addison and Steele, Lamb, Hazlitt,
Arnold, and Emerson, or a representative selection from these treated
more exclusively.
553. Contemporary American Literature (3 ). Twentieth century
American authors selected to represent the rapid and rich cultural
growth of the United States. The m ajor areas o f literary expression will
be covered, viz., poetry, the novel, drama, and possibly criticism.
554. Contemporary European Literature (3 ). Twentieth century
continental literature, including such foundational figures as Mann,
Kafka, Proust, Gide, Valery, Pirandello, and Baroja and such recent
writers as Alberto Moravia, Jean Anouilh, Marcel Aym e, Andre Mal
raux, Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir, Salvatore Quasimodo, Elio
Vittorini, and Boris Pasternak.
555. Literature o f the South (3 ). The literature and culture
of the South, from Jamestown till today. Literary works, both m ajor
and less than m ajor, considered as expressive o f main currents o f
Southern thought and o f rebellion against them.
556. Victorian Literature (3 ). The poetry, prose fiction, essays,
polemical and critical writing o f the Victorian A ge. Attention given the
industrial, religious, and political revolutions.
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557. Studies in Non-Dramatic Elizabethan Literature (3 ). Litera
ture o f the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, with such
emphasis as the instructor may desire.
558. Studies in Romantic Literature (3 ). Rising tide o f romanti
cism in the eighteenth century. “ Pre-romantics” from Winchelsea to
Bowles. The great romantics, Bum s, W ordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
Shelley, Keats, and Blake, considered against the background o f their
predecessors.
560. Spenser (3 ). The poet against the background o f his times,
its cultural, literary, and linguistic conditions. Emphasis on The Shepheardes
Calender and The Faerie Queene.
561. English Drama, 1600-1642 (3 ). Wide reading o f pre-Restora
tion drama exclusive o f Shakespeare, with special attention to Ben
Jonson.
562. Studies in Shakespeare (3 ). A comprehensive reading of
Shakespeare’s work, with attention also given to the history o f Shake
spearian scholarship and criticism.
HISTORY
403G. Modern European History (1914 to Present) (3 ). The sec
tional and international problems o f Europe between two wars and
the genesis and progress o f the Second W orld War.
433G. American Social and Cultural History to 1865 (3 ). Ameri
can society through its literature, religion, philosophy, and arts. Em
phasis upon immigration strains, European cultural transfer, and en
vironmental adaptations which have gone to form the American
character. Wide opportunities fo r reading offered in religion, philosophy,
literature, and the arts.
451G. History o f Early America to 1787 (3 ). A reading, research,
and discussion course fo r students particularly interested in E arly Ameri
can history. The course will deal with the European background, dis
covery, exploration and settlement, the Inter-Colonial W ars, the develop
ment o f the clash between the colonies and the mother country, the
American Revolution, the political, social, and economic development
from the Declaration o f Independence to the inauguration o f George
Washington.
452G. The Middle Period o f United States History, 1787-1850 (3).
The American Republic from its form ative years during and immediately
follow ing the Constitutional Convention until its temporary disruption
during the Civil War. The approach is regional, and the Northeast,
the South, and the expanding W est are examined especially as they
were influenced by the contemporaneous but conflicting developments of
nationalism and sectionalism. Wide opportunities will be offered for
reading and individual study.
454G. The Beginnings o f Modern America, 1877-1914 (3 ). A de
scription and evaluation o f the shift o f the United States from an
agrarian to an industrial nation; the heritage o f Civil W ar and Re
construction; the rise o f the Great M oguls; mass production and tech
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nological change; the rise o f the labor union movement and organized
farm protests; the Spanish-American W ar; and American involvement
in World W ar I.
501. The Historical Method (3 ). A seminar study designed es
pecially for teachers o f history and the social sciences, this course will
emphasize techniques fo r accumulating and assimilating historical in
formation— gathering evidence, rules o f evaluation, and the writing o f
history. Some attention also will be given to historiography with special
emphasis on American writers. Extensive library work will be expected.
552. The A ge o f Jefferson and Jackson (3 ). Party Development
to 1800; the Revolution o f 1800; Acceleration o f the Democratic Process;
the Westward Movement; the W ar o f 1812 and its afterm ath; the Rise
of the W hig Party; the election o f Jackson and the development o f
Jacksonian Dem ocracy; the Nullification and Bank Controversies; inter
national affairs from Monroe to Polk.
553. Civil War and Reconstruction, 1860-1877 (3 ). The causes o f
the Civil W ar and the political, social, economic and military aspects o f
its conduct. An examination o f the various interpretations o f the Re
construction Period, regional and national.
554. Early 20th Century History, 1900-1932 (3 ). The closing
aspects o f The Spanish-American W ar; the emergence o f an imperial
power; Theodore Roosevelt’s Square Deal, 1901-1909; Imperialism and
Dollar Diplomacy, 1901-1913; T aft and the Progressives; W oodrow W il
son and the New Freedoms, 1913-1917; First W orld W ar and its aftermath, 1917-1929; the restoration o f The G. O. P.; the hope fo r a
new economic era; Hoover and the Depression, 1929-1932; Election o f
1932.
555. Recent American History, 1932 to the Present (3 ). Roosevelt
and the New Deal, 1933-1936; search fo r a new foreign policy, 19321939; the A xis; post W orld W ar II.
566. History o f Ideas (3 ). The conflict o f ideas in the modern
world and the struggle fo r the allegiance o f men. Begins with the hu
manist position o f the Renaissance and continues on through the en
lightenment o f the 18th Century and Marxism and Darwinism o f the
19th Century. Emphasis on such contemporary thinkers as Jasper, Sartre,
England’s A ngry Young Men and the American Beatnik.
567. Europe since 1939 (3 ). Major emphasis on political analysis.
Covers development o f individual states within fram ework o f the EastWest conflict and economic competition and cooperation.
M ATHEM ATICS
403G. Vector Analysis (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathematics 343 and
one year o f physics. The algebra and calculus o f vectors; applications to
geometry, electricity and physics; harmonic functions and potentials.
405G. Introduction to Analysis of Real Variables (3 ). Prerequi
site: Mathematics 343. Real number system, limits and continuity,
derivatives.
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451G. Functions o f a Complex Variable (3 ). Prerequisite: Mathe
matics 242. Fundamental operations with complex numbers; differentia
tion and integration theorems; mapping; transform ations; series.
531. Solid Analytic Geometry (3 ). Topics studied include the
development o f linear systems o f planes, plane coordinates, the concept
o f infinity, transformation o f coordinates, types o f surfaces, quadric
surfaces, tetrahedral coordinates and vectors.
541. Abstract Algebra (3 ). Number system, introduction to theory
o f groups integral domain and fields.
542. Introduction to Higher Algebra (3 ). A continuation o f Mathe
matics 541. Vector spaces, linear transformation o f matrices, linear
equations and determinants, and other algebraic systems.
551. Introduction to Higher Analysis (3 ). Development o f the
numbers system, elementary point-set theory, limits, theory o f continuous
functions, derivatives and integrals.
552. Introduction to Higher Analysis (3 ). A continuation of
Mathematics 551. Elementary function, infinite series, uniform conver
gence.
PH YSICAL EDUCATION
501. Physical Education Seminar (3 ). F or teachers o f physical
education. Attention given to special problems in physical education.
560. Basic Issues and Trends in Physical Education (3 ). Identifi
cation and analysis o f current controversial issues. Recent developments
in physical education, curriculum, and practices in physical education.
561. Principles in Physical Education (3 ). Identification and criti
cal analysis o f the fundamental principles in physical education.
562. Survey o f Research in Physical Education (3 ). Selected re
search and other related literature in health and physiology with em
phasis on the individual research project.
565. Problems in Physical Education (3 ). Current problems in
related areas o f health and athletics. Individual problem-solving project
assigned to each member.
566. Advanced Problems in Physical Education (3 ). Preferred pre
requisite: Physical Education 565. Identification o f the m ajor problems
in physical education administration with emphasis on problem solving
by way o f the Case Method approach.
POLITICAL SCIENCE*
421G. American Diplomacy (3 ). Chronological development of
American foreign policy from the early period to the present time.
432G. International Relations (3 ). Basic principles o f international
relations with emphasis on the modern state system, nationalism, dip
lomatic relations, and international politics.
433G. Comparative Government (3 ). Comparative study o f the
governments and politics o f the members o f the British Commonwealth,
France, Germany, Switzeland, Russia, Italy and other modern nations.
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481G. Public Administration (3 ). Principles o f public administra
tion with emphasis on public finance, personnel management, and ad
ministrative law.
*Students desiring to elect courses in political science must first secure
permission from the chairman o f the division o f social sciences.
SCIENCE
Biology
473G. Cytology (4 ). Two class periods and two laboratory periods
a week. Cytological theories, structures, and functions.
501. Development o f Biological Principles (3 ). The unity o f all
living material respecting morphology, physiology, heredity, and irradia
tion.
503. Special Problems in Biology (2 ). Prerequisite: undergraduate
major or minor in biology and prior approval of instructor. Special topics
to be approved by the instructor after consideration o f the student’s
background.
504. Problems in Biology (1 ). Prerequisite: undergraduate major
or minor in biology and prior approval o f instructor. Special topics to
be approved by the instructor after consideration o f the student’s back
ground.
506. Endocrinology (3 ). Prerequisite: undergraduate m ajor or
minor in biology and approval o f instructor. The physiology of hormones
with special emphasis on those o f verterbrates.
Chemistry
501. History o f Chemistry (2 ). The fundamental ideas o f the
science of chemistry: their origin, their philosophical basis, the critical
periods in their development, and the personalities o f the great men
whose efforts have contributed to that development.
502. Survey o f Organic Chemistry (3 ). Prerequisite: Chemistry
402 or its equivalent. The field o f organic chemistry.
General Science
453G. Astronomy (3 ). Three lecture periods per week and labora
tory. Open to students who have the necessary background in mathe
matics. The general fields o f astronomy with special emphasis on the
relationship o f astronomy to high-school science teaching. N ot open
to students who have had Science 452.
454G. Geology (3 ). Three lecture periods per week and field trips.
Open to students who have junior standing. The areas o f general geology
with special emphasis on the relationship o f geology to high-school
science teaching. N ot open to students who have had Science 452.
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DEGREES AW AR D E D
JA N U A R Y 22, 1965

*2.5 (B Plus) or better over-all average
B. S. IN E LE M EN TARY EDUCATION

.

Ethel Sue Allman
Gadsden
Nancy Keenum C la r k A nniston
Vicki Rae Estes
Gadsden
Bobbie Nell Garrison Sylacauga
Anita Elinor Henry ........... Oxford
Frances Simpson Iverson ..Graham
Linda Ann Kilgore ..............Attalla

Eloise Haynes Rice
Anniston
Joan Childers Snow
Anniston
Glenda Kaye W hite
Anniston
Wilma Jean Wilson
Birmingham
Alma Jean W o o d .............. Fairfield
Sandra Jean W y co ff ....... Anniston

B. S. IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Julia Payne Bates ................Attalla
Adalia Moore Browning .....Attalla
Sandra Cecelia C a r te r ......Gadsden
Margaret Diane Clark
Lineville
Patricia McKelvey Clay
Gadsden
Lynda J. Harris Craft
Anniston
Frances Anne Curlee
Talladega
Jerre Gillespie Daniel .......Gadsden
William Val Davis Double Springs
Frances Head Ellis ........... Ashville
Imogene Jolley Greene
Henagar
Della Ann Geurin Hill ....... Glencoe
Wendell Charles H u bbard....... Boaz
Joan Jaudon Jones .............Gadsden
Patricia Marlene Martin
Jacksonville
Marolyn Horton M cGriff
Montgomery
Chester M. Pruett ........... Gadsden

Barbara Jean R iffle
Anniston
Mary Linda Roberson
Gadsden
Velma Rogers Lincoln Park, Mich.
Josephine Ann Rossiter ... Gadsden
Catherine Ann Rutherford
Gadsden
Priscilla Gail Satterfield ... Pisgah
June Pentecost S m ith ......... Glencoe
Allen Preston Stephenson Gorgas
Marjorie Scruton Tanner Anniston
Mary Nell Thrasher
Albertville
Elizabeth Ray Tullis .. Fort Payne
Kenneth Wayne Upton
Munford
Lynda Ann Walker
Cullman
*Shirley Jane White
Gadsden
Wallace Ledford Williamson
Wedowee
Carol Dean Wisener . Guntersville

B. S. IN VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Carolyn Sue Burkhalter
Gadsden
Linda Carol Casey ..... Jacksonville
Mary Ann Holdridge Clark
Attalla
Linda Joyce Gartman
Gadsden

Sandra Kay Love

Piedmont

Jo Frances Siskey
Anniston
(special honors in home economics)
Elizabeth Jones Tamez

Oxford

B. S. IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Ouida Susie Francis .......Anniston
(special honors in music)
Patsy Bryant Gilmore
Jacksonville

Gail Clark Maze
Miles Landon Thomas

Jacksonville
Fort Payne

James T. Traylor ............. Gadsden
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kenneth Marlin Arden
Anniston
Dewey Lane Blankenship
Birmingham
James Dudley Brookes .....Gadsden
John Ottis Carroll, J r......... Addison
Andrew Vernon Cline, Jr.
Anniston
Coy Wayne Culver ........... Henagar
Harold G. Davidson, Jr..... Anniston
Jerry Lee Estes ......................Jasper
*Lou Lockhart Estes
Jasper
Richard Allan Evans Jacksonville
Weyman Edward Fincher
Summerville, Ga.
James Edward Hamilton Gadsden
Winston Terry Hay ..............Oxford
Paul Morris H a y n e s..............Oxford
Jerrell Hodges .................... Roanoke
Wallace Gray Howard, Jr.
Piedmont
Bobby Joe Johnson ..............Centre
Patricia Campbell Kettles
Anniston
Larry Leighton Greene
Sycamore

James H. Kilgore ..................Bynum
Michael Wallace Kimberly
Lincoln
Charles Braxton Lee
Camden
Jimmy Van Lindsey . Fort Payne
Horace Lynn Martin ....... Anniston
Betty Lee Mellon ..................Oxford
David Lynn Moore
Birmingham
John Wayne Morris ......... Anniston
James Edward Neason, Jr.
Birmingham
Andrew Jackson Page ......... Centre
Richard William Perryman
Attalla
James Allan Romine
Auburndale, Fla.
Roy C. Snead ................Jacksonville
Hugh Dirl Spears ..............Anniston
James Edward Strickland
Piedmont
Jimmy Sayers Waddell
LaFayette, Ga.
Ralph Leonard Watkins

. Weaver

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Patricia Anne Chisolm
Weaver
(special honors in French)
*Randall Lamar Cole
Fort Payne
(special honors in political science)
Richard Arlyn Johnson
DeFuniak Springs, Fla.

Glennis Louise Maddox .........F yffe
David Lee M o o n ............... Sycamore
James Alvin Smoake Jacksonville
(special honors in biology)
Martha Abrams Webb
Lylerly, Ga.

M. S. IN EDUCATION
Herston Pelham Bonner
Gadsden
Bobbie Nell Freeman
Talladega
Willis Lee Gaines .................. Heflin
Selena Howe Jones ........... Gadsden

Ethel B. Reaves ......... Jacksonville
Arthur Lake Thompson
Lincoln
James Gilbert Wamsley
Jacksonville

COMMISSIONED IN U. S. ARM Y RESERVE
Winston Terry Hay ...........Oxford
Charles Braxton Lee ......... Camden

Chester M. Pruett ........... Gadsden
Hugh Dirl Spears .............Anniston
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*2.5 (B Plus) or better over-all average
B. S. IN ELEM EN TARY EDUCATION
Kytha Joan Baird .................... Boaz
Martha Elaine David
Cedartown, Ga.
Cordelia Faye Eason
Goodwater
Janice Faye Ford ................Glencoe
Paula Ruth G u th rie............Gadsden
Eleanor Donna Heckert
Birmingham
Diane Schmeder Langwith
Fort McClellan
Vivian Lusk Love .................. Oxford
Mary Wilson Mann
Pell City
Phyllis June Maxwell . ..Northport
Mary Lou O’Barr .................... Steele
Glenda June Owens ..............Empire
Helen Kathryn Pollard
Gadsden

*Mary W. Raley ................Gadsden
(with distinction)
Mary Elizabeth Sellers Riddle
Millerville
Sherrial Linda Savage .. . Piedmont
Paula Nell Sharp
Anniston
Barbara Faye Smith ....... Anniston
Terrie June Smith .........Crossville
Carolyn Tomlin Stewart
Ashland
Rita Jo Strickland ........... Crossville
Alice Sharon Waite
Greenville
Thora Handley Wisener
Birmingham
Ethelwyn Youngblood
Rahway, New Jersey

B. S. IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Dixon Randolph Allen, Jr.
Jacksonville
Evelyn Vernell Bowen .....Gadsden
Sherry Elizabeth Brady Anniston
Linda Jane Bunn ..............Anniston
(special honors in mathematics)
Linda Sue Camp ................Munford
Myrvle Brown Camp
Fort Payne
Johnny Mac Castleberry
Trussville
Margaret Linda Cheatwood
Tampa, Florida
Janice Merle Clark
Talladega
Martha Hinton Clemmer ... Weaver
Robert Bruce Clotfelter
Gadsden
Joella Cornelius Connell
Jacksonville
Cecelia Venice Davis ................Boaz
Marcia Ruth Edmonds
Grant
Jimmy Wayne Ellis
Jacksonville
Rebecca Elaine Fleming ....... Arab
Diane Elaine Frantz ......... Gadsden
Fannie Lee Fuller
Lafayette
Charles Wayne Gamble Hueytown
(special honors in English)
*P eggy Jean Garrett ........... Oxford

Glenda Jo Goodson
Gadsden
David Forrest Hay
Piedmont
Mary Elaine Hefner .......Gadsden
Patricia A. Hollingsworth Bynum
Todd Lee Holman
Harvest
Lila Ruth Hudgins
Albertville
Mary Alice Jones ................Weaver
Glenda Ann Justice ......... Henagar
Carole Judith Key
Anniston
Judith Ann King
Piedmont
(special honors in history)
Zem Rew Lanier
Talladega
Mary Jane Lee .......... Harpersville
Ernestine Sarah Foster Linton
Jacksonville
Donna Sue Low ..................Gadsden
Laura Jean Lyda .....East Gadsden
*Lani Mainland
Jacksonville
(special honors in mathematics)
David Lawrence Martin Piedmont
Sarah Faye Robinson McDowell
Alexander City
Gloria Ann Owney ...........Irondale
*Susan Pearson .................. Opelika
(special honors in English)
Armon Dewey Pugh, Jr...... Attalla
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Barbara Anne Raper .....LaFayette
(special honors in biology)
Alvin Marion Rhodes V
Gardendale
Janie Ruth Rives ........... Albertville
Brenda Carol Rowell
Cedartown, Georgia
Pamela Anita Salmon ....... Weaver
Alita Jo Segers .......Rome, Georgia
(special honors in mathematics)
James Larry Simmons
Hayden
*Wanda W right Sloman
Horton
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*Alice Loretta Smith ..Jacksonville
(special honors in mathematics)
Helen J. S w a n n ....................Ashville
(special honors in history)
Nathan P. Thompson
Albertville
Linda Eljanette Tracy .....Gadsden
(special honors in biology and
history)
Miriam Elaine Walker
Jacksonville
Manola Harper Wheeler .......F yffe
*Kenneth Vernon W h ite .......Heflin
(special honors in English)

B. S. IN VOCATION AL HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Linda Opal Anderson
Sylacauga
Harriett Melinda Black
Union Grove
Glenda Kay Housch
Summerville, Ga.
Nancy J. Jordan ............ Cragford

Wanda E. Prater ................. Oxford
Charlotte Rebecca Rouse ..Gadsden
Carolyn Sailors ............... Talladega
(special honors in home economics)
Patricia Ann Sewell ... Jacksonville
*Virginia Cole Taylor . Springville

B. S. IN MUSIC EDUCATION
James Donald Eldridge, Jr.
Americus, Georgia
William Gene Love ............. Oxford

Dorothy Marie Sanders Talladega
Martha Lynn Yancey ......... Attalla

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ronald Emerson Adams
Jacksonville
Kenneth Lewis Allred ....... Lincoln
James B. Andrews ....... Brownsboro
(special honors in mathematics)
Marion Huston Bannister
Bynum
J. L. Bellamy ...................... Gadsden
A. Wayne Bolt ..............Wellington
Jerry M. Brannan
Glencoe
James Kenneth Brewer ....... Oxford
Ernest Lee Brown ........... Anniston
Thomas John’s Burgess
Heflin
Russell Gene Bussey
Oxford
James Otis Carroll, Jr........Addison
Ralph Louis Carter
Anniston
Charles Dean Couch
Albertville
James Troy Crumpton
Roanoke
Nancy Lou Cunningham
Gadsden
William Glenn Davis .....Albertville
Jerry Cloyd DeSpain Jacksonville
Kermit Lane DeVaughn
Clanton
Fulton Newton Dobson
Gadsden

Eddie Howard Dodd ......... Sumiton
Johnny Franklin Duckett
Albertville
Donald Elgin Dungan .....Pell City
William Edgar Ellis ... Fort Payne
Marilyn Rose Gaston
F ort McClellan
Tim Auston Gentry, Jr.
Gadsden
Judythe Eileen Gilley Holly Pond
Sylvia Ann Gorey
Jacksonville
Wilma Jean Graben ........Roanoke
Kelly M. Greathouse ................Dora
William T. Griggs .....Union Grove
Jerry Neil Guest ..............Geraldine
James Edward Hanks ....... Gadsden
Joe Torrey Hayden
Talladega
James C. Headrick, J r........Cullman
Dale Eugene Henry
Anniston
Glynn Hoyt Hester
Bessemer
Philip Clyde Holdiness
Satellite Beach, Florida
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Earl Loyd Hollingsworth
Eastaboga
Willie Leon Holt Summerville, Ga.
Jerry Doyle Howard ........... Gallant
Theodore H. Hughes ......... Weaver
Richard Ivan Johnson
Montgomery
Dewey F. Jones ..................Anniston
James Coleman Justice ....... Gurley
Robert Michael Justice . Albertville
Kenneth Harold King Jacksonville
Gerald Louis Livingston Anniston
David A lbert Lovvorn
Birmingham
Jonas Ruben Luker ......... Anniston
Herbert Lamar Massey . ..Oneonta
James Henry Mathis .....Rome, Ga.
Franklin Douglas Matson
Talladega
Nadine Mattox ....................Ashland
Jimmy Wade May
Alabama City
Danny Joe McDaniel ....Sylacauga
Charles Larry McDowell Anniston
Michael Roger McGuire
San Jose, California
Eldon M edders....................Anniston
Janice Talley Miles .....Jacksonville
Richard Charles Miller
Jacksonville
George Robert Nemeth
Anniston
Diane Miller Nier F ort McClellan
Edward A. O’Harrow ........... Heflin
Morris Lee Parker
Anniston
Glenda Jo Penton ........... Sylacauga
Carolyn Gail Pettus
W inter Park, Florida
Kenneth Hamilton Pollard
Borden Springs
Grover Cleveland Prickett, Jr.
Jacksonville

Richard Harold Prichett
Blue Mountain
William Bruce R atliff . Blountsville
Larry Clay Ray ..................Ashland
(special honors in accounting)
Rebecca Francis Ray
Hanceville
Jerry Lane Rich ....................Vincent
James Donald Robinson
Sylacauga
James Woodall Rodgers
Lineville
Gladys Carol Rogers
Crossville
William Gordon Rylant Sylacauga
Janet Susan Semrick ......... Gadsden
Ronald Sam Sibert
Jacksonville
James Hugh Simpson
Weaver
George Loyd Smith
Albertville
Lerry Theron Smith
Bessemer
(special honors in accounting)
Troy Earnest Smith .....Wellington
Stanley Dale Stephenson
Alexander City
Gary Dean Szymanski .....Gadsden
John Merrill Taylor ......... Anniston
Gilbert Jerome Turley .....Anniston
James Herschell Turner
Birmingham
Marshall Edward Twigg, Jr.
Wellington
Frank Parks Waits, Jr.
Birmingham
James Douglas Warren, Jr.
Childersburg
Bobby Hayward Welch
Fort Payne
Jack W indford Wheeler
Vincent
Donald White
Eastaboga
Paul W oodrow Williams
Arab
Roger Lorren Williams
Anniston
William Ellis Williamson
Jacksonville
Doris Sharon W right
Anniston

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sarah Lee Ashley ............. Gadsden
Andrew W yatt Bolt, II
Bessemer
(special honors in political science)
Cynthia Ellen Brown Jacksonville
*Donald Edward Clemmer Weaver
(special honors in mathematics)
William John Conway
Jacksonville

Donald Edward Cook .....Piedmont
William Val Davis Double Springs
Michael Lester Dorsett .........Leeds
Suzanne Jones Duncan
Jacksonville
Janet Sue Fister
Trenton, Tennessee
Bobby Joe Forbus ........... Anniston

JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
*David Lee Gable
Anniston
(special honors in mathematics and
history)
Elizabeth Josephine Gibson
Anniston
Gene Roland Griffin
Pell City
Ferris Northcutt Hall ....Gadsden
Winston Terry Hay ..............Oxford
Lester Clinton Johnsey
Jasper
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Martha Berry Mallory ... Anniston
Randall Royce McCord .......Centre
William Shiles McCord Scottsboro
Tommy Ray Morris ........Anniston
Judith Moore Oglesby .. Albertville
Wayne Harris Smith ........... Heflin
Linda Gail W a ld ro p ........... Gadsden
Mary Ardeen W hite ......... Anniston

M. S. IN EDUCATION
Ronnie Ray Harris ......... Geraldine
James Kenneth Herlong
Gadsden
James Robert Linton .....Vinemont

Rita Ann Cruse Rollins
Jacksonville
Joseph Mark Washington
Jacksonville

COMMISSIONED IN U. S. ARM Y
Regular Army
Ronald E. Adams
Jacksonville
Andrew W. Bolt ........... Wellington
Donald E. C lem m er..............Weaver
Donald E. Cook ................Piedmont

Michael R. McGuire
San Jose, California
William Rylant ............... Sylacauga
Ronald S. Sibert ........ Jacksonville

RESERVE
Kenneth L. Allred ............... Lincoln
Johnny M. Castleberry Trussville
Robert B. C lotfelter.......... Gadsden
Charles D. Couch....... Albertville
Kermit L. DeVaughn
Clanton
William E. Ellis .......... Fort Payne
James E. Hanks
Gadsden

Glynn H. Hester ..............Bessemer
Earl L. Hollingsworth
Eastaboga
Richard C. Miller
Jacksonville
Kenneth H. Pollard
Borden Springs
Donald White ..................Eastaboga
Roger L. Williams ........... Anniston

DEGREES AW ARDED
JULY 30, 1965
*2.5 (B Plus) or better over-all average
B. S. IN ELEM EN TARY EDUCATION
Burma Stewart Bailey
Cragford
Lois T. Childers ...........Carbon Hill
Inez Coan
Phil Campbell
Eunice Elma Daniel
Cedar Bluff
M. Gladys Downes .................... Boaz
Annie Jewel Fowler
Grove Oak
*Beverly Anne Graham Goddard
Fairfield
Lois King Graham ................Centre
Kathryn Owens Harlan
Heflin
Naomia B. Hill .................... Oneonta

Faye Marshall Holland
Dutton
Zula B. Hollis
Jacksonville
Betty Roberta H o lm e s ....... Glencoe
Wanda King Hyche
Attalla
Gloria D. Shiver Kircus ... Attalla
Chloe W. Moore
Fort Payne
Blanch F. Owens ........... Piedmont
Sarah Lackey Parnell
Jacksonville
Carolyn Collins Parton ... Ohatchee
Willene Lay Payne ..............Glencoe
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Velva Whitten Peters .....Odenville
Inez Neely R a ttr a y ....... Jamestown
Ruby Sorter Reagan .....Albertville
Audrey Evelyn Sims ......... Gadsden

Shirley Ann Sutton
Piedmont
Nina Lou Thrash
Grove Oak
Jolene M. Zeller ............ Anniston

B. S. IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Cary David Allen ..................Alpine
Cynthia Ellen Brown Jacksonville
Joy Miller Dark
Fort McClellan
W illis Steven Duke
Childersburg
Thelma Rose Golden ........... Oxford
June Ellen Hinton ................Attalla
Mary Julia Street Holman
Jacksonville
Alva Dale M cAfee
Altoona
Patsy Ann M cElroy ..............Heflin
Robert Don Oliver
Attalla

Charles Weldon Parrish
Crossville
Roy Lamar Roberts
Piedmont
Rita Lynn Sanders
Pinson
Betty Gray Simmons
Blountsville
Jerry Davis Taylor
Springville
*Kay W aggoner Tipton
Jacksonville
Shirlea Joan Smith Troutman
Gadsden
Linda Gail W aldrop
Gadsden
Paula Sharon Whitten
Horton

B. S. IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Maurice R. Lacey .......Guntersville
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
William Maxwell Allen, Jr.
Bessemer
Earle Lafayette Bentley . . Sterrett
Billy Mathis Billingsley
Sylacauga
Linda Rumadge Bouldin
Henagar
Jerry Randall Bowman
Anniston
Catherine Marie Bredar
Birmingham
Ray Edgar Bryan ........... Piedmont
James A . Bryson
Trussville
Joe C. Creel ............................ Morris
Alice Sue Deakins
Powell, Tennessee
Jerry Ray Gilliand
Talladega
Floyd Lamar Glass
Alexandria
Syble Roberts Goode W e llin g t o n
John Herman Heathcock, Jr.
Jacksonville
Sara Jo Holdbrooks ..... Fort Payne
Grady Lamar Holley
Anniston
Charles Douglas Isbell ........... Leeds
Leon Waters Johnson, Jr.
Birmingham
Brenda Pearl Littlejohn
LaFayette, Georgia

Jackie Ray Lowery
Gadsden
William Harold Lusk
Anniston
Tommy Charles McLeroy .. Heflin
Sherman Dane Meers .......Gadsden
Sandra L. Meharg
Hueytown
Melvin Leon Morrow, Jr.
Oxford
Larry Gene M o rto n ................Pinson
Marjorie Ellen N a y lo r ............. Boaz
Frieda Lynne Johnson Norris
Anniston
William Edgar Nuss
Holly Pond
Robert George O’Brien
Anniston
Stanley C. Parrish
Gadsden
James Eugene Pate ......... Anniston
Kenneth George Reece
Fort Payne
Clifton Darcie Robinson
Sylacauga
Philip Jackson Shelton
Birmingham
Patsy Walker Stokes
Eastaboga
John Edward Tipton Birmingham
Arlin Burl Turner
Oxford
Douglas Eugene Wheeler Gadsden
Mitchell Williams
DeArmanville
Barbara June Wynn
Jacksonville
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
John Arthur Childs, Jr.
Greenville, Mississippi
Joella Cornelius Connell
Walnut Grove
Klaus Wilhelm Duncan
Jacksonville
Dorothy Louise Foster ... Lineville
Ernest Albert William Frankl, II
Anniston
Fannie Lee Fuller ........... Lafayette
Glenda Ann Justice ......... Henagar
Hazel Theresa Kisor ....... Piedmont
*Lani Mainland
Jacksonville
(special honors in mathematics)

Anthony Harold Normand
Birmingham
(special honors in political science)
* Susan Pearson .................. Opelika
(special honors in English)
Pamela Anita Salmon
Weaver
Jeanne Carleton Shepard Gadsden
Frances Kay Sutton
Blountsville
M arjorie Scruton Tanner
Anniston
Miriam Elaine Walker
Jacksonville
Rebecca Anne Ziglar
Cedartown, Georgia

M. S. IN EDUCATION
Sara Rivers Aderholdt
Jacksonville
Lorene H. Arm strong Jacksonville
Clarence Robert Boshell Anniston

Lamar Caldwell ......... Jacksonville
William Judson Church, Jr. Leeds
Malvinee Elizabeth Cook
Oxford
J. W. Raley ..........................Gadsden

COMMISSIONED IN U. S. ARM Y
Reserve
Cary D. Allen ........................ Alpine
William M. Allen, Jr. .....Bessemer
Joe C. Creel ............................ Morris
Ernest Albert William Frankl, II
Anniston

James Herman Heathcock
Jacksonville
Melvin Leon Morrow, Jr......Oxford
Anthony Harold Normand
Birmingham
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